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NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION
TO ALL PARTIES AND COUNSEL OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on such date as the Court may set, in Courtroom 4 of the
U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, located at 450 Golden Gate Avenue,
San Francisco, California, Plaintiffs will and hereby do move for an order imposing sanctions
upon Defendant and its counsel, as explained below. This motion is supported by a
Memorandum of Points and Authorities as well as by the Joint Declaration of Derek W. Loeser
and Lesley E. Weaver.
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
I.

INTRODUCTION

The Court: . . . [W]ithout making any suggestions about anybody, . . . I
am concerned that Facebook has, you know, often made statements reflecting an
unduly narrow view of what should be turned over to the Plaintiffs. . . .
Mr. Snyder: . . . If I was there, I would look you in the eyes. I’m telling
you, Judge, we are not only acting in good faith; we are eager to produce
documents, whatever the expense, that are relevant to the issues in this case. . . .
. . . I am confident, Your Honor, that when you see our performance on the
issues in this case in terms of our production of documents, you will have no basis
for concern because we want to get on with it because we think those documents
actually are the key to us winning this case.
Hr’g Tr. at 28:23–29:2, 29:22–25,
30:22–31:2 (Mar. 5, 2020).
Plaintiffs bring this motion because the assurances above were not true at the time and
are not true today. In fact, the history of discovery in this case reveals a pattern of misconduct
that has significantly impeded progress. The record supports sanctioning Facebook and its
counsel for their substantial disruption and delay of this litigation—by years, not months. As of
February 2, 2022, this was the state of document production in a case that entered discovery in
2019:
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Two and a half years since Plaintiffs first propounded requests for data relating to Named
Plaintiffs, Facebook has produced little more than what was already accessible to the Named
Plaintiffs. Similarly, by February 2, 2022, Facebook had produced only 50 internal ADI
documents. In each instance, Plaintiffs spent years meeting and conferring with Facebook,
drafted multiple briefs, and secured orders compelling production. But Facebook and its lawyers
stonewalled. Rather than take positions and join issue, Facebook and its counsel often provided
no position at all. When they did, the positions were meritless and, as the record shows,
occasionally false.
Facebook’s and Gibson Dunn’s intransigence was paired with a false narrative that
portrayed Plaintiffs as deliberately delaying the case. For years, Facebook’s lawyers claimed that
Plaintiffs were seeking obviously irrelevant discovery to slow the case down. This false narrative
culminated in a hearing before the Special Master ten days before the January 31 substantialcompletion deadline. At that hearing—which occurred while Facebook had still produced only a
small fraction of the discovery it had been ordered to produce—attorney Snyder told the Special
Master that Plaintiffs “have no interest in a substantial completion discovery date,” that “[t]his
case is out of control” because “[t]he plaintiffs will not stop,” and that Plaintiffs were trying to
raise too many discovery issues and should be told “no mas, no mas.” Ex. 3 at 10:1–11, 12:19–
20, 13:9–15.1 Having delayed discovery for so long, Facebook’s counsel was now arguing that it
was too late, a two-step litigation strategy through which Facebook sought to capture the benefit
of its own intransigence.
There was never any factual basis for Facebook’s repeated statements in hearings and
motions that Plaintiffs sought irrelevant information to delay these proceedings. To the contrary,
the record demonstrates that Plaintiffs have sought relevant information. Since the Special
Master’s appointment, alone, Plaintiffs have brought 10 discovery motions. The Special Master
has granted eight and denied one, while one remains pending. As the Ninth Circuit explained,
1

Unless otherwise noted, all citations of exhibits are citations of the exhibits attached to the
accompanying Declaration of Derek W. Loeser and Lesley E. Weaver in Support of Plaintiffs’
Motion for Sanctions. Citations of the Declaration itself are given as “Decl. ¶ __.”
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“The vice of misrepresentation is not that it is likely to succeed but that it imposes an extra
burden on the court. The burden of ascertaining the true state of the record would be intolerable
if misrepresentation was common.” In re Boucher, 837 F.2d 869, 871 (9th Cir. 1988). Here,
Facebook’s and its counsel’s misrepresentations imposed a burden so extreme that the
appointments of Magistrate Judge Corley, discovery mediators Judge Gail Andler and Daniel
Garrie, and finally the Rule 53 appointment of Special Master Garrie, have been necessary.
While the misconduct here has been pervasive, this motion focuses on a few discrete
topics that are exemplars of the obstruction, misdirection, and failure of candor that have led to
this moment: Facebook’s refusal to produce non-privileged documents relating to its App
Developer Investigation (“ADI”); its refusal to produce information relating to the Named
Plaintiffs; misconduct related to the depositions of current and former Named Plaintiffs; and a
January 2022 attempt to benefit from past intransigence by imploring the Special Master to block
Plaintiffs from raising long-unresolved discovery issues. Plaintiffs focus on these courses of
misconduct because they consumed much time and energy, involved critical discovery, and
exemplified the behavior of Facebook and its counsel. By no means do these examples capture
the full scope of the delay and waste. For purposes of this motion, Plaintiffs are seeking
$196,288.72 in costs related to the retention of Special Master Garrie and discovery mediator
Judge Gail Andler, and $657,907 in fees incurred due to misconduct.
The Court has directed Plaintiffs to consider monetary sanctions not only against
Facebook, but also against individual attorneys. After considerable reflection, Plaintiffs ask that
the Court impose monetary sanctions on Facebook; the firm representing it in this action, Gibson
Dunn & Crutcher LLP; and Facebook’s lead lawyer from Gibson Dunn, Orin Snyder. While a
number of Gibson Dunn attorneys played roles in the misconduct, Plaintiffs believe that it is
enough to hold the decision-makers accountable, and trust that others will learn from the
example.
Plaintiffs are not seeking to recover all of the fees and costs that they incurred as a result
of the discovery abuse. Plaintiffs are also not seeking to recover all of the fees incurred through
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each discrete course of misconduct. Rather, Plaintiffs focus on particular periods when the
misconduct prejudiced Plaintiffs the most. As a result, the amount of reimbursement sought is
modest relative to the total fees incurred.
The sanctions sought here will not compensate the Court, Judge Corley, the discovery
mediators, Special Master Garrie, or the proposed Class for their wasted time. Nor, because
Plaintiffs ask for only a narrow slice of their fees and costs, will the requested sanctions fully
compensate Plaintiffs’ counsel for needless time and expense. Rather, this motion is necessary to
bring the worst misconduct to the Court’s attention and prevent it from happening again.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. An overview of discovery in this case
Timeline of Major Events in Discovery

RFPs for
ADI docs
and
named
Pls.’ data
Nov.
2019

Referral
to M.J.
Corley
Mar.
2020

M.J. Corley’s
ruling on
discoverable
data
Oct. 2020

Referral
to disco.
mediation
Mar. 2021

Appt. of
Special
Master
July 2021

M.J.
Corley’s
ADI ruling
Sept.
2021

Affirmance
of Special
Master’s
ADI and
data
rulings
Jan. 2022

1. The referral to Judge Corley
Discovery in this case has never proceeded smoothly. Within a month of the ruling on
Facebook’s motion to dismiss, the parties raised their first discovery dispute, which arose from
the scheduling of a Rule 26(f) conference. J. Disc. Letter, Oct. 3, 2019, ECF No. 314. The Court
ordered the parties to hold the conference within seven days of the initial case management
conference in November 2019. Later that same month, Plaintiffs issued their discovery requests.
More discovery disputes, including over the production of documents that Facebook had
produced to the FTC, emerged shortly thereafter.
At a March 2020 case management conference, the Court opined that it was not best
positioned to adjudicate the parties’ growing number of disputes, see Ex. 58 at 11:17–23, 12:14–
13:7, and then referred discovery to Magistrate Judge Corley, Pretrial Order 37: Referral to
Magistrate Judge for Disc., Mar. 10, 2020, ECF No. 390. Before doing so, however, it raised its
PLAINTIFFS’ CORRECTED MOTION FOR
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“concern[] that Facebook has . . . often made statements reflecting an unduly narrow view of
what should be turned over to the Plaintiffs.” Ex. 58 at 28:25–29:2. This was “a big case,” the
Court commented, and it continued: “[T]his is not the type of case where we are going to be
saying: Well, that might end up—that effort might end up uncovering some relevant information;
but, you know, it is just too expensive or difficult, and so we are not going to make Facebook do
it.” Id. at 29:3–10. Facebook’s counsel assured the Court that it had nothing to worry about. See
id. at 29:22–25, 30:22–31:2 (“I’m telling you, Judge, we are not only acting in good faith; we are
eager to produce documents, whatever the expense, that are relevant to the issues in this case.”).
2. Discovery under Judge Corley’s supervision
Judge Corley held her first discovery conference on April 17, 2020. At that conference,
Facebook’s counsel again insisted that they had “been trying to expedite discovery” and had no
“interest . . . [in] dragging our feet.” Ex. 4 at 7:16–19. One of Judge Corley’s initial orders was to
require the parties to meet and confer in person over Zoom as often as three times a week. See
Disc. Order No. 1, Apr. 17, 2020, ECF No. 404 (“The parties shall meet and confer by video
regarding the above issues, and shall plan on doing so at least on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday unless they agree fewer meetings are necessary.”). Under Judge Corley’s supervision, the
parties negotiated the scope of custodial discovery and a number of other issues.2
In the fall of 2020, Judge Corley ruled on the parties’ dispute over data related to the
Named Plaintiffs. She clarified that relevant data included not only information about the Named
Plaintiffs’ on-platform activity, but also information collected about the Named Plaintiffs’ offplatform activity and information Facebook inferred from Plaintiffs’ on- or off-platform activity.
Disc. Order No. 9, Oct. 29, 2020, ECF No. 557.
During this period, Judge Corley also gave the parties much informal guidance on
Facebook’s categorical assertion of privilege over documents from its App Developer
Investigation (ADI), questioning the merits of Facebook’s claim of privilege. See, e.g., Ex. 5 at
2

By “custodial discovery,” Plaintiffs refer to the discovery of electronic documents associated
with a particular “custodian”—e.g., e-mail in a Facebook employee’s inbox.
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16. This guidance did not cause Facebook to change course, so in September 2021, after several
rounds of briefing, she ruled that the work-product privilege did not shield documents generated
by the ADI. See Order Granting Mot. to Compel ADI Materials, Sept. 8, 2021, ECF No. 736; see
also Further Order Re: ADI Privilege Dispute, July 26, 2021, ECF No. 711.
3. Discovery mediation
Meanwhile, many other discovery disputes continued. Concerned about how much time
she could devote to resolving the parties’ disputes, Judge Corley in March 2021 suggested that
the parties engage a discovery mediator. Ex. 6 at 14:5–12; see also Minute Entry, Mar. 4, 2021,
ECF No. 632. The parties selected the Hon. Gail Andler (ret.) of JAMS. See Stip. & Order
Regarding Disc. Mediator, Mar. 22, 2021, ECF No. 646. With the parties’ consent, Judge Andler
then brought in her colleague Daniel Garrie, a seasoned e-discovery and technical neutral, to
assist in mediation. See Ex. 7 at 3:18–22. To the Court, Attorney Snyder expressed how
“delighted” he was to have Judge Andler’s and Mr. Garrie’s assistance. Ex. 5 at 8:11.
Facebook’s counsel wanted to work with the mediators “to develop the most flexible, efficient,
fluid, fair, reasonable, pragmatic approach” to the resolution of discovery disputes,” and “to roll
up our sleeves and get discovery done.” Id. at 8:24–9:3.
Intensive discovery mediation continued through summer 2021, but progress was
extremely slow. Plaintiffs became concerned that many significant discovery issues remained
unresolved (for example, Facebook’s assertion of privilege over the ADI, the collection and
production of documents from non-custodial electronic sources, and the scheduling of
depositions). Pls.’ Status Update at 1–2, June 22, 2021, ECF No. 688. Nor did the mediations
accelerate Facebook’s document production. Id. at 1. When Plaintiffs attempted to raise issues
with the Court for resolution outside of discovery mediation, Facebook said that Plaintiffs were
trying to “bypass mediation” by seeking rulings on discovery disputes, and even declared that
Plaintiffs were violating mediation confidentiality, which the Court did not credit. Facebook’s
Status Update at 2–3, June 22, 2021, ECF No. 689; Ex. 8 at 20:18-21:2. In fact, conscious of the
passage of time and accumulation of disputes, Plaintiffs were simply seeking a way to encourage
PLAINTIFFS’ CORRECTED MOTION FOR
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progress.
4. Appointment of the Special Master
At the June 2021 case management conference, Plaintiffs expressed their concerns that,
in the absence of the authority to issue orders, discovery mediation was leaving too many
discovery issues unresolved. They asked the Court to appoint Mr. Garrie as special discovery
master with the power to issue orders. See Ex. 8 at 6:13–7:18. For the first time, at the hearing,
Facebook agreed. Attorney Snyder declared that it was “not in the dispute manufacturing
business” and wanted to “get this case on the road.” Id. at 11:9–11. He even suggested that the
Court impose a loser-pays requirement and eliminate the ability to appeal the Special Master’s
rulings. Id. at 10:24–11:7.
After discussions with Judge Corley and the discovery mediators, see Minute Entry, June
24, 2021, ECF No. 695, the Court appointed Mr. Garrie as Special Master, Order Appointing
Special Disc. Master, July 20, 2021, ECF No. 708.
Since Mr. Garrie’s appointment last July, he has issued rulings on over a dozen discovery
disputes, and he is continuing to hold hearings and issue orders. In Plaintiffs’ view, his work as
Special Master has greatly accelerated the adjudication of discovery disputes. Nonetheless, this
chart reflects the status of production relating to many key disputes, including those discussed
here:

Relief Sought

Moving
Party

Special
Master’s
Disposition

Result on
Appeal

Further
Proceedings
or Orders?

Number of
Docs
Produced
In
Response
as of
2/10/22

1

Production of
Mark Zuckerberg’s
notebooks

Plaintiffs

Granted
9/29/21

Not
appealed

No

0

0

2

Use of technologyassisted review
(“TAR”) by
Facebook

Plaintiffs

Denied
10/9/21

Not
appealed

Yes
9/22/21

N/A

N/A
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Relief Sought

Moving
Party

Special
Master’s
Disposition

Result on
Appeal

Further
Proceedings
or Orders?

Number of
Docs
Produced
In
Response
as of
2/10/22

0

235

Number of
Docs
Produced In
Response
as of
3/10/22

3

Addition of Mark
Zuckerberg and
Sheryl Sandberg as
document
custodians

Plaintiffs

Granted
10/22/21

Not
appealed

Yes
1/19/22
3/10/22
3/11/22

4

Identification of
companies
(“Business
Partners”) with
which Facebook
agreed to
exchange user
information

Plaintiffs

Granted
11/2/21

Not
appealed

Yes

0

0

Affirmed
1/12/22

Yes
12/17/21
1/14/22
2/8/22
2/10/22
2/14/22
2/17/22
2/28/22
3/3/22
3/9/22

0

0

Denied Stay
12/22/21
Affirmed
1/12/22

Yes
10/26/21
11/15/21
1/10/22
1/20/22
1/31/22
2/10/22

444

27,617

6

Production of
Named Plaintiffs’
Data (content and
information)

7

Implementation of
M.J. Corley’s order
regarding
Plaintiffs’ Motion
to Compel ADI
document
production

Neither

Granted
relief sought
by Plaintiffs
12/8/21

9

Depositions of two
Facebook
employees (Mike
Vernal and Anne
Lewis)

Plaintiffs

Granted
12/17/21

Not
appealed

No

N/A

N/A

11

Production of
“Facebook Secret

Plaintiffs

Granted
1/31/22

Affirmed
2/10/22

No

1

16

Plaintiffs
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Moving
Party

Special
Master’s
Disposition

Result on
Appeal

Further
Proceedings
or Orders?

Number of
Docs
Produced
In
Response
as of
2/10/22

12

Certain documents
related to
Cambridge
Analytica

Plaintiffs

Granted
2/4/22

Affirmed
2/9/22

No

0

15

Production of
Documents
Facebook
Designated as
Privileged

Plaintiffs

Granted in
Part
3/3/22

Not
appealed

No

N/A

16

Production of
Protiviti
Documents

Plaintiffs

Pending

N/A

Pending

Relief Sought

Number of
Docs
Produced In
Response
as of
3/10/22

0

Sauce” memo

As reflected in this chart, Facebook had produced only 445 documents responsive to the
Special Master’s orders by February 10, 2022, the date of the last case management conference.
B. The discovery misconduct here goes beyond what this motion can discuss.
This motion seeks compensation for past sanctionable conduct that has wasted the most
time and effort. It is not an exhaustive history.
Thus, the motion does not discuss many ongoing discovery disputes. Of these, the most
important may be a dispute related to certain financial information. Plaintiffs propounded a
request in November 2019 that asked for documents showing the value of users’ information to
Facebook—including the value of selling access to that information. Ex. 10 at RFP No. 17. That
request is relevant to calculating damages for claims, such as breach of contract, under which
Plaintiffs seek the remedy of disgorgement (e.g. disgorgement of profits earned from the sharing
of information that exceeded user consent). For some time, Facebook denied that such
documents were relevant. Exs. 56, 57. More consistently, it has denied that such documents
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exist, based on “hav[ing] investigated this extensively.” Ex. 30 at 9:6-9. Recently, however, it
has agreed to search for documents “supporting Facebook’s public reporting of revenues,
including” revenue from user information made available to third parties. Ex. 62. This suggests
that when Facebook denied that responsive documents existed, that denial was not based on the
extensive investigation of which it boasted.
Plaintiffs reserve their right to move for sanctions arising from ongoing disputes should it
become clear that Facebook or its counsel merit them.
III.

LEGAL STANDARDS

1. 28 U.S.C. § 1927. 28 U.S.C. § 1927 authorizes an award of “excess costs, expenses,
and attorneys’ fees” against an attorney who “multiplies the proceedings in any case
unreasonably and vexatiously.” Sanctions under § 1927 do not necessarily require a finding of
bad faith. Rather, “recklessness suffices,” Fink v. Gomez, 239 F.3d 989, 993 (9th Cir. 2001), if
an attorney files a frivolous filing, see In re Keegan Mgmt. Co. Sec. Litig., 78 F.3d 431, 436 (9th
Cir. 1996), or violates a law or rule of which counsel is consciously aware, see BKB v. Maui
Police Dep’t, 276 F.3d 1091, 1106–07 (9th Cir. 2002). Nonfrivolous actions may also be
sanctioned under § 1927 when they are motivated by an improper purpose, such as delay. See
Lone Ranger Television, Inc. v. Program Radio Corp., 740 F.2d 718, 727 (9th Cir. 1984).
2. The inherent power. Unlike § 1927, sanctions under the Court’s inherent power
require a finding that a litigant acted in bad faith. Fink, 239 F.3d at 993. Bad faith is not
synonymous with frivolousness. A finding of bad faith does not require that an action or decision
be frivolous, so long as the “litigant is substantially motivated by” an improper purpose. In re Itel
Sec. Litig., 791 F.2d 672, 675 (9th Cir. 1986); see also Fink, 239 F.3d at 992 (“Itel teaches that
sanctions are justified when a party acts for an improper purpose—even if the act consists of
making a truthful statement or a non-frivolous argument or objection.”). That is why a party may
“show[] bad faith by delaying or disrupting the litigation”—i.e., by acting for the improper
purpose of delay. Chambers v. NASCO, Inc., 501 U.S. 32, 46 (1991) (citation and quotation
omitted).
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The Court may rely on a wide range of evidence to determine whether bad faith is
present. It may, for example, rely on the repetition of arguments that have already been rejected,
Wages v. I.R.S., 915 F.2d 1230, 1235 (9th Cir. 1990), a pattern of misrepresentations, Malhiot v.
S. Cal. Retail Clerks Union, 735 F.2d 1133, 1138 (9th Cir. 1984), and “[d]isobedient conduct not
shown to be outside the control of the litigant,” Stars’ Desert Inn Hotel & Country Club, Inc. v.
Hwang, 105 F.3d 521, 525 (9th Cir. 1997). More generally, a court may rely on the cumulative
record of litigation conduct, rather than any one action, to find bad faith. See Lahiri v. Universal
Music & Video Distrib. Corp., 606 F.3d 1216, 1222 (9th Cir. 2010) (affirming a bad-faith
finding based on the “cumulative effect” of litigation conduct).3
2. Rule 37(a). When a party prevails on a motion to compel discovery, a court “must . . .
require” the opposing party or attorney “to pay the movant’s reasonable expenses incurred in
making the motion, including attorney’s fees,” unless the motion was filed without a good-faith
conferral, the other side’s position was “substantially justified” or “other circumstances” would
make an award “unjust.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(a)(5)(A). Similarly, when a motion to compel is
denied, the court must require the movant or the movant’s attorney to pay the nonmoving party’s
reasonable expenses incurred in opposing the motion, unless the motion was “substantially
justified” or “other circumstances” would make an award “unjust.” Id. R. 37(a)(5)(B). For a
motion or opposition to be “substantially justified,” it must have a “reasonable basis both in law
and fact.” Pierce v. Underwood, 487 U.S. 552, 565 (1988) (quotation and citation omitted).
3. Rule 37(b). If a party “fails to obey an order to provide or permit discovery,” the
court “must order the disobedient party, the attorney advising that party, or both to pay the
reasonable expenses” caused by the disobedience, unless it “was substantially justified or other
circumstances make an award of expenses unjust.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(b)(2)(C). Bad faith is not
required for imposition of sanctions under Rule 37(b). Hyde & Drath v. Baker, 24 F.3d 1162,
3

The Ninth Circuit has yet to decide whether sanctionable conduct under § 1927 and the inherent
power must be supported by clear and convincing evidence, as certain other courts require.
Lahiri, 606 F.3d at 1219. That legal question is immaterial to the present motion, however,
because the evidence here satisfies the clear-and-convincing standard.
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1171 (9th Cir. 1994), as amended (July 25, 1994).
IV.

SANCTIONS FOR MISCONDUCT CONNECTED WITH ADI DOCUMENTS
Under 28 U.S.C. § 1927 or the Court’s inherent power, as well as under Rule 37(a) and

(b), sanctions should be imposed on Facebook and its counsel for misconduct connected with the
ADI documents. That misconduct has principally taken three overlapping forms: (1) willful and
unreasonable foot-dragging and stonewalling; (2) disobedience of Court orders; and (3)
misrepresentations and frivolous arguments. The cumulative evidence that Facebook and its
counsel have acted in bad faith is overwhelming. See Lahiri, 606 F.3d at 1222.
A. Background: the ADI and its relevance
The ADI is Facebook’s investigation, initially led by Gibson Dunn, into whether thirdparty apps may have improperly accessed or misused the information of Facebook users. This
investigation began in March 2018 as part of Facebook’s public response to the Cambridge
Analytica scandal. Meta, An Update on Our App Developer Investigation (Sept. 20, 2019),
https://about.fb.com/news/2019/09/an-update-on-our-app-developer-investigation. Because of
the clear relevance to Plaintiffs’ claims, a request for ADI-related documents was included in
their November 2019 set of requests for production. Plaintiffs expected ADI-related documents
to shed light on whether Facebook failed to properly monitor third parties who had access to
information about Facebook users. See Pretrial Order No. 20: Granting in Part & Denying in Part
Mot. to Dismiss First Am. Compl. at 9–10, Sept. 9, 2019, ECF No. 298 (fourth category of
misconduct alleged by Plaintiffs). It may also reveal whether “whitelisted” apps continued to
access information about the friends of users with whom the apps directly interacted. See id. at
7–8 (second category of misconduct alleged by Plaintiffs). Facebook, however, claimed workproduct privilege over all documents generated by the ADI.
The parties litigated Facebook’s assertion of work-product privilege for years. When
faced with the prospect of producing ADI investigative materials, attorney Snyder told the
Special Master that Plaintiffs were seeking documents from a “dry well.” Ex. 19 at 105:8,
108:11. Recent productions, made under compulsion by Facebook, explain Facebook’s
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recalcitrance. The documents are illuminating and highly probative:
•

An ADI memo concerning the app developer Microstrategy, Inc. confirms that
Microstrategy’s apps “had collected vast quantities of highly sensitive user and
friends permissions.” Ex. 67 at FB-CA-MDL-02630235. It also noted that “the
data collected by the entities described in this report was known to be highly
valuable—with many parallels drawn between the data collected by these entities
and that of Cambridge Analytica.” Id.

•

An ADI memo concerning the app developer Social Video Downloader revealed
that its app likely “committed serious violations of privacy” and “had access to a
concerning amount of sensitive user data” including “friends likes, photos, videos,
and profile information.” Ex. 66. “With a total user base of 9,230,213 (before
May 1, 2015), the potential affected population and the amount of sensitive data
at risk are both very high.” Id.

•

An ADI memo concerning Yahoo, impacting up to 123 million users and
specifically noting its whitelisted status, revealed that Yahoo was acquiring
information “deem[ed] sensitive due to the potential for providing insights into
preferences and behavior.” Ex. 68 at FB-CA-MDL-02552091. It was also
“possible that the [Yahoo] App accessed more sensitive user or friends’ data than
can be detected.” Id.

The probative value of the ADI documents Plaintiffs shows that counsel’s delay impeded the
progress of the litigation. It also casts doubt on the good faith of Facebook’s past arguments that
producing ADI documents would be disproportionate. See, e.g., Mot. for Recons. of Special
Master’s Order Regarding Produc. of ADI Related Docs at 1–2 (Dec. 15, 2021).
B. Foot-dragging and stonewalling
Throughout the parties’ ADI dispute, Facebook has slow-walked the issue, refusing to
engage and giving flimsy if not frivolous reasons for postponing resolution. Taken together, this
pattern of behavior is clear and convincing evidence of bad faith, i.e., a deliberate litigation
strategy of delay. See Lahiri, 606 F.3d at 1222 (affirming a district court’s finding of bad faith
based on cumulative litigation conduct); see also Chambers, 501 U.S. at 46 (a party may exhibit
bad faith through delay).
1. May 2020 – April 2021: Plaintiffs attempt to tee up the ADI dispute for resolution,
while Facebook refuses to state a position and delays adjudication.
Foot-dragging: Plaintiffs first brought the ADI privilege dispute to Judge Corley’s
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attention in an April 2020 filing. J. Status Update at 4–5, Apr. 30, 2020, ECF No. 413. The next
month, Plaintiffs asked to brief the dispute over Facebook’s blanket assertion of work-product
protection, given the ADI’s “importance.” J. Status Update at 3, May 28, 2020, ECF No. 449.
Facebook said that there was “no urgent need for the parties to brief this issue.” Id.
In mid-June 2020, Judge Corley directed Facebook to state its position on whether certain
ADI documents were privileged. See Ex. 12 at 11–12, 16. Facebook refused to state a position.
Instead, it said that it did not object to producing ADI documents to the extent they were “not
privileged”—a response that dodged the question of which documents were not privileged. J.
Status Update at 2–3, 7, July 10, 2020, ECF No. 471. At the same time, Facebook’s counsel
urged Judge Corley to defer consideration of the privilege dispute until after Plaintiffs had
reviewed all communications between Facebook and third-party app developers. Ex. 13 at 25.
Counsel did not say why review of those communications was a necessary pre-condition to the
privilege dispute’s being ripe.
Rightly, Judge Corley saw no reason for postponement. Id. at 37. Judge Corley proposed
ruling on a subset of the ADI documents to provide the parties legal guidance for the rest, see id.
at 36, and directed the parties to agree on a procedure for selecting a subset of ADI documents
for in camera review.
Facebook’s counsel used this directive as another opportunity to drag their feet. After
Plaintiffs sent Facebook a written proposal about how to select and present a subset of ADI
documents, Facebook took more than a month to provide a written counterproposal. Stip. &
[Proposed] Order Regarding Process to Log Exemplar Materials From Facebook’s App
Developer Investigation ¶ 4, Sept. 11, 2020, ECF No. 513. Finally, in an attempt to at least begin
the process, Plaintiffs agreed to a procedure under which documents for a small number of
exemplar apps, collected from ADI-specific custodians, would be reviewed and logged, and for
which briefing would begin in January 2021. See id.; Further Stip. & [Proposed] Order
Regarding Process to Log Exemplar Materials From Facebook’s App Developer Investigation,
Sept. 25, 2020, ECF No. 525.
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The Court had ordered briefing to commence in January 2021. See Disc. Order No. 7
(“The Court anticipates that briefing on the privilege dispute will commence no later than some
time in January 2021”). When January 2021 came, however, Facebook again urged that briefing
be postponed. Counsel asserted that, rather than presenting the dispute to the Court, the parties
should be required to meet and confer about each of the 400 privilege log entries identified by
Plaintiffs as the subset to be presented to the Court. J. Status Update at 4, 8, Jan. 14, 2021, ECF
No. 599. Facebook wholly failed to explain why meeting and conferring about 400 individual
privilege-log entries was a prerequisite to briefing whether the work-product privilege shielded
the ADI investigation as a whole. Its position was another pretext for delay.
Judge Corley again rejected Facebook’s bid for delay. Ex. 59 at 4; see also id. at 4:25–
5:18, 6:3–13 (arguments by Facebook’s counsel). In connection with the briefing, Judge Corley
ordered Plaintiffs to select 20 documents out of the 6,000 identified in Facebook’s ADI privilege
log. These 20 documents would then be reviewed in camera. Disc. Order No. 12 at 1, Jan. 15,
2021, ECF No. 602.
2. April 2021 – June 2021: Although Judge Corley “can’t conceive” of how the ADI is
work-product privileged, the Judge gives the parties an opportunity to meet and confer
about how to proceed—an opportunity that Facebook uses for more delay.
Foot-dragging: Once briefing was complete and the 20 ADI documents had been
reviewed in camera, Judge Corley provided the parties with legal guidance as to Facebook’s
work-product privilege claim. Under the “dual-purpose” doctrine, the work-product privilege
does not shield documents generated by an investigation that would have been done even without
anticipated litigation. As Judge Corley saw it, “certainly the investigation was done in
anticipation of litigation, but also I can’t conceive of how it wouldn’t have been done otherwise
as well.”4 Ex. 5 at 16:9–12. This was clear from Facebook’s own statements about the ADI, in
4

In arguing that the ADI was privileged work product, attorney Snyder claimed that the ADI is
“an internal legal investigation,” “separate and apart from Facebook’s regular enforcement
activities,” and “is not done . . . in the ordinary course” of business. Ex. 13 at 31:22–32:9; see
also, e.g., ECF No. 471 at 6, 7 (stating that ADI was “designed and directed by Gibson Dunn”
and was “retrospective”). These statements were misleading. Recently produced documents
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which it had told its users that the ADI was intended to protect the public and its users. Id. at
16:13–15.
Judge Corley also noted that some of the documents reviewed in camera did not appear
to be relevant and wondered what information Plaintiffs believed they needed. Id. at 17:8–23; see
also id. at 26:2–6. Plaintiffs reiterated to the Court the requests set forth in their briefing and
proposed order. A Gibson Dunn associate falsely claimed that Facebook had never before been
presented with those requests, and proposed that Plaintiffs issue entirely new discovery requests
about which negotiation would begin anew. Id. at 19:4-20:7.
While Judge Corley said that she was prepared to rule on the privilege motion, she
wanted to provide Facebook with the opportunity to present more evidence on the privilege
question. See id. at 22:6–23, 23:18–19. Facebook maintained that it did have more evidence. Id.
at 23:20–24:14. Ultimately, Judge Corley told the parties to meet and confer about how to
proceed in light of the guidance she had given. Order Following Apr. 6, 2021 Disc. Conf. at 1,
Apr. 6, 2021, ECF No. 655 (“[T]he parties shall meet and confer regarding how to proceed,
including whether they wish to submit affidavits in support of their positions or whether they can
agree to production of a narrow set of documents.”). By this point, the parties had retained
discovery mediators, so the parties met and conferred about their ADI dispute in mediation. After
several more months of delay, see Exs. 14, 15, an agreement had not been reached.
3. June 2021 – August 2021: After the parties’ discussions go nowhere, Judge Corley
gives Facebook one last chance to prove privilege—only for Facebook to submit
useless evidence.
More delay: With no agreement between the parties, Judge Corley in late July 2021
allowed Facebook to submit one more declaration before she ruled on privilege. Further Order
show that Facebook planned to integrate the ADI into its day-to-day business and that the
transition appears to have been underway since 2019. FB-CA-MDL-02681567; FB-CAMDL02681687 at slide 6; see also FB-CA-MDL02673832. These documents show that
Facebook provided an incomplete and inaccurate description of the ADI. Not once during the
numerous privilege arguments did Facebook reveal that the ADI had been transitioned to a
standing, prospective, internally run operation—facts that undermine Facebook’s asserted basis
for withholding the documents.
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Re: ADI Privilege Dispute at 7, July 26, 2021, ECF No. 711. Facebook did so, submitting the
Declaration of Gibson Dunn partner Alexander H. Southwell, who “led the Gibson Dunn team
engaged to develop and conduct the investigation.” Decl. of Alexander H. Southwell in Supp. of
Facebook’s Position in the Parties’ July 2, 2021 Letter Br. Regarding ADI Privilege Dispute ¶ 4,
Aug. 2, 2021, ECF No. 720.
Mr. Southwell’s declaration had negligible value at best because it ignored the Court’s
focus. When Judge Corley had told Facebook that it could submit more evidence, she had
cautioned its counsel to focus on the “dual-purpose” doctrine, under which an investigation is not
clothed in work-product privilege if it would have occurred in substantially similar form even in
the absence of anticipated litigation. See Ex. 5 at 24:15–20.
The Southwell Declaration did not heed Judge Corley’s guidance. It focused on the
degree to which the ADI was supervised by Gibson Dunn attorneys. It did not even try to address
the critical question under the dual-purpose doctrine: whether the ADI would not have occurred
in substantially similar form if not for anticipated litigation. There was, as Judge Corley later
commented, simply “no evidence” in the declaration that “addresse[d]” that question. Order
Granting Mot. to Compel at 6, ECF No. 736. Rather, after Facebook had sought an “opportunity
to submit additional evidence” about privilege, “it provided a declaration from outside counsel
which does not even acknowledge” the public statements showing that the ADI had an
independently sufficient non-litigation purpose.” Id. This Court would be entirely justified in
finding that the declaration’s uselessness is evidence of purposeful delay.
4. September 2021: Judge Corley grants Plaintiffs’ motion to compel and directs the
parties to work with Special Master Garrie.
Disobedience: In Judge Corley’s September 2021 order on privilege, she ruled that the
ADI was not privileged work-product because Facebook would have launched it even in the
absence of anticipated litigation. Order Granting Mot. to Compel at 3–5. “[I]n the light of
Facebook’s public pronouncements,” the order reasoned, it was “inconceivable that Facebook
would not have initiated a speedy, large-scale-subject matter specialist investigation into app
data misuse in the absence of potential litigation.” Id. at 5–6 (emphasis added). A contrary
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assertion “could only be true if the Court found that Facebook was lying to the public” in its
public statements. Id. at 6.
Judge Corley ordered Facebook to produce “background and technical reports, audits and
developer interviews of the six exemplar apps chosen by the parties” as part of the procedure for
adjudicating privilege.5 Id. at 7. The parties were “to work with the Special Master regarding
production of additional materials consistent with the guidance offered by this Order.” Id.
(emphasis added).
Facebook did not obey this directive. It did not “work with the Special Master” or with
Plaintiffs. Nor did it agree to produce “additional materials consistent with the guidance offered
by” Judge Corley’s order. Instead, Facebook and its counsel resisted that guidance at every turn,
refusing the produce any more than eleven reports relating to the six exemplar apps.
5. September 2021 – November 2021: Facebook disobeys Judge Corley’s Order, ignores
the Special Master, and uses every opportunity for delay.
Delay: Following Judge Corley’s September 2021 Order, Plaintiffs asked Facebook to
produce “all memoranda prepared by” Facebook’s outside ADI consultants, “background and
technical reports, audits, and developer interviews, and internal Facebook communications
regarding these materials.” Ex. 16. Plaintiffs offered to meet and confer the following week, if
necessary. Id. After Plaintiffs’ repeated requests to confer, Facebook’s counsel eventually made
themselves available to confer on October 12, but declined to offer a proposal for what additional
ADI documents should be produced. Pls.’ Statement Concerning ADI Issues in Advance of Hr’g
at 1, Oct. 22, 2021. The parties failed to make further progress.
With no progress made, Special Master Garrie scheduled a Zoom hearing on ADI for
5

The parties had stipulated to a procedure under which Plaintiffs would identify a small number
of “exemplar apps” that had been investigated in the ADI, for which Facebook would then
collect and log associated ADI documents. See generally Stip., ECF No. 513. Later, Facebook
submitted to Judge Corley the privilege log associated with those documents. See Stip. &
[Proposed] Order Regarding Privilege Briefing, Feb. 5, 2021, ECF No. 609. Then, after Judge
Corley rejected Facebook’s claim of privilege over the ADI, Facebook produced reports,
audits, and interviews related to the six exemplar apps, as well as correspondence with the
exemplar apps that it had failed to previously produce. This production totaled 11 documents.
Special Master Order ¶ 3 (Oct. 26, 2021).
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November 11 and ordered the parties to identify issues that needed resolution. In response to this
order, Plaintiffs again sought production of the categories of documents previously identified to
Facebook, arguing that Judge Corley’s order dictated the production of these documents. See
Facebook’s Appellate Record for Appeal of Special Master’s Am. Order Re: Produc. of ADI
Related Docs. at 398–401, Dec. 23, 2021, ECF No. 778.
In its submission to the Special Master, Facebook’s counsel again largely declined to
state a position on what should be produced. Counsel said that the documents Plaintiffs sought
“appear to go far beyond Judge Corley’s order” and included “requests Judge Corley has already
rejected.” Id. at 406. Facebook also said it would provide a “preliminary position” on what nonprivileged materials it might produce, id.—which it never did, see id. at 800–05; Ex. 19 at 7:19–
22.
Then, in early November, attorney Snyder asked to delay the ADI hearing by a month,
emailing the Special Master to tell him that a trial would make it impossible for him to prepare
for the hearing. He therefore “respectfully request[ed] that the ADI hearing be scheduled for the
first week of December.” Email from Orin Snyder to Special Master Daniel Garrie (Nov. 2,
2021, 3:54 pm). He made this request despite having known for months about the trial. See Ex.
20; see also Ex. 21 (setting trial). The Special Master reluctantly granted the request. See Ex. 22
(“one final extension”). Despite granting the continuance, the Special Master “strongly
encourage[d]” Facebook to move the process forward by stating a position and producing
documents:
I strongly encourage Facebook to provide Plaintiffs with a written description of
the materials they believe are required by the ADI Order by the end of tomorrow.
I also strongly encourage you to either produce the memoranda identified by
Plaintiffs in their October 22nd memorandum or inform Plaintiffs in writing the
reason for not providing these materials by Friday afternoon at the latest.
Id. Facebook’s counsel did not comply with this directive. Counsel never described the materials
it believed were required by the ADI Order. They did not produce more ADI memoranda. And
they never informed Plaintiffs in writing why they would not produce those materials. Instead,
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they simply pointed Plaintiffs to an earlier submission from November 4—the very submission
that had prompted Special Master Garrie to strongly encourage Facebook’s counsel to provide a
position and explain it. See Ex. 23.
C. Factual misrepresentations and frivolous legal arguments
When finally forced to take a position and present arguments to Special Master Garrie,
Facebook’s counsel advanced arguments that were factually baseless and legally frivolous. This
behavior disobeyed Judge Corley’s ADI order and is thus sanctionable under Rule 37(b). It also
constituted further evidence of bad faith, independently warranting sanctions under 28 U.S.C.
§ 1927 or the inherent power.
1. December 2021: At an ADI hearing before the Special Master, Facebook advances
frivolous arguments that conflicted with Judge Corley’s ADI order.
Frivolous arguments: The long-delayed ADI hearing finally went ahead on Saturday,
December 4. At that hearing, Facebook acknowledged that “background technical reports,”
“audits,” and “interviews” from non-attorneys were “within the ambit of what is producible”
under Judge Corley’s order. Ex. 19 at 17:23–18:1. Even so, Facebook argued, some of those
documents might be protected by the attorney-client or work-product privileges. See id. at 30:4–
11, 106:12–14.
As made, this argument was frivolous. Facebook failed to explain how the attorney-client
privilege shielded background technical reports, audits, and interviews from non-attorneys. Nor
did Facebook explain how the work-product privilege could attach when Judge Corley had
already rejected the notion that the work-product privilege shielded the ADI investigation. Since
it was Facebook’s burden to prove privilege, the conclusory statement it offered utterly failed to
carry that burden.6
Facebook also argued that Judge Corley had already ruled that internal or external ADI
6

At an April 2021 hearing, Judge Corley had commented that ADI communications from
attorneys might be shielded by the attorney-client or work-product privileges, Ex. 5 at 16:22–
17:3, but Facebook’s conclusory statement about privilege was discussing technical reports,
audits, and interviews, not communications—let alone communications from attorneys, which
Plaintiffs were not seeking at all.
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communications from non-attorneys were not discoverable. “Their demand for ADI
correspondence was already litigated, and Judge Corley rejected it after an extensive sampling
and logging exercise and in-camera review.” Id. at 12:1–4. The 20 ADI documents Judge Corley
had reviewed in camera had included communications, Facebook asserted, and because Judge
Corley had stated that quite a few of the 20 documents were not relevant, she had thus “realized”
that communications were categorically not discoverable. Id. at 14:9–21. Facebook added that
because Judge Corley had not mentioned ADI communications explicitly in her order, the Judge
had effectively ruled that they were not discoverable. Attorney Snyder claimed that there is “a lot
of case law,” “from the Supreme Court cases on down,” holding that when a motion to compel
requests certain materials and an order disposes of that motion without mentioning those
materials, there is a presumption “that [the materials are] not subject to production.” Id. at 25:25–
26:7, 27:3–8.
These arguments are objectively frivolous for several independent reasons. First, it is
fanciful to suggest that Judge Corley would come to conclusions about all ADI communications
after having reviewed only 20 documents out of what Facebook has represented are millions. See
Ex. 24 at 21:19. Nowhere did she imply that her comments about the 20 documents somehow
extended to all ADI communications Facebook had withheld. See Ex. 5 at 17:8–14. To the
contrary, Judge Corley merely noted that many of the 20 documents were insignificant,
scheduling-type emails and not helpful for resolving the issues in dispute. See id. at 26:4–6 (e.g.,
“Are you available for this meeting?”).
Second, even by its own terms, Facebook had no factual basis for its “presumption” that
Judge Corley’s order denied Plaintiffs’ requests for ADI-related communications because it did
not mention them. Facebook’s argument for its presumption from silence depended on the
factual premise that Judge Corley’s order had intended to finally rule on all of Plaintiffs’
requests for ADI documents. If the order did not have that intention, its silence about one of
Plaintiffs’ requests would just mean that the order did not rule on it, leaving it for Special Master
Garrie to determine. Here, Facebook’s factual premise that Judge Corley’s order addressed all of
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Plaintiffs’ requests was obviously false. The order was explicit that it did not provide a
comprehensive and final decision on which materials sought by Plaintiffs’ pending motion
should be produced. Instead, it directed the parties to “work with the Special Master regarding
production of additional materials.” In claiming otherwise, Facebook’s counsel distorted Judge
Corley’s order.
Nor have Plaintiffs found authority—and certainly not “a lot of case law,” including
“Supreme Court cases”—presuming that a court has denied production of certain materials when
it disposes of a motion to compel without mentioning the materials. As far as Plaintiffs can tell,
the only case Facebook has cited to support such a presumption is California Department of
Social Services v. Leavitt, 523 F.3d 1025, 1031 (9th Cir. 2008) (cited by ECF No. 778-1 at 15:1–
2). That case speaks of no such general presumption. Rather, a party had moved to enforce a
judgment and included in that motion a request for limited discovery in service of full
enforcement. Id. at 1030. The district court denied that motion in relevant part but “did not
expressly discuss the request to authorize discovery.” Id. at 1031. The Ninth Circuit concluded in
passing that the district court had “implicitly den[ied] the request.” Id. The Ninth Circuit was
saying that because the district court had denied the motion to enforce the judgment, it had
necessarily denied the motion for discovery in service of such enforcement. That is entirely
different from an order that declines to rule comprehensively on a pending motion to compel.
Order on Mot. to Compel at 7, ECF No. 736. Attorney Snyder’s representation that there was a
“lot of law” supporting counsel’s position was not supportable.
2. December 2021 – January 2022: The Special Master sides with Plaintiffs, and in
response Facebook repeats its frivolous arguments.
Frivolous arguments: Four days after the ADI hearing, on December 8, Special Master
Garrie issued an order requiring the rolling production of all ADI reports, audits, interviews, and
consultant memoranda. ECF No. 778-1 at 384, ¶ 13. It also rejected Facebook’s argument that
Judge Corley had excluded ADI communications from discovery. The order ruled that Plaintiffs
could request a statistically significant sample of ADI communications and, after reviewing
them, request additional communications “upon a showing that the communications are
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relevant.” Id. at 384, ¶ 16.
Facebook moved for reconsideration, repeating all the frivolous arguments it had made at
the ADI hearing. See Mot. for Recons. at 4–8 (Dec. 15, 2021). Counsel also asked Special
Master Garrie to review all ADI communications in camera before they were produced. Id. at
12–14. In response, Special Master Garrie amended the order to require Facebook to submit, for
in camera review, all 6,000 documents it had previously logged as privileged related to just six
out of the millions of investigated apps. ECF No. 778-1 at 384, ¶ 16.
Unsatisfied with this amendment, Facebook appealed to Judge Corley. At the hearing, a
Gibson Dunn associate repeated the frivolous assertion that Judge Corley had already ruled out
discovery of ADI communications. See Ex. 24 at 9:25-10:2 (“[C]ommunications are
categorically out of play at this point.”). Counsel also argued that because Judge Corley had
disposed of Plaintiffs’ motion to compel ADI materials “without ordering those
[communications] produced,” there was “a general presumption” that Plaintiffs’ request for
communications had “been denied.” Id. at 11:16–19. Judge Corley responded that Facebook
should not litigate based on such a presumption: “That is not how it works. I wouldn’t do that.
That’s a mistake.” Id. at 11:21–22.
The day after the appellate hearing, Judge Corley affirmed the Special Master’s ADI
order, stating that it was “exactly what this Court’s ADI Order contemplated.” Order Re:
Facebook’s Appeal of Special Master’s Order Regarding ADI Materials at 1, Jan. 12, 2022, ECF
No. 806. Meanwhile, Special Master Garrie had completed his in camera review of 6,000 ADI
communications concerning six apps, finding that a “substantial number” of them were relevant.
Suppl. Order Regarding Produc. of ADI Related Docs. ¶ 17, Jan. 10, 2022. He therefore ordered
Facebook to produce all ADI communications, later amending the order to make clear that
Facebook need not produce communications from non-custodians or produce or log certain
emails involving attorneys. Am. Suppl. Order ¶ 20.
At the February 10, 2022 case management conference, the Court ordered Facebook to
complete its ADI production within 21 days. By March 3, 2022, Facebook had produced
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approximately 27,000 ADI-related documents since Judge Corley affirmed the Special Master’s
ADI order. This production—which Plaintiffs had requested some two and a half years earlier—
included only 8,445 communications, of which 2,451 are duplicates. Facebook has informed
Plaintiffs the production is complete.
3. February 10, 2022: Facebook’s statements at the case management conference cast
doubts on past representations about burden.
Misrepresentations: As of February 3, Facebook had produced a total of 50 ADI
documents, J. Case Mgmt. Statement at 5, out of an investigation that by Facebook’s own count
involved “millions of apps,” Ex. 24 at 9:2. At the February 10 conference, though, attorney
Snyder stated that Facebook would be able to produce all ADI materials “within one month, if
not sooner.” Ex. 28 at 13:4–5. The Court responded that they needed be produced “21 days from
today.” Id. at 13:10. “That’s fine, your Honor,” replied attorney Snyder. Id. at 13:11.
These statements cast grave doubts on past representations. When Facebook moved for
reconsideration of the Special Master’s initial ADI order, counsel claimed that producing all ADI
communications would be wildly burdensome. One of Facebook’s attorneys claimed, for
example, that producing the communications would “delay the case for at least another year
while we collect, review, and analyze millions of additional documents.” Ex. 24 at 21:17-20.
Facebook's counsel also stated that it had taken 300 attorney hours to collect and review
communications associated with just six of the apps investigated in the ADI, out of some 32,000
relevant apps. Mot. for Recons. at 4, 8 (Dec. 15, 2021); Ex. 24 at 8:25–9:1; see also Mot. for
Recons. at 8–9 (Jan. 19, 2022). Assuming that the attorneys are working 50 hours a week, 300
attorney hours represent six weeks of full-time work by one attorney or one week of full-time
work by six attorneys. Extrapolating 300 hours of work out to 32,000 apps yields an estimate of
1.6 million attorney hours required to collect and review ADI communications. This would
require 100 attorneys working 50 hours a week for about six years, with no breaks. This
description cannot have been accurate given the assurance at the February 10 conference that the
ADI documents could be produced in 21 days.
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D. Sanctions should be imposed.
1. Delay and prejudice. Since Plaintiffs first served the request for production seeking
ADI documents in November 2019, they have met and conferred with Facebook concerning the
issue at least 11 times; filed a motion to compel in February 2021 and additional briefs related to
the motion in July and August 2021; engaged in several extended mediation sessions led by the
discovery mediators in the attempt to resolve the dispute; and argued the issue before Judge
Corley, Special Master Garrie, and Judge Corley again. Decl. ¶ 6. Between them, Judge Corley
and Special Master Garrie have issued six orders on the production of ADI documents. Id. From
September 2021, when Judge Corley issued her ADI order, through February 2, 2022, when the
parties filed their latest joint statement, Facebook produced only 50 ADI documents. See J. Case
Mgmt. Statement, Feb. 3, 2022, ECF No. 829.
2. Monetary sanctions: April 7, 2021 to September 8, 2021. Ample evidence suggests
that Facebook’s bad-faith delay of the ADI dispute began well before April 2021. See supra
§ II.B.1. To be conservative, however, Plaintiffs are asking for sanctions beginning April 7,
2021, the day after Judge Corley stated her view that the ADI was not protected by work-product
privilege. At that point, Facebook and its counsel were indisputably on notice that their claim of
privilege was dubious and that further delay would be in bad faith. After that point, the refusal to
compromise on ADI documents, submission of a legally useless declaration in support of its
claim of privilege, purposeful delay, factual misrepresentations, and frivolous legal arguments all
wasted the time and energy of Plaintiffs, the discovery mediators, Special Master Garrie, and
Judge Corley.
From April 7 to September 8, 2021, when Judge Corley issued her ADI order, sanctions
should be imposed on Facebook’s counsel under 28 U.S.C. § 1927 (or on Facebook and its
counsel under the inherent power). The misconduct of Facebook’s counsel during this period
exhibited, at the very least, reckless disregard of known law. See BKB, 276 F.3d at 1106–07.
3. Monetary sanctions: September 9, 2021 to January 31, 2021. The record shows that
after Judge Corley issued her ADI order on September 8, 2021, Facebook chose to deliberately
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ignore it and delay compliance for as long as possible. Sanctions for disobedience under Rule
37(b), therefore, should begin immediately after the issuance of the ADI order. Disobedience
continued, moreover, until at least the end of January 2022, when Facebook had produced only
50 ADI documents. Plaintiffs propose, therefore, that the period for Rule 37(b) sanctions end on
January 31, 2022. Alternatively, because the disobedience rises to the level of bad faith,
sanctions could be imposed on Facebook’s counsel under 28 U.S.C. § 1927, or on Facebook and
its counsel under the inherent power.
4. Total monetary sanctions. For ADI-related misconduct, Plaintiffs seek $240,067 in
fees.7 See Decl. ¶ 17.
V.

SANCTIONS FOR MISCONDUCT CONNECTED WITH THE NAMED
PLAINTIFFS’ DATA

The data that Facebook collects and shares is at the core of Plaintiffs’ contract,
negligence, statutory, and privacy claims. Facebook has proclaimed for four years that the
Named Plaintiffs have no standing to pursue their claims because they have no evidence that
their information has been shared. But for more than two years, Facebook has refused to produce
much of what it possesses and shares about them, while providing shifting statements about what
Facebook collects and whether it can be produced. This includes the most troubling kinds of
information, such as the behavioral inferences Facebook draws about users based on their
activity and the data it collects by tracking users on and off the Facebook platform.
Plaintiffs’ focus on obtaining the Named Plaintiffs’ data was intended as an efficient,
proportional approach—using the handful of class representatives as examples of how Facebook
collects and uses millions of class members’ information. This is how class actions normally
work. Indeed, documents relating to the lead plaintiffs are regularly produced in class actions.
They relate to adequacy, typicality and commonality, and to the merits.
But Facebook has resisted basic disclosures concerning the Named Plaintiffs’ data.
Facebook’s resistance to Plaintiffs’ legitimate requests for the Named Plaintiffs’ data has

7

With this motion, Plaintiffs also seek total costs of $196,288.72. See Decl. ¶¶ 67–78.
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involved two overlapping categories of sanctionable misconduct. The first is disobedience of
discovery orders, and the second is deliberate foot-dragging.
A. November 2019 – July 2020: Plaintiffs seek production of their data.
In November 2019, just two months after the Court’s order on Facebook’s motion to
dismiss, Plaintiffs served discovery seeking data relating to each of the Named Plaintiffs.8
Plaintiffs have been diligent and persistent in pursuing this information. In April 2020, in
the parties’ first submission to Judge Corley, Plaintiffs noted that they had not been informed
about “where data about Named Plaintiffs . . . resides.” J. Status Update at 3, Apr. 16, 2020, ECF
No. 400. Facebook, by contrast, maintained that it had already given “Plaintiffs tremendous
insight into the categories of ESI Facebook maintains and where it is maintained[.]” Id. at 18.
Judge Corley encouraged Facebook to start discussing, “informally,” where data related to the
Named Plaintiffs resides. Ex. 4 at 28:6–11; see also id. at 32:20-25.
In late spring of 2020, when the parties by Court order were meeting and conferring two
to three times a week, Plaintiffs tried to seek discovery relating to Facebook’s data architecture,
in a search for ways to identify Plaintiffs’ data on an individual or classwide basis. In March
2020, Plaintiffs asked whether Facebook could produce developer manuals or other documents
describing Facebook’s data architecture, to allow Plaintiffs to understand the content and
organization of locations that contained information about the Named Plaintiffs and other class
members. See Decl. ¶ 8. On more than one occasion, Facebook’s response, through Gibson
Dunn associates, was to tell Plaintiffs to “Google” such information. See id. Plaintiffs explained
that the existence of a handful of publicly available documents did not relieve Facebook of its
obligation to produce documents in its own possession, particularly when counsel was pointing
to 2020 documents that did not sufficiently describe Facebook’s architecture during the full

8

RFP No. 9 sought data relating to the Named Plaintiffs. See Ex. 10. RFP No. 10 sought
documents sufficient to show the categories of information Facebook collects, tracks, and
maintains about each Named Plaintiff. Id. RFP No. 11 sought documents sufficient to identify
third parties to which Facebook granted access to Named Plaintiffs’ information. Id.; see also
id. at RFP Nos. 12-15 (seeking information related to third-party access).
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Class Period. Id. Counsel disregarded these arguments. Id.
In July 2020, Plaintiffs again raised the issue of data related to the Named Plaintiffs,
noting that Facebook had yet to confirm that it would produce that data. J. Status Update at 3,
July 30, 2020, ECF No. 484.
Judge Corley then issued an Order giving guidance on the issue. “To the extent they have
not done so already,” the Order stated, “Plaintiffs shall complete their review of the documents
Facebook has produced regarding the named Plaintiffs.” Disc. Order No. 5 at 1, July 31, 2020,
ECF No. 487. The parties were then to meet and confer about “Plaintiffs’ concerns over the
scope of the produced data.” Id. Thereafter, the parties were to update the Court on what had
been produced and what had not been. Id. at 1–2.
B. Summer 2020: Facebook’s documents identify three categories of data it collects
about users and shares with third parties—and had not turned over to Plaintiffs.
As Plaintiffs’ counsel examined the information Facebook had produced about the
Named Plaintiffs, they found it to be of limited assistance. Facebook had produced information
almost exclusively from its “Download Your Information” Tool—a tool that Facebook had
already made available to all Facebook users. See J. Status Update at 2–3, Aug. 13, 2020, ECF
No. 495; Ex. 34 at 1–2. The tool reflects a subset of users’ activity on the Facebook platform:
users’ likes, posts, messages, and the like. But the tool, created by Facebook, did not appear to
reveal all of the information Facebook collects about users’ off-Facebook activity or inferences
that Facebook draws from users’ activity. See ECF No. 495 at 2–3. More significantly, counsel
refused to engage in a transparent discussion about what Facebook collects about users and what
it does with it.
The discovery that Facebook had produced to the FTC, however, indicated that it
maintained additional types of data. Among that discovery was a document identifying three
general categories of data that Facebook possesses about users: (1) “Native Data,” (2)
“Appended Data,” and (3) “Behavioral Data.” Ex. 65. Native Data includes information
Facebook collects from a user’s activity on Facebook, as well as information it can infer from
user activity on and off Facebook. Appended and Behavioral Data include information from user
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activity both on and off Facebook. Appended Data is information obtained from third parties,
including advertisers and data brokers, about a user’s activities (e.g., existing consumer
relationships). Behavioral Data includes information largely related to users’ off-platform
activity (e.g., web-browsing behavior). Facebook also appeared to connect and integrate
information generated from users’ on-platform activity with user information it obtained from
third parties and users’ off-platform activity. Exs. 63, 64, 65.
C. August 2020 – October 2020: After briefing, Judge Corley issues an order agreeing
with Plaintiffs on the scope of relevant user data.
In an August 2020 submission to Judge Corley, Plaintiffs noted that Facebook had only
produced information generated by the “Download Your Information” Tool, which did not
include a significant amount of information that Facebook collects about the Named Plaintiffs. J.
ECF No. 495 at 2–3. Facebook responded that Plaintiffs had overlooked information it had
produced, and that to the extent Plaintiffs were asking for other information, it was irrelevant and
that “[e]ven a large team of engineers working full time for several years likely could not
identify all the information Plaintiffs seek.” Id. at 4–7. But that did not mean that counsel could
not identify at least some sources other than the DYI tool. By taking such an extreme position,
counsel impeded any progress on the issue. Judge Corley concluded that the dispute was ripe for
resolution. See Ex. 29 at 17:6–17.
In the ensuing briefing, the parties disagreed about the scope of the case. Facebook
argued that the only relevant information related to the Named Plaintiffs was information about
on-Facebook activity that Plaintiffs shared with their Facebook friends. Facebook Reply Br. at 1,
Oct. 8, 2020, ECF No. 537. Allowing discovery about other data “would expand the case far
beyond what Judge Chhabria considered.” Id. at 3. Plaintiffs pointed out that, in fact, the case
focuses on the information Plaintiffs restricted but that Facebook nevertheless collected and
made accessible to third parties. This includes data about users’ off-platform activities that
Facebook collects and data that Facebook derives from the data it collects about users’ activities.
See Pls.’ Resp. in Reply to Def. Facebook, Inc.’s Req. to Enforce the Partial Stay of Disc. in
Pretrial Order No. 20 and in Supp. of Cross-Mot. to Compel at 1, 7–11, Oct. 19, 2020, ECF No.
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548.
Judge Corley rejected “Facebook’s restrictive view of relevant discovery.” Disc. Order
No. 9 at 1, Oct. 29, 2020, ECF No. 557. She concluded that “discoverable user data at issue
includes” three categories of information: (1) information “collected from a user’s on-platform
activity”; (2) information “obtained from third parties regarding a user’s off-platform activities”;
and (3) information “inferred from a user’s on or off-platform activity.” Id. at 2.
D. November 2020 – December 2020: Despite Judge Corley’s order, Facebook
produces no further data related to the Named Plaintiffs.
Stonewalling: After the order, Plaintiffs expected that Facebook would soon produce
additional information related to the Named Plaintiffs. That expectation was not met.
On November 12, 2020, Plaintiffs sent Facebook a letter asking it to identify materials
responsive to the order, including their format, to allow the parties to discuss ways production
could be narrowed or made more efficient. J. Status Update at 1–2, Dec. 8, 2020, ECF No. 583.
Facebook made no substantive response. Id. at 2. Instead, in a December 2020 joint status report
and hearing, Facebook’s counsel informed Plaintiffs and Judge Corley that while they were still
investigating, they believed they had already produced all information related to the Named
Plaintiffs that could have been shared with third parties. Id. at 9; Ex. 30 at 17:17–18:9. Plaintiffs’
counsel expressed disbelief that such a statement could be correct. Ex. 30 at 18:10–19:1, 19:8–
20:6.
E. December 2020 – February 2021: Judge Corley authorizes a 30(b)(6) deposition.
Stonewalling and disobedience: Faced with this dispute, Judge Corley allowed Plaintiffs
to take a 30(b)(6) deposition on the categories of “discoverable user data” listed in her order
defining the scope of relevant data. Disc. Order No. 11 at 1, Dec. 11, 2020, ECF No. 588. She
noted Facebook’s contention that “the inferred user data” it maintains “is not relevant” because
“Facebook does not share” it. Id. She responded, “[I]f the Court were to accept Facebook’s
arguments about the scope of production, it would eliminate [the] third category of [discoverable
data related to the Named Plaintiffs]: data inferred from a user’s on or off-platform activity.” Id.
So she ordered Plaintiffs to provide Facebook with a 30(b)(6) notice and told Facebook to
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respond to it. Id. at 1–2.
A month later, after wrangling over the topics to be covered at the 30(b)(6) deposition,
Judge Corley ordered the parties to conduct the deposition in February 2021, with the scope
limited to “discoverable user data” as she had defined it.9 ECF No. 602 at 1. She cautioned that
“whether particular user data is not shared, not admissible, or not monetized, is not a valid reason
to object to a particular deposition question.” Id. at 1–2.
A 30(b)(6) deposition on discoverable user data was held on February 23, 2021. In the
aftermath, Facebook blamed Plaintiffs’ counsel for spending much of the deposition on what
Facebook deemed to be irrelevant subjects on which the deponent offered few substantive
responses. J. Status Update at 2, 8–9, Mar. 3, 2021, ECF No. 631. Among the purportedly
irrelevant subjects Facebook identified were questions about the document identified above that
identified Facebook’s collection of “Native,” “Appended,” and “Behavioral” information about
users. During the deposition, Facebook’s counsel stated that the document was “outside the
scope of the case” and beyond the scope of the 30(b)(6) deposition. Ex. 31 at 84:7-25; see id. at
82–84. For Plaintiffs, however, the deposition “confirmed that Facebook is withholding
significant amounts of data relating to the Named Plaintiffs.” ECF No. 631 at 2.
F. March 2021 – September 2021: The dispute continues unresolved, even after months
of discovery mediation.
Foot-dragging and stonewalling: Not long after the 30(b)(6) deposition, Plaintiffs asked
Facebook “to produce all data and information in Facebook’s possession relating to the Named
Plaintiffs in this action.” Ex. 60 at 1. Facebook refused, accusing Plaintiffs of “spinning in circles
on this issue for more than a year” and “relaps[ing] to their original position that Facebook must
locate and produce all data relating in any way, shape, or form, to the Named Plaintiffs.” Ex. 32
at 6. According to Facebook, Judge Corley had “rejected this position.” Id.

9

The 30(b)(6) deposition was also supposed to cover “how Facebook monetizes—directly or
indirectly—and thus values user data.” ECF No. 602 at 1. Deposition testimony on that topic
was offered on a separate day, and was given by a different designee, from testimony on user
data itself.
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It was around this time that Judge Corley proposed that the parties retain a discovery
mediator. In discovery mediation, Plaintiffs sought information that could help the parties
fashion a solution to limit the burden of producing the data. Ex. 33 at internal exhibit 15. After
months of futility, in September 2021, Plaintiffs again asked for the complete production of
information collected about the Named Plaintiffs or an explanation of the specific information
that Facebook was withholding. Id. at internal exhibit 16. Facebook did not respond. Pls. Mot. to
Compel at 8 (Oct. 18, 2021).
G. October 2021 – January 2022: Special Master Garrie’s order and Judge Corley’s
affirmance demonstrate that Facebook had disobeyed Judge Corley’s order for
more than a year and that sanctions under Rule 37(b) are warranted.
Disobedience and misrepresentation: Meanwhile, the Court had appointed Daniel Garrie
as Special Discovery Master in July 2021. ECF No. 708. In early October 2021, after the
discovery mediators determined that the parties were at impasse over the production of further
data related to the Named Plaintiffs, the Special Master ordered briefing.
In its briefing, Facebook again asserted that the only relevant information was data it
admitted had been shared with or made accessible to third parties. Ex. 61 at 7. Facebook’s
counsel had repeatedly represented that third parties had no access to data collected about users’
off-platform activity or inferences about users’ activity, and asserted that Facebook should be the
arbiter of what was “shared.” Based on those assertions, Facebook concluded that it had
produced all that was required. Plaintiffs might not believe its representations about what was
shared, but that disbelief did not entitle them to “discovery on discovery.” See id. at 9–12.
Facebook’s position not only distorted what Judge Corley had held a year before, but also
ignored her rulings since then. Under her October 2020 ruling on the scope of discoverable data,
relevant data included data “collected from a user’s on-platform activity,” “obtained from third
parties regarding a user’s off-platform activities,” and “inferred from a user’s on or off-platform
activity.” ECF No. 557 at 2. Her order did not say that data was relevant only if Facebook
admitted it had shared it with third parties.
Then, in a December 2020 order, Judge Corley dismissed Facebook’s contention that
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“because Facebook does not share inferred user data, the inferred user data Facebook maintains
is not relevant.” ECF No. 588 at 1. She clarified, “How it specifically uses this data”—including
inferred user data and data derived from third parties—“is an open question, but if the Court
were to accept Facebook’s arguments about the scope of production, it would eliminate
Discovery Order No. 9’s third category of discovery: data inferred from a user’s on or offplatform activity.” Id. This order makes clear that data was not excluded from “the scope of
production” simply because Facebook denied that the data was shared. Id. Sharing was an “open
question”—i.e., a question of fact that Plaintiffs were entitled to probe, not a question on which
the representations of Facebook’s counsel would be accepted as the final word. Id.
Next, in a January 2021 order on the 30(b)(6) deposition, Judge Corley stated that
“whether particular user data is not shared . . . is not a valid reason to object to a particular
deposition question.” ECF No. 602 at 1–2. This statement further confirmed that relevance did
not turn on Facebook’s admission that data had been shared.
Taken together, these orders hold unambiguously that Facebook’s discovery obligations
regarding the Named Plaintiffs’ data did not end once it denied that the data had been shared
with third parties. Facebook, in short, had disobeyed a discovery order for over a year. This was
confirmed by Special Master Garrie and Judge Corley herself.
In a November 2021 order on the Named Plaintiffs’ data, Special Master Garrie ruled that
Judge Corley had not limited discoverable user data the way Facebook claimed. Order Re: Pls.’
Mot. to Compel Produc. of Pl. Data ¶ 15 (Nov. 29, 2021). To the contrary, one of her orders
about the 30(b)(6) deposition had made it clear that discovery was not so limited. See id. ¶ 16.
The Special Master also ruled that Facebook’s past statements to the Court and its own
documents showed that it maintained Named Plaintiffs’ data that it had not produced. See id.
¶¶ 4, 17.
This was the second order defining the scope of discovery of Named Plaintiffs’ data.
Rather than comply, Facebook appealed.
In affirming the Special Master, Judge Corley made clear that Facebook had failed to
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comply with her discovery order. Order Re: Facebook’s Appeal of Special Master’s Order
Regarding Produc. of Pl. Data, Jan. 12, 2022, ECF No. 807. “This Court did not rule that
Facebook only had to produce data about the Named Plaintiffs that Facebook admits it shared
with third parties,” Judge Corley stated. Id. at 1. “To the contrary, . . . the Court held that
Facebook must produce data about the Named Plaintiffs that were collected from off-platform
activity, even though Facebook insisted that such data were not shared with third parties.” Id. at
1-2. She further held that “Facebook’s insistence that the Court somehow ruled that only data
that Facebook admits were shared with third parties is discoverable is belied by the Court’s
discovery ruling two months later.” Id. at 2.
Judge Corley continued: “If the Court had previously ruled that only that data which
Facebook concedes it shared with third parties were discoverable, then the Order would have
said that Facebook does not have to disclose inferred user data because Facebook insists it []
never shared such data with third parties.” Id. But “[t]hat is not what the Order stated.” Id.
“Facebook’s contention that the Court previously ruled that the only discoverable Named
Plaintiff data are the data that Facebook concedes it shared with third parties,” Judge Corley
concluded, “is wrong.” Id.
In the words of Judge Corley and the Special Master, Facebook’s interpretation was “not
what Judge Corley intended” in her order, was “not what the Order stated,” was “belied” by a
later clarification, and was “wrong.” Hence, “neither counsel nor [Facebook] was substantially
justified in failing to comply” with the Named-Plaintiff-data orders. Varney v. Cal. Highway
Patrol, 2013 WL 2299544, at *4 (N.D. Cal. May 24, 2013). Nor are there any circumstances that
make an award of expenses and fees to Plaintiffs unjust. While Plaintiffs submit that the full
pattern of behavior here provides compelling evidence of bad faith, “a finding of bad faith is not
a requirement for imposing sanctions” under Rule 37. Hyde, 24 F.3d at1171 (9th Cir. 1994); see
also Varney, 2013 WL 2299544, at *2 (“[A]n imposition of sanctions under Rule 37 does not
require willfulness, fault, or bad faith if the sanction is less than dismissal.”). The imposition of
monetary sanctions under 37(b) is appropriate.
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H. January 2022 – March 2022: Special Master Garrie’s efforts to get basic
information about the Named Plaintiffs’ data confirm that Facebook willfully
delayed the resolution and production of the data, warranting sanctions under 28
U.S.C. § 1927 or the Court’s inherent power.
Delay and obstruction: The identification and production of Named Plaintiffs’ data was
referred to Special Master Garrie. In the Special Master’s initial order on Named Plaintiffs’ data,
he told Facebook to produce certain information about a discrete list of data sources that could
contain the Named Plaintiffs’ data. See Am. Order Re: Pls.’ Mot. to Compel Produc. of Pl. Data
¶ 21 (Dec. 17, 2021); see also Am. Order Re: Pls.’ Mot. to Compel Produc. of Pl. Data ¶ 21
(Dec. 29, 2021) (further clarification). In response, counsel submitted a declaration from
Facebook employee David Pope, who identified 149 different data sources, presumably to
support counsel’s position that identifying Named Plaintiffs’ data was too onerous a task to be
pursued.
Beginning in early January 2022, the Special Master issued further orders and held a
series of hearings to get more information about where and how Facebook stored data about the
Named Plaintiffs. First, he ordered Mr. Pope to appear at a hearing to answer questions. Order
Re: Pls.’ Mot. to Compel Produc. of Pl. Data ¶ 23, Jan. 6, 2022, ECF No. 793. In the hearing,
Mr. Pope admitted that he did not have personal knowledge of most of the assertions in his
declaration. Decl. ¶ 9. The Special Master ordered Facebook to give him “a date certain” by
which it could (1) tell him “which systems identified by Mr. Pope” have “discoverable data
related to the Named Plaintiffs”; and (2) either produce the relevant data from those systems or
“articulate, with sufficient detail,” why it “should not have to produce” the data. Garrie Order
(Jan. 18, 2022). A week went by without Facebook providing such a date. Noting that the
substantial-completion deadline was rapidly approaching, the Special Master instructed
Facebook to give him a date certain by January 27. Garrie email Order (Jan. 25, 2022).
When Facebook did submit a letter on January 27, the Special Master found Facebook’s
letter “nonsensical” and ordered it to provide more information. Suppl. Order Re: Pls.’ Mot. to
Compel Produc. of Pl. Data ¶¶ 1-2, Jan. 31, 2022, ECF No. 826. Facebook then provided a fuller
response. See Suppl. Order Re: Pls.’ Mot. to Compel Produc. of Pl. Data, Feb. 8, 2022, ECF No.
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833.
These earlier responses differ markedly from Facebook’s responses since the February
10, 2022 case management conference in which the Court invited this sanctions motion. Since
that hearing, the Special Master has held two evidentiary hearings relating to Facebook’s data
architecture. The first hearing revealed that the Pope Declaration, which Facebook had submitted
in connection with a motion to reconsider the Special Master’s Named Plaintiffs’ data order and
which identified 149 systems and data sources, had neither been prepared for this case nor vetted
for the information Plaintiffs seek. Decl. ¶ 10.
The necessity of all these proceedings before the Special Master therefore shows that
until the recent case management conference, counsel had not taken meaningful steps to
determine what information is collected about Named Plaintiffs, where it is stored or maintained,
and how that data may be retrieved.
Facebook, moreover, has recently been trying to take unfair advantage of its delay when
deposing the Named Plaintiffs. In these depositions, counsel—attempting to show that the
Named Plaintiffs lack standing—demands that the Named Plaintiffs identify what specific
information Facebook shared with third parties about them and how the Named Plaintiffs have
been harmed by those disclosures. Ex. 36 at 134:22-135:17; Ex. 39 at 17:20-18:7. The Named
Plaintiffs have identified some apps and third parties, such as Cambridge Analytica, who they
believe have accessed their data in violation of their privacy settings. But the Named Plaintiffs
have also testified that they cannot answer these questions fully because of Facebook’s failure to
produce precisely the information they are now asking for. By delaying production of
information about what data was shared, and then seeking to take testimony from the Named
Plaintiffs about precisely that question, Facebook is using its own intransigence to distort the
record.
Given the orders of Judge Corley and the Special Master, and Plaintiffs’ repeated
requests, the years-long delay that Facebook and its counsel have caused is “tantamount to bad
faith.” Roadway Express, Inc. v. Piper, 447 U.S. 752, 767 (1980) (articulating standard for
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inherent-power sanctions). Altogether, it is difficult to imagine a more perfect illustration of the
unreasonable and vexatious multiplication of proceedings under 28 U.S.C. § 1927.
I. Sanctions should be imposed.
1. Delay and prejudice. Since Plaintiffs served the requests for production seeking the
Named Plaintiffs’ data in November 2019, they have met and conferred with Facebook
concerning the issue at least ten times, filed a motion to compel in September 2020, engaged in
several extended mediation sessions led by the discovery mediators in the attempt resolve the
dispute, filed another motion to compel in October 2021, and argued the issue before Judge
Corley in October 2020 and January 2022. Decl. ¶ 7. Between them, Judge Corley and Special
Master Garrie have issued more than a dozen orders related to the Named Plaintiffs’ data,
starting with Judge Corley’s October 2020 order defining the scope of discoverable data, and the
Special Master has recently conducted three half- or full-day hearings with Facebook employees
to determine where Facebook stores the Named Plaintiffs’ data. Id. The Special Master’s inquiry
remains ongoing. Id. As of the date of this filing, Facebook has not produced any documents
reflecting the Named Plaintiffs’ data that were not already accessible to them. Id.
2. Calculation of monetary sanctions. For disobedience of Judge Corley’s order on the
scope of discoverable data, sanctions should be imposed under Rule 37(b). Plaintiffs suggest that
the period of monetary sanctions begin 30 days after Judge Corley’s order—on November 28,
2020—to represent a “grace period” for Facebook to comply.10 They suggest that the sanctions
period end on January 31, 2022. As discussed above, several of Facebook’s responses to the
Special Master’s relevant orders have fallen so far short of the Special Master’s instructions as to
merit sanctions for disobedience. Plaintiffs suggest that January 31 is a sensible end point for
sanctions. Using these guideposts, Plaintiffs seek $385,085 in attorneys’ fees as monetary
sanctions for misconduct related to the Named Plaintiffs’ data. Decl. ¶ 39; see also id. ¶¶ 67–78
(costs information).
10

The events since January 12, 2022, see supra § V.H, indicate that Facebook no steps at any
time to comply with that order—i.e., made no meaningful efforts to investigate the
whereabouts, format or retrievability of the Named Plaintiffs’ discoverable data.
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Finally, while bad faith is not required for the imposition of sanctions under Rule 37(b),
Plaintiffs submit that the cumulative record of Facebook’s litigation conduct, both with respect to
the Named Plaintiffs’ data and other discovery matters, prove that Facebook’s disobedience of
Judge Corley’s October 2020 order was in bad faith. This independently warrants sanctions
under 28 U.S.C. § 1927 (which does not require bad faith) or the inherent power.
VI.

SANCTIONS FOR MISCONDUCT CONNECTED WITH DEPOSITIONS

In December 2021, Facebook filed an unsuccessful motion to compel depositions of
former Named Plaintiffs who had been voluntarily dismissed from the case. Then, the next
month, Facebook abruptly canceled all scheduled depositions of the current Named Plaintiffs
after the parties had negotiated over their depositions for months.
These actions indicate that Facebook did not intend to take the Named Plaintiffs’
depositions—at least not any time soon. They also indicate that when Facebook moved to
compel depositions of the former Named Plaintiffs, it filed the motion not because its counsel
thought those depositions would advance the case, but simply to harass class members who were
no longer named parties.
Plaintiffs ask that, under 28 U.S.C. § 1927 or the Court’s inherent power, they be
compensated for the time spent negotiating the dates of the depositions and preparing for them.
Also, under Rule 37(a) or 28 U.S.C. § 1927, they ask that they be compensated for the time spent
responding to Facebook’s motion to compel the former Named Plaintiffs’ depositions.
A. September 2020 – December 2020: After a suggestion from Judge Corley about how
discovery could be streamlined, some of the Named Plaintiffs are voluntarily
dismissed.
Facebook’s misconduct regarding Plaintiffs’ depositions took place in late 2021 and early
2022. The larger context for that misconduct, however, begins at a September 2020 status
conference before Judge Corley. During the conference, Plaintiffs’ counsel commented on the
large volume of Facebook’s interrogatories. Judge Corley responded, “If you don’t want to
answer all of them, then have fewer named plaintiffs then. . . . You’re never going to move for
class cert with 23 anyway. Right? I mean, that’s going to be unreasonable for Judge Chhabria.”
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Ex. 40 at 13:19–25.
Plaintiffs heeded Judge Corley’s recommendation, voluntarily dismissing more than half
of the then-Named Plaintiffs, thus narrowing the scope of discovery. J. Status Update at 4–5,
Oct. 29, 2020, ECF No. 558. The parties stipulated to voluntary dismissal in December 2020.
Stip. & Order Re: Voluntary Dismissal, Dec. 21, 2020, ECF No. 593.
B. October 2021 – November 2021: The parties work to schedule depositions of the
current Named Plaintiffs, while Facebook seeks to take depositions of the former
Named Plaintiffs.
Thereafter, the issue of depositions did not arise until October 2021, when the discovery
mediators told the parties to exchange lists of the first ten deponents each side was requesting.
Facebook listed five current Named Plaintiffs and five former Named Plaintiffs. Ex. 41; Ex. 42 at
2.
Plaintiffs’ counsel proposed dates for the current Named Plaintiffs’ depositions and
sought confirmation that Facebook had not identified the five former Named Plaintiffs as
deponents by mistake. See Letter from Matthew Melamed at 2. Facebook made clear in response
that there was no mistake. See Ex. 43 at 1 (“We are concerned by Plaintiffs’ approach to
deposition scheduling, which appears intended to cause unnecessary delay and inefficiency . . . .
Plaintiffs incorrectly suggest it was a ‘mistake’ for Facebook to include [former Named
Plaintiffs] on its proposed list of deponents . . . .”).
In mid-November, Judge Andler and Daniel Garrie mediated the parties’ depositionscheduling issues. During the mediation, Facebook agreed to take one Named Plaintiff’s
deposition on January 20, as Plaintiffs’ counsel had offered. Ex. 44. Shortly thereafter, Plaintiffs’
counsel offered deposition dates for two other Named Plaintiffs. Ex. 45. Facebook accepted the
offered date for one of these two Named Plaintiffs and rejected the offer for the other. Ex. 46.
Plaintiffs immediately offered a new date, Ex. 47, an offer that was later accepted, Ex. 48. Thus,
by the end of November 2021, three depositions of Named Plaintiffs were on the calendar.
Plaintiffs expended time and effort arranging and preparing for these depositions.
Meanwhile, Facebook reiterated that it wished to take the former Named Plaintiffs’
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depositions, “including but not limited to” the five it had identified earlier. See Ex. 49.
According to Facebook, Plaintiffs’ counsel, by opposing depositions of the former Named
Plaintiffs, were “add[ing] another layer of difficulty” to the scheduling of depositions, were
trying to “strategically insulate” the former Named Plaintiffs, and were taking a position “as
disingenuous as it is unsupported.” Id.
C. December 2021 – January 2022: Facebook takes depositions of two current Named
Plaintiffs and unsuccessfully moves to compel the depositions of former Named
Plaintiffs.
In December 2021, Facebook deposed two of the Named Plaintiffs. It also filed a motion
asking the Special Master to order the depositions of the former Named Plaintiffs.
Facebook’s motion asserted that the objections to depositions of the former Named
Plaintiffs came “from Plaintiffs’ counsel, who do not want Facebook to depose anyone who may
provide testimony helpful to Facebook.” Ex. 50 at 1. And it argued the depositions were
consistent with “Judge Corley’s prior instructions,” which had made clear that Facebook had
retained its right to take the former Named Plaintiffs’ depositions. Id. at 1, 3. Plaintiffs responded
that the former Named Plaintiffs had been voluntarily dismissed, following Judge Corley’s
guidance, to streamline discovery—so permitting their depositions would be contrary to that
guidance. Ex. 51 at 2–3. The law is clear in this District that absent class members are not targets
for deposition absent good cause. Plaintiffs also argued that it was not appropriate to take the
former Named Plaintiffs’ depositions before taking depositions from all current Named
Plaintiffs. Id. at 5.
Special Master Garrie denied Facebook’s motion for substantially the reasons advanced
by Plaintiffs. See Ex. 52 ¶ 11. Facebook appealed to Judge Corley, who could not understand
why Facebook needed the former Named Plaintiffs’ depositions before taking depositions of the
current Named Plaintiffs, Ex. 24 at 43:6–8, 44:3–6, rejected Facebook’s account of the guidance
she had previously given, id. at 45:13–46:3, and denied the motion without prejudice to renewal
after all current Named Plaintiffs’ depositions had been taken, id. at 48:7–18, 49:7–50:1, 51:2–
52:7; Order Re: Facebook’s Appeal of Special Master’s Order Regarding Deps. of Five Former
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Named Pls., Jan. 12, 2022, ECF No. 805.
D. January 2022: Facebook abruptly cancels all depositions of the Named Plaintiffs on
flimsy grounds.
On January 18, just thirty-six hours before the next scheduled Plaintiff deposition,
Facebook’s counsel wrote to inform Plaintiffs and the Special Master that it was cancelling the
three then-calendared depositions of Named Plaintiffs “because we continue to lack basic
discovery from Plaintiffs—including discovery regarding the bases of Plaintiffs’ claims, alleged
injuries, and alleged damages.” Ex. 53. Counsel added that they expected “to file a motion to
regarding Plaintiffs’ Rule 26 disclosures in short order.” Id. Two weeks later, they sent another
email noting that they would also not move forward with three other depositions scheduled for
late February and early March. Ex. 54.
The grounds Facebook’s counsel gave for deposition postponement were transparently
pretextual. Facebook had already taken depositions of two Named Plaintiffs in December. Since
then, Plaintiffs had served Facebook with expanded Rule 26(a) disclosures. Ex. 55. Because
Facebook had taken the December depositions before Plaintiffs had provided the disclosures that
Facebook claimed were insufficient, it made no sense to argue that further depositions were
precluded by Plaintiffs’ insufficient disclosures. And if Facebook really thought useful
depositions required fuller Rule 26(a) disclosures, why had it tried so hard to take depositions of
the former Named Plaintiffs?
E. Facebook’s cancellation of the Named Plaintiffs’ depositions reveals that it felt no
need to take those depositions soon and provides compelling evidence of bad faith
that warrants sanctions.
Whatever the real reason for Facebook’s about-face on the Named Plaintiffs’ depositions,
their cancellation makes one fact clear: Facebook saw no urgency in taking those depositions.
This fact, in turn, throws a harsh light on actions that Facebook and its counsel had taken over
the previous few months.
1. Bad faith in seeking to compel depositions of former Named Plaintiffs. Because
Facebook had no immediate need to take the current Named Plaintiffs’ depositions, it cannot
have had a legitimate and pressing need to take the former Named Plaintiffs’ depositions first—
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precisely the relief it had asked for in its motion. And if Facebook lacked such a need, it raises
the question why it filed the motion at all (a motion that, as the reactions of the Special Master
and Judge Corley indicate, lacked merit to begin with). It is hardly plausible that Facebook’s
counsel filed the motion because they had no grasp of the relevant law and facts. It is far more
plausible that counsel filed the motion simply to harass the former Named Plaintiffs and thereby
try to gain some illegitimate leverage.
Litigation actions taken with an improper motive, such as an intent to harass, are by
definition taken in bad faith. They merit sanctions under 28 U.S.C. § 1927 or the Court’s
inherent power. See Fink, 239 F.3d at 992; In re Itel, 791 F.2d at 675. At the very least,
Facebook’s motion to compel depositions, and its appeal to Judge Corley, were not substantially
justified, thereby triggering an award of the expenses Plaintiffs incurred in opposing Facebook’s
motion and appeal. Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(a)(5)(B).
2. Bad faith in forcing Plaintiffs’ counsel to schedule and prepare for depositions that
were not needed any time soon. Plaintiffs’ counsel spent a great deal of time in October,
November, and December of last year, and January of this year, negotiating deposition dates for
the Named Plaintiffs and arranging and preparing for them. This process became so contentious
that the discovery mediators were required to step in. By pushing so urgently for depositions it
did not need—at least not any time soon—Facebook and its counsel acted in bad faith. Under 28
U.S.C. § 1927 or the inherent power, Plaintiffs should be awarded the fees and costs they
expended in negotiating, arranging, and preparing for the cancelled depositions.
3. Monetary sanctions. To ensure that the amount of sanctions sought does not become a
distraction, Plaintiffs have been conservative in determining the excess fees caused by
misconduct related to depositions. Plaintiffs ask only for a total of $26,240 in fees.
VII.

SANCTIONS FOR MISREPRESENTING THE RECORD TO GAIN UNFAIR
ADVANTAGE
For several years, Facebook’s counsel have tried to create a false narrative about this

case: Plaintiffs are to blame for the discovery morass, because they do not have a case and are
desperately raising frivolous discovery issues in an effort to delay this litigation and find another
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case. This narrative culminated in a chaotic January 19, 2022 hearing before the Special
Master—a hearing in which Facebook’s counsel, after many months of willful delay, contended
that it was too late for Plaintiffs to raise long-unresolved discovery issues. That episode provides
compelling evidence of a bad-faith litigation strategy and is independently sanctionable.
A. Facebook’s attorneys create a false narrative about discovery delays.
Two years ago, attorney Snyder told the Court that Plaintiffs were “holding up things at
every turn” because they were “not content with” their claims and “want[ed] to search around for
something else.” Ex. 58 at 11:2–5. This statement lacked any basis in fact and sought to take
advantage of the limited visibility that courts have into discovery. See id. at 11:17–23, 13:16–18
(statements by the Court noting that it was not in a position to decide who was in the wrong).
Facebook continued to press the false narrative in the months that followed. Plaintiffs,
Facebook asserted, were delaying the case through their excessive and irrelevant discovery
requests. Thus, Facebook told Judge Corley that “Plaintiffs’ vexatious approach has impeded an
orderly and sensible discovery process,” ECF No. 400 at 10, and that they were “undermin[ing]”
her “well-considered orders . . . by insisting on an unfocused whack-a-mole process that would
unwind past agreements and work.” J. Status Update at 5, Nov. 4, 2020, ECF No. 563. Plaintiffs
had a “pattern of misusing civil discovery in pursuit of a roving investigation into all aspects of
Facebook’s business.” ECF No. 599, Ex. A (pdf page 43 of 52). And they took a “scattershot
approach to litigation” that “cause[d] significant inefficiencies, unnecessary friction, wasteful
motion practice, and a race to litigate (rather than resolve) disputes.” J. Status Update at 6, Mar.
3, 2021, ECF No. 631.
The accusation that Plaintiffs have tried to delay this case by seeking irrelevant
information or advancing baseless arguments was first answered by Judge Corley’s two major
orders on discovery: her order on the scope of discoverable data and her order on whether the
ADI is privileged. In both orders, Judge Corley ruled in Plaintiffs’ favor.11 Yet Facebook’s claim
11

The major discovery dispute that the Court itself resolved before referring discovery to Judge
Corley was also substantially resolved in Plaintiffs’ favor. See Pretrial Order No. 36: Order
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that Plaintiffs sought to stall the case with baseless discovery disputes only grew louder.
After the Special Master was appointed, Facebook informed him that Plaintiffs’
(successful) motion regarding the Named Plaintiffs’ data was “an opportunistic, wasteful, and
abusive attempt to erase the proceedings before Judge Corley, gain access to information
Plaintiffs have conceded is irrelevant, and hunt for anything to stall this case before it finally
reaches the merits.” Ex. 61 at 2. And he was told that another successful motion was “the latest
unfortunate example of [Plaintiffs’] ongoing strategy of declaring impasse on issues with no
prior good faith engagement . . . in an effort to drum up as many frivolous discovery disputes as
possible.” Facebook’s Resp. to Pls.’ Mot. to Compel Produc. of Certain Docs. Related to
Cambridge Analytica at 1, Jan. 24, 2022.
This false narrative, however, is belied by the results of the 10 discovery motions
Plaintiffs have been required to file with Special Master Garrie. Of these motions, the Special
Master has granted eight and denied one, while one remains pending. The series of orders
granting Plaintiffs’ motions to compel should have led Facebook to abandon its story that
Plaintiffs were fabricating meritless discovery disputes.
Instead, at a hearing before Judge Corley, the narrative expanded to include criticisms of
the Special Master:
MR. SNYDER: . . . Now we have hearings before the Special Master, and the
process that was intended to streamline, make more efficient, and focus on
proportionality is kind of out of control, with all due respect. That’s our concern.
...
[W]e just would respectfully request some general guidance on how Mr. Garrie,
who has not been a judge, where Judge Andler has, that he view—he was
originally our technical expert, he became a Special Master. You recall we asked
Judge Andler to co-serve for this precise reason. No disrespect intended, but he is
not someone who seems to be focused on the judicial interests, the institutional

Granting in Part & Denying in Part Mot. to Compel Disc., Mar. 3, 2020, ECF No. 381 (granting
motion to compel discovery dating back to 2007, while declining to order privilege logs to be
served within 30 days after production).
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interest, and, frankly, our interest in getting some repose here as opposed to an
open-ended discovery process.
Ex. 24 at 42:8–11, 56:5–13. Judge Corley “decline[d]” this “oral argument plea.” ECF No. 806 at
4.
B. The false narrative culminates in an argument that it was now too late for Plaintiffs
to be seeking rulings on discovery disputes.
Part of Facebook’s false narrative has been that Plaintiffs, scrounging around for a case,
have raised too many discovery issues at once and have subverted the meet-and-confer process.
Counsel made these arguments repeatedly to Judge Corley before the discovery mediators were
appointed. See, e.g., J. Status Update at 7, Jan. 14, 2021, ECF No. 598 (“Plaintiffs’ portion of the
joint update continues a concerning trend of asking the Court for rulings on [unripe] issues . . . .
By using their status updates to seek rulings on unripe issues, Plaintiffs are undermining the
meet-and-confer process, forcing Facebook to brief significant issues in fewer than 24 hours and
in an artificially confined space, and imposing on the Court to issue premature and potentially
unnecessary rulings.”); Ex. 13 at 61:20–62:4 (July 13, 2020) (complaining that the “meet-andconfers” had become a “game of whack-a-mole” because of “the sheer number of issues that are
on meet-and-confer agendas,” and asking for “a little bit of guidance limiting the number of
issues, or at least focusing the number of issues,” that could be raised). And during discovery
mediation, counsel argued strenuously that Plaintiffs should be required to mediate all discovery
disputes, ECF No. 689 at 2–3, and that they were trying to solicit the Court to resolve issues
prematurely, id. at 2. All the while, counsel delayed progress on discovery disputes by routinely
refusing to provide positions or agreeing to brief an unresolved issue. See, e.g., J. Status Update
at 4, 8 (Jan. 2021); Ex. 13 at 25 (July 13, 2020); J. Status Update at 2–3, 7, ECF No. 471, July
10, 2020; J. Status Rep. at 3, May 28, 2020, ECF No. 449.
As the substantial-completion deadline neared, however, Facebook and its counsel began
to argue that it was now too late for Plaintiffs to be seeking rulings on discovery disputes. See
Corr. J. Status Update at 4, Jan. 10, 2022, ECF No. 797. These arguments reached a crescendo
on January 19, 2022, in a hearing before the Special Master that Facebook had requested. See Ex.
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3 at 6:11–21.
At that hearing, attorney Snyder argued that Plaintiffs were deliberately attempting to
delay the case:
MR. SNYDER: . . . [T]he plaintiffs are doing what plaintiffs rarely do, which is
they have no interest in a substantial completion discovery date.
They’re going to say it is because we are hiding documents, blah, blah, blah, blah,
blah. It is nonsense. . . .
...
[R]ight now they cannot defend their case on the merits. So they do not want—
usually plaintiffs want to end discovery and get to trial. They don’t want the clock
to end. . . .
...
. . . If you don’t stop it, and you are the boss, we have two remedies. We can
appeal it or we can do what we’re going to say when we are before the Judge.
Judge, if you want this case to go on another two years in fact discovery, there are
no facts that they can get where they will win the case. We may then just be
delayed by two more years.
But Judge, this discovery process ain’t going to end by June of 2020 [sic] because
we think the special master process has been—I am not going to use a bad
word—has been converted into—by the plaintiffs into this roving, ongoing, every
month they get to send us another 30 or 40 or 60 requests. In my experience
judges or master special judges say no mas, no mas. You are done.
Id. at 10:4–9, 11:13–16, 13:2–15. Attorney Snyder also claimed that Plaintiffs were raising
“dozens and dozens of documents issues,” with “no end even in sight.” Id. at 15:21–22. He
falsely claimed that these new issues had “never been” raised previously, and were “coming
from left field, right field, the dugout, the saloon down the street into the ballpark,” and only
days before the substantial completion deadline. Id. at 23:22–24:1. He also claimed that Plaintiffs
had just served a new set of RFPs. Id. at 12:20–23, 14:20–21. (In fact, Plaintiffs’ last set of RFPs
had been served five months earlier. Id. at 20:6, 21:14–16.)
One of Plaintiffs’ counsel noted that attorney Snyder had referred to a list of 27
unresolved discovery issues, some of which were “issues that Facebook raised.” Id. at 27:5–6.
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Using one of the Plaintiffs’ issues—non-custodial ESI—as an example, Plaintiffs’ counsel
observed that it had been “raised in meet and confers years ago,” that Plaintiffs had not received
a definite answer on it from Facebook, and that the issue implicated “documents related to
monetization of user information.” Id. at 27:7–25. More generally, Plaintiffs’ counsel noted that
these and other issues “have been raised and raised continuously by Plaintiffs and not yet
resolved.” Id. at 28:4–5. Attorney Snyder immediately interjected, “That is my point.” Id. at
28:6; see also id. at 30:3–15 (arguing that Plaintiffs had forfeited their chance to raise the issue).
Attorney Snyder persistently mischaracterized the record in an effort to deprive Plaintiffs of
discovery.
C. Sanctions should be imposed
Facebook had delayed discovery by slow-walking discovery disputes, obstructing
Plaintiffs’ requests for relevant evidence, disobeying or distorting Court orders, and making
insubstantial and sometimes frivolous legal arguments. See supra §§ IV–VI. Counsel’s false
narrative about discovery itself likely contributed to the delay. After that delay, it was unjust for
Facebook’s counsel to turn around and argue not only that Plaintiffs were deliberately delaying
the case, but also that it was too late for them to bring unresolved discovery disputes to the
Special Master. Under 28 U.S.C. § 1927 or the Court’s inherent power, the Court should exercise
its discretion to fashion an appropriate sanction. See Dahl v. City of Huntington Beach, 84 F.3d
363, 367 (9th Cir. 1996) (“The district court has great latitude in imposing sanctions for
discovery abuse . . . .”)
Most fundamentally, the statements of Facebook’s counsel at the January 19, 2022
hearing indicate that the delays here were not accidental, but a two-step litigation strategy of bad
faith: first, delay discovery on the ground that it is too early; second, evade it on the ground that
it is too late. This strategy merits sanctions.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

Despite the diligence of Judge Corley, the discovery mediators, Special Master Garrie,
and Plaintiffs, the discovery process here has largely malfunctioned, and as a result, this case has
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made much less progress than it should have by now. As this motion shows, Facebook and its
attorneys have actively delayed resolution of this case’s most important discovery disputes. In
service of delay, they have deliberately dragged their feet in bringing disputes to adjudication;
have made plainly false statements, and then repeated them; have advanced legal arguments that
were often devoid of merit, sometimes outright frivolous, and at times, persisted after their
arguments had been rejected; and have disobeyed orders of the Court. And they have done all of
this while proclaiming their utmost good faith. See supra § II.A.
For these reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully ask the Court to impose monetary sanctions on
Facebook; Gibson Dunn, the law firm that represents it; and Orin Snyder, the Gibson Dunn
partner who is leading the firm’s efforts.
Dated: March 14, 2022
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Facebook’s opposition shows why sanctions are necessary in this case. Rather than
accepting responsibility for their intransigence, Facebook and its attorneys refuse to admit they
did anything wrong. They do not even point to anything that in hindsight they would now do
differently. Instead, Facebook takes significant liberties with the record, while simultaneously
accusing Plaintiffs of dishonesty. This kind of projection is not new. For years now, Facebook’s
attorneys have delayed discovery while blaming the delay on Plaintiffs. Facebook’s opposition
doubles down on these tactics.
Facebook’s account of discovery, however, is not just materially inaccurate—it also
buries the most important issues under a heap of extraneous details. Plaintiffs will therefore
focus on their central arguments for sanctions, which remain untouched by an opposition brief
that either misconstrues them, turns them into strawmen, or just ignores them. They will then
address Facebook’s extraneous details and factual inaccuracies.
Where appropriate, Plaintiffs will also acquaint the Court with facts they have learned
only since filing their motion—facts that strengthen the case for sanctions. The reality is that
Facebook and its counsel have violated discovery orders, including those regarding the ADI and
the Named Plaintiffs’ data, and have not been candid with the Court. In its February 3 case
management statement, Facebook told the Court it had met the substantial completion deadline.
It was not true then that Facebook had substantially completed production, and it is not true now.
Just one example is the ADI documents. On February 10, the Court ordered Facebook to
complete the ADI production by March 3, which Facebook assured the Court it could do.
Facebook then reported to Plaintiffs that it had, in fact, completed the production. Facebook then
informed Plaintiffs that it had only produced documents through March 2019, and only for
certain custodians, problems they told Plaintiffs they would fix. At the March 30 case
management conference, the Court ordered Facebook to produce the ADI documents through the
present by April 27.
Following the hearing, Facebook’s counsel revealed the production was not only cut off
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in 2019 and limited to certain custodians, but also that it was generated using just two types of
search terms: the name of the investigated third -party app and the app ID. Remarkably, “ADI”
and “App Developer Investigation” were not used as search terms. Facebook now claims it will
solve these problems—but not by April 27.
This sequence of events demonstrates how far Facebook and its counsel have strayed
from their discovery obligations. Facebook stonewalled for years, then made a woefully
inadequate production it claimed was complete, then revealed some but not all the problems to
the Court, and then revealed the rest of the problems after a hearing in which it was given what
must have been considered a final extension for production of ADI-related documents—a
deadline which it now seems Facebook is not likely to meet. This conduct and the other
examples set forth in Plaintiffs’ motion merit sanctions.
Finally, the Court raised the concept of issues sanctions during the latest hearing.
Plaintiffs have been prejudiced by Facebook’s discovery misconduct, and will, as necessary and
appropriate, seek issues sanctions with regard to class certification and the merits. For present
purposes, the question is merely whether Facebook’s and its counsel’s discovery abuses to date
merit monetary sanctions. For the reasons set forth in Plaintiffs’ motion and in this reply, the
answer is yes.
II.

SANCTIONS FOR MISCONDUCT CONNECTED WITH THE ADI

There are four reasons related to the ADI dispute alone to impose sanctions on Facebook
and its attorneys for discovery misconduct.
First, after Judge Corley’s September 2021 order, Facebook purposely delayed progress
on ADI.
Second, after Judge Corley’s September 2021 ADI order, the arguments that Facebook
advanced to support its claims of attorney-client and work-product privilege were frivolous.
Third, by arguing that ADI-related communications were “categorically out of play” after
Judge Corley’s ADI order, ex. 24 at 10:1, Facebook advanced another frivolous argument.
Fourth, even before Judge Corley’s ADI Order, when allowed to submit more evidence to
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support its claim of privilege, Facebook submitted a declaration that was undisputedly irrelevant
to the legal issue that Judge Corley had identified as dispositive. It had no legitimate reason to
submit this declaration—other than the desire to delay, or reckless disregard for the law.
In what follows, Plaintiffs will show why each of these four points stands unrebutted. See
infra §§ II.A–D. They will then address the extraneous matters that Facebook raises most
insistently as defenses to its ADI-related misconduct. See infra § II.E.
Finally, they will briefly summarize some of the ADI-related developments that have
occurred since Plaintiffs filed their motion for sanctions in mid -March. These developments
strengthen the case for sanctions. See infra § II.F.
A. After Judge Corley issued the ADI order, Facebook purposely delayed further
progress for months.
1. In September 2021, Judge Corley decided that work-product privilege did not protect
the ADI and ordered the parties “work with the Special Master regarding production of
additional materials consistent with the guidance offered by this Order.” ECF No. 736 at 7.
Facebook could have appealed that ruling to the Court within 14 days. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 72(a).
Exhausting remedies in this way would have been a legitimate tactic, but Facebook neither
appealed nor obeyed Judge Corley’s ruling. Rather than “work[ing] with” Plaintiffs or the
Special Master, ECF No. 736 at 7, Facebook went to great lengths to delay resolution:
•

When the parties met and conferred about further production of ADI materials,
Facebook declined to offer a proposal for what additional ADI documents should
be produced. Ex. 17 at 1. Facebook does not dispute this.

•

When the Special Master asked the parties to “submit a statement concerning the
ADI issues,” ex. 75, Facebook refused to state its position on the production of
further documents, promising that it would “provide a preliminary position the
week of October 25,” ECF No. 778 at 0406. Facebook does not dispute this.

•

Facebook broke that promise and never provided a preliminary position. See id. at
800–05; Ex. 19 at 7:19–22. Facebook does not dispute this.

•

Indeed, despite Special Master Garrie’s “strong[] encourage[ment],” ex. 22,
Facebook never provided any position at all in advance of the December 2021
ADI hearing. Mot. at 19–20. Facebook does not dispute this.
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•

Despite knowing for months about a scheduled trial, attorney Snyder cited that
trial in a request to postpone the ADI hearing by nearly a month. Exs. 20, 21.
Neither Facebook nor attorney Snyder himself disputes this. ECF No. 912, ¶ 7.

Together, these facts show a calculated pattern of delay, not an isolated incident. They
demonstrate that for months—from September 2021 through December 2021—Facebook and its
attorneys purposely delayed resolution of the ADI issue.
2. For the most part, Facebook is silent about this pattern of behavior. The two limited
responses it does provide are wholly inadequate.
First, it says that Plaintiffs’ argument that it “engaged in delay tactics” is “inconsistent”
with “statements” in an October 21, 2021 hearing, Opp’n at 20, citing only one passing statement
from one of Plaintiffs’ co-lead counsel: “Your Honor, the process is working I think as you
intended.” Ex. 76 at 4:5–6. This anodyne statement hardly concedes that Facebook’s behavior
was unexceptionable. It also preceded some of Facebook’s worst delaying tactics. See supra pp.
3–4; Mot. at 18–20. And it cannot negate facts that Facebook itself does not dispute.
Second, attorney Snyder’s declaration defends his request for a 23-day continuation of
the ADI hearing. See ECF No. 912, ¶ 7. His defense, however, does not explain why he was the
only Gibson Dunn lawyer who could conduct the ADI hearing, which was a virtual hearing in
any event. Nor does it explain why he was able to participate in a mediation session during his
New York trial, ECF No. 912, ¶ 7, but not the ADI hearing. While these unanswered questions
might not raise suspicions in a different context, attorney Snyder’s request for postponement
does not stand alone. It is part of a larger pattern of foot-dragging in discovery since 2019. See
Lahiri v. Universal Music & Video Distribution Corp., 606 F.3d 1216, 1222 (9th Cir. 2010)
(finding of bad faith was supported by the “cumulative effect” of litigation conduct); see also
Mot. at 14–15, 45.
B. Facebook’s continued assertion of work-product and attorney-client privilege in the
fall of 2021 was frivolous.
After Judge Corley issued the ADI ruling in September 2021, Facebook argued
frivolously that some ADI documents might be work-product or attorney-client privileged. This
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argument not only merits sanctions, but also provides further evidence of bad faith.
1. Facebook’s arguments were frivolous for a simple reason. It is the proponent of workproduct or attorney-client privilege that bears the burden of showing that materials are
privileged. See, e.g., Weil v. Inv./Indicators, Research & Mgmt., Inc., 647 F.2d 18, 25 (9th Cir.
1981) (burden of proving any privilege rests on its proponent); see also United States v. Richey,
632 F.3d 559, 566 (9th Cir. 2011); United States v. W. Titanium, Inc., 348 F. App’x 224, 225
(9th Cir. 2009); Ex. 59 at 6:18 (Facebook’s counsel acknowledging the burden of proof).
And yet, Facebook pointed to nothing at all when it argued that “background technical
reports,” “audits,” and “interviews” from non-attorneys were “within the ambit of what is
producible” under Judge Corley’s order but still could be protected by the attorney-client or
work-product privileges. Ex. 19 at 17:23–18:1, 30:7–10, 106:12–14. It made no argument
beyond a mere assertion. It pointed to no evidence. To state the obvious: It is frivolous to assert
that materials are privileged but rely on nothing to support that assertion. What is more,
accomplished attorneys at a major law firm must know that it is frivolous—which is why the
argument provides further evidence of bad faith.
2. Facebook and its attorneys have little of value to say in their defense. Their only direct
response is to note that even if the ADI as a whole is not privileged, individual ADI documents,
even from non-attorneys, may be. Opp’n at 16. This is theoretically true but practically
irrelevant. If Facebook wished to argue that individual ADI documents might be privileged, it
had an obligation to come forward with some reason or some evidence to support that privilege.
It did not even try to meet that obligation.
Facebook also tries to shield itself with a comment from Judge Corley. Opp’n at 18:10–
13. This comment from months earlier was not applicable to the documents that Facebook was
claiming could be privileged. See Mot. at 20 n.6.
C. It was frivolous to argue that Judge Corley had categorically excluded ADI
communications from discovery.
1. Before Special Master Garrie, and then once more before Judge Corley, Facebook
argued that Judge Corley’s September 2021 order had categorically excluded ADI
PL REPLY M OTION FOR SANCTIONS
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communications from discovery. Ex. 19 at 12, 14, 25–27; ECF No. 778 at 0012–17; Ex. 24 at 9–
11. This argument, as Plaintiffs have explained, was frivolous. Mot. at 21–22. Facebook did not
back down even when Plaintiffs immediately challenged this position. See Ex. 88 at 48–54, 57–
59.
2. Facebook buries its only response in a footnote. As the footnote admits, Facebook
argued that because the September 2021 ADI order had mentioned certain types of ADI
materials but did not mention ADI-related communications, the order “had implicitly rejected”
Plaintiffs’ request for communications. Opp’n at 20 n.11. The footnote then goes on to address
only one of the reasons that Facebook’s argument was frivolous: attorney Snyder’s statement
“that ‘a lot of law’ supported Facebook’s position.” Id. This statement “was true but ultimately
immaterial,” says Facebook, because Judge Corley ultimately rejected Facebook’s argument and
“Facebook timely produced the documents the Special Master ordered it to produce.” Id.
(citation omitted).
Facebook appears to be saying that the merits of its argument are “immaterial” to the
question of sanctions because Judge Corley ultimately rejected the argument and Facebook
eventually produced the ADI-related communications. That position cannot be accepted.
Discovery misconduct—which includes frivolous arguments advanced to delay discovery—
warrant sanctions even if the discovery is ultimately produced. See N. Am. Watch Corp. v.
Princess Ermine Jewels, 786 F.2d 1447, 1451 (9th Cir. 1986) (affirming sanctions and noting,
“[b]elated compliance with discovery orders does not preclude the imposition of sanctions” as
the “[l]ast-minute tender of documents does not cure the prejudice to opponents” (citation
omitted)); accord, e.g., Martinez v. City of Chicago, 823 F.3d 1050, 1057 (7th Cir. 2016).
On the merits, Facebook’s defense of its frivolous argument fails. Facebook says attorney
Snyder was justified in saying that “a lot of law” supported Facebook’s position, Opp’n at 20
n.11, but it is missing the larger point. Judge Corley’s ADI order made clear that it was not
ruling on all aspects of the motion to compel, but instead delegating that task to the Special
Master. See ECF No. 736 at 7 (“The parties shall work with the Special Master regarding
PL REPLY M OTION FOR SANCTIONS
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production of additional materials consistent with the guidance offered by this Order.”). It was
therefore facially illogical to argue, as Facebook did, that the order had somehow ruled on an
aspect of the motion to compel by failing to rule explicitly on it. The order had just stated that it
was not ruling on all aspects of a motion to compel. It contradicted that statement to argue that
by failing to rule on one aspect of that motion, it had somehow ruled on it. Yet this nonsensical
argument is precisely what Facebook asserted before the Special Master and Judge Corley.
Unsurprisingly given its illogic, Facebook’s argument is not supported by the cases that
attorney Snyder now cites. ECF No. 912, ¶ 6. One of those cases stands for the proposition that
when a court issues a final ruling on a motion to compel, it is permissible for an appellate court
to infer that the ruling implicitly denies certain aspects of that motion when it explicitly grants
others. Hill v. SmithKline Beecham Corp., 393 F.3d 1111, 1116 (10th Cir. 2004) (cited by ECF
No. 912, ¶ 6). But a final ruling on a motion to compel was precisely what Judge Corley’s
September 2021 ADI order was not—as the order itself explicitly stated. In the two other cases
cited, appellate courts inferred that a district court implicitly ruled on a particular matter because
such a ruling was necessarily implied by the court’s explicit ruling.1 No such necessary
implication was present here.
D. Facebook had no reason to submit the Southwell Declaration other than delay or
recklessness.
In submitting the Southwell Declaration in August 2021 and further delaying
adjudication of the ADI privilege issue, Facebook not only committed misconduct sanctionable
in itself, but also provided strong evidence of its bad faith. There was no legitimate reason to
submit that Declaration. In light of what preceded the Declaration, Facebook knew that it could
not be relevant to Judge Corley. And, in light of what followed the Declaration, Facebook could
not have had any other legitimate reason to submit it. For this behavior, sanctions are warranted.
1

Thus, a district court that denies a request to enforce a judgment necessarily denies a request for
discovery in support of that enforcement. Cal. Dep’t of Soc. Servs. v. Leavitt, 523 F.3d 1025,
1031 (9th Cir. 2008) (cited by ECF No. 912, ¶ 6). Similarly, when a party argues that a taking
occurred on a particular day, a court necessarily rejects that argument when it awards interest
on that taking beginning on a different day. Kirby Forest Indus., Inc. v. United States, 467 U.S.
1, 8 n.10 (1984) (cited by ECF No. 912, ¶ 6).
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1. Before submitting the Declaration, Facebook knew Judge Corley’s views on the
privilege question. She had noted that in its public statements about the ADI, Facebook said that
the investigation was meant to protect the public and its users—i.e., it had a non-litigation
purpose. Ex. 5 at 16. Thus, the dispositive question, she told Facebook, was whether that nonlitigation purpose would have been enough on its own to create the ADI in substantially similar
form. See Ex. 5 at 24:15–20; see also Mot. at 15–16, 17. Facebook should have focused on this
question, since its request to submit a declaration further delayed resolution of the issue by more
than six weeks. See ECF Nos. 736, 711.
On that dispositive question, however, the Declaration contained “no evidence,” as Judge
Corley later noted. ECF No. 736 at 6. It did not “acknowledge,” let alone discuss, the public
statements showing that the ADI had an independently sufficient non-litigation purpose. Id. The
Declaration contained no evidence on the question that Judge Corley had deemed dispositive of
privilege. Facebook does not dispute this. Thus, to the extent Judge Corley was the intended
audience for the Declaration, Facebook knew it had no legitimate reason to submit it.
Facebook could have had a different legitimate reason to submit the Declaration—so long
as it intended to appeal the adverse privilege ruling that Judge Corley would inevitably issue. In
that case, the Declaration would have been intended to make a fuller record for review. But
Facebook did not appeal Judge Corley’s ruling to this Court. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 72(a). And since
Facebook did not appeal that ruling to the Court, it has forfeited any right it might have to
challenge that ruling before the Ninth Circuit. See Simpson v. Lear Astronics Corp., 77 F.3d
1170, 1174 (9th Cir. 1996). It is unlikely, therefore, that Facebook submitted the Southwell
Declaration to make a fuller record.
Facebook had no reason for submitting the Declaration specifically to Judge Corley. Nor
did it have any other legitimate reason to submit it. The only plausible purposes for the
Declaration are deliberate delay or a reckless heedlessness of Judge Corley’s clear admonitions.
Either purpose merits sanctions. See Chambers v. NASCO, Inc., 501 U.S. 32, 46 (1991)
(sanctionable bad faith includes purposeful delay); BKB v. Maui Police Dep’t, 276 F.3d 1091,
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1106–07 (9th Cir. 2002) (recklessly ignoring known law justifies sanctions under 28 U.S.C.
§ 1927).
2. Facebook’s defenses of the Southwell Declaration do not respond to Plaintiffs’
argument. Instead, Facebook argues at length that its assertion of work-product privilege over the
ADI was substantially justified, as shown by the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court’s
acceptance of some of its privilege arguments. Opp’n at 14–15, 16–17, 19; cf. Ex. 5 at 22:15–16
(Judge Corley stating that she was “not sure” the Massachusetts court was “applying the same
rule as the Ninth Circuit”). Facebook misses the point. Plaintiffs are not arguing that the
assertion of work-product privilege over the ADI was itself sanctionable. 2 They are arguing that,
given the context, Facebook’s submission of the Southwell Declaration served no legitimate
purpose. Indeed, Plaintiffs’ argument is that Facebook knew that the Southwell Declaration
could not have furthered its assertion of privilege over the ADI, because (1) it was irrelevant to
Judge Corley and (2) was not intended to bolster the record for appeal.
Facebook also defends itself by saying that its request to submit a further declaration was
not in itself sanctionable. See Opp’n at 19:12 & n.9. Again, that misses the point. Facebook
deserves sanctions not because it asked to submit more evidence, but because it did so and then
submitted a Declaration that it knew was utterly useless for resolving the privilege question. And
this frivolous briefing further delayed the production of ADI documents.
E. Facebook’s other arguments related to ADI either raise irrelevant points or get the
record wrong.
1. Irrelevant points. Facebook’s main forensic strategy is to discuss so many details that
the dispositive facts get lost. Many of these details are self-evidently irrelevant, but two merit

2

That is not to say, however, that Facebook was candid in making that assertion. Despite several
years of claiming privilege on the ground that the ADI was a Gibson-Dunn-run operation,
Plaintiff discovered in documents produced after the February 10 hearing that the ADI
transitioned in-house to Facebook in 2020. Plaintiffs also have been informed by counsel that
Facebook later replaced the ADI with a new Facebook-run internal program that investigated
third-party misuse of user data. Decl. ¶ 8. And Plaintiffs have learned, too, that Facebook
itself—separate and apart from Gibson Dunn—investigated nearly 1,700 apps as part of ADI.
Id. ¶ 9.
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some discussion.
a. At a January 2022 appeals hearing, Facebook claims, Judge Corley said that its appeals
from the Special Master’s orders were not taken in bad faith. This claim both misreads what
Judge Corley said and is irrelevant.
At the January 2022 hearing, when one of the co-lead counsel observed that Facebook
had earlier said “they would not appeal anything and they wanted cost shifting for people who
did appeal,”3 and yet “here we are on motions for reconsideration and appeals,” Judge Corley
responded, “They do have a right to appeal.” Ex. 77 at 54:2–9. She then turned to the motions for
reconsideration: “Special Master Garrie responded and narrowed his orders in response to their
motions for reconsideration. So I don’t think you can make an argument that there was anything
bad faith about that at all because he responded to it.” Id. at 54:10–13.
Judge Corley’s comment about a lack of bad faith, then, was not about Facebook’s
appeals but about their motions for reconsideration. And Facebook’s motion for reconsideration
of the Special Master’s ADI ruling, Plaintiffs agree, was not sanctionable insofar as it argued that
the Special Master’s procedure for collecting and producing ADI communications was unduly
burdensome.4 See Opp’n at 21. But Facebook and its attorneys should not escape sanctions for
ADI-related misconduct merely because they may have done one thing that wasn’t sanctionable.
More generally, Judge Corley’s comment did not purport to evaluate the whole pattern of
misconduct that Plaintiffs have discussed here. See Lahiri, 606 F.3d at 1222 (relying on the
“cumulative effect” of misconduct to affirm a finding of bad faith). The comment focused on one
filing in isolation. And it was certainly not intended as a formal finding of fact—it was an
informal comment made in passing during a hearing.
b. Facebook touts its production in 2020 of Facebook’s communications with app
developers. Opp’n at 6:24–7:1, 14:4–8. Contrary to Facebook’s suggestions, however, most of
3
4

See Ex. 8 at 10:24–11:7, 11:19–22.
To be more precise, the motion for reconsideration was not sanctionable given what Judge
Corley knew in January 2022. At the time, Facebook was still claiming that the burden of
producing ADI communications was massive. See Ex. 24 at 9:4–5; ECF No. 778 at 0019. This
claim, of course, was thrown into doubt by later statements. See Mot. at 24; see infra at p. 11.
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these documents revealed very little relevant information. See Decl. ¶ 15. Facebook’s voluntary
disclosure of largely unhelpful documents does not excuse the bad faith that led to delayed
disclosure of the most probative ADI documents. See Mot. at 12–13.
2. Taking liberties with the record. Plaintiffs also wish to correct three of the factual
inaccuracies in Facebook’s opposition.
First, Facebook says that a Gibson Dunn associate who claimed that production of ADI
materials would take more than a year was merely referring to production of “literally all
documents related to ADI.” Opp’n at 22 n.12. No: the claim was that collecting and producing
“every single communication from ADI . . . would take, charitably, at least a year.” Ex. 24 at 9:4–
5 (emphasis added). But producing all ADI communications—among other documents—was
what Facebook later promised it could do within a month. Ex. 28 at 13. Either Gibson Dunn
badly misrepresented the burden of producing the ADI materials at issue or it later improperly
withheld responsive materials from its initial production. See also infra § II.F.
Second, Plaintiffs stated that on February 2, 2022, only 50 ADI documents had been
produced in response to the Special Master’s and Judge Corley’s orders. See Mot. at 2, 25; see
also ECF No. 829 at 5. Facebook calls February 2 “an arbitrary cut-off date” and “artificial.”
Opp’n at 8, 23 n.13. As an initial matter, even if the date were in some way arbitrary, it would
not matter to the larger point, which is that Facebook had purposefully delayed the production of
ADI documents by at least half a year—with no clear end date, as Plaintiffs have recently
learned. See infra § II.F.
In any event, February 2 is neither arbitrary nor artificial. Rather, it was the day before
the parties filed the joint case management statement for the hearing in which the Court raised
the possibility of sanctions. Put differently, it was the last day for which the case management
statement could report the status of document production. (Facebook made a small additional
production of ADI documents the same day that the parties filed their joint case management
statement, but that production came too late to be included in the statement.)
Facebook only started producing ADI documents in earnest after the Court raised the
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possibility of sanctions and ordered Facebook to complete ADI production in 21 days. The chart
below shows the volume and timing of Facebook’s ADI production relative to the numerous
Court orders and hearings that addressed Facebook’s lack of production.

Third and last, Facebook gives a misleading account of its 2020 delays. It implies that
Judge Corley agreed with its summer 2020 attempt to delay resolution of the ADI dispute. See
Opp’n at 17 (“[S]he adopted Facebook’s suggestion . . . .”); cf. Mot. at 14. This implication is
untrue. See Decl. ¶ 3. Facebook also implies that it did not delay in agreeing to a procedure for
resolving the ADI dispute. Opp’n at 17 n.8; cf. Mot. at 14. This implication is likewise untrue.
See Decl. ¶ 4.
F.

ADI-related developments since Plaintiffs filed their motion for sanctions only further
support the motion.
Plaintiffs have learned more about how Facebook searched for and produced ADI

documents in response to the Special Master’s December 2021 and January 2022 orders.
1. Search terms. Facebook has revealed that, in collecting ADI documents, it used as
search terms only the names of investigated apps and their app numbers, i.e., the identification
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numbers that Facebook assigns apps. Decl. ¶ 7. Thus, Facebook did not use the terms “ADI” or
“app developer investigation” to search for ADI documents (or any other terms likely to identify
discoverable documents). Id. It is inexcusable not to use these terms at all, not even in
conjunction with another delimiting term. It was also inexcusable—and, Plaintiffs suggest, in
bad faith—not to inform Plaintiffs that it was using search terms at all so that the parties could
confer about them. Also deeply troubling was Facebook’s decision not to reveal the
shortcomings of the search terms before the latest case management conference so that Plaintiffs
could address the issue when discussing the status of the overdue ADI production.
2. Search period. Facebook did not search for documents from the full period of the ADI,
instead ending the search in 2019. Id. ¶ 8. But this investigation did not end in 2019—it
continued into 2020. See id. Facebook did not disclose its time limitation until after the Court
invited this sanctions motion. Nor did it disclose this limitation before reporting to Plaintiffs on
March 10 that the ADI production was complete. Id. ¶ 6 & Ex. 71.
3. Custodians. Facebook did not search “all custodians that the parties have identified
and collected,” which is what the Special Master’s final January 2022 ADI Order required. ECF
No. 828 at 5, ¶ 20. Instead, for purposes of producing ADI documents by the March 3 deadline
this Court ordered, Facebook selected a subset of custodians. Id. ¶ 10. Plaintiffs were not
informed of this fact until recently. Id. ¶ 6. In addition to violating the Special Master’s order,
Facebook’s limited search for ADI documents was inadequate given the ADI’s probative value.
See Mot. at 13. Even after the orders from Special Master Garrie, Judge Corley and the
admonitions of this Court, Facebook did not take seriously its discovery obligations with respect
to the ADI.
4. Further production. On March 10, Facebook told Plaintiffs that it had completed the
ADI production ordered by this Court. See Ex. 71. But after several meet-and-confer sessions
following that date, Facebook confirmed that it is conducting a corrected ADI search that does
not have the search-term, temporal, or custodial limitations employed to meet the March 3
production deadline. Decl. ¶ 11. Although the Court has ordered Facebook to complete its ADI
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production by April 27, Facebook’s ADI production will not be complete by that date. Id. ¶ 12.
Facebook will thus have compounded its violation of the ADI-related production deadlines
ordered by this Court. Facebook has told Plaintiffs that the first production of documents
retrieved by the corrected ADI search will likely be in the range of 50,000 to 100,000
documents. Id. ¶ 13. This further confirms the falsity of Facebook’s February statement that it
had substantially completed its document production. ECF No. 829 at 11. All of this bolsters the
case for sanctions.
III. SANCTIONS FOR MISCONDUCT CONNECTED WITH THE NAMED
PLAINTIFFS’ DATA
Regarding the discovery dispute arising from the Named Plaintiffs’ data, the case for
sanctions rests on three simple propositions. First, after Judge Corley’s October 2020 ruling on
the Named Plaintiffs’ data, Facebook refused to produce further data because Facebook
unilaterally decided that it had not been “shared with” or “made accessible to” third parties.
Second, nothing in the text of Judge Corley’s October 2020 ruling makes discoverability of data
depend on whether Facebook concedes that the data has been shared or made accessible to third
parties. Third, if there was any reasonable doubt about what Judge Corley had said in her
October 2020 ruling, her rulings in December 2020 and January 2021 dispelled it. These rulings
unambiguously held that the discoverability of data did not turn on Facebook’s admission that it
had been shared or made accessible to third parties.
Plaintiffs will explain why the truth of these three propositions is unaffected by anything
Facebook says in its opposition. See infra § III.A. They will then address some of the irrelevant
arguments that Facebook makes against sanctions. See infra § III.B.
A. Facebook disobeyed Judge Corley’s orders.
1. In late 2020 and throughout 2021, Facebook refused to produce further data related to
the Named Plaintiffs expressly because it claimed that the data had not been shared or made
accessible. See, e.g., Ex. 32 at 2–5; Ex. 61 at 8–11 & passim. According to Facebook, if it did not
admit that data had been shared or made accessible, that data was categorically excluded from
discovery. Facebook does not appear to deny that it took this position.
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Facebook took this position in spite of Discovery Order No. 9, issued in October 2020.
Under the terms of that order, relevant data included data “collected from a user’s on-platform
activity,” “obtained from third parties regarding a user’s off-platform activities,” and “inferred
from a user’s on or off-platform activity.” ECF No. 557 at 2. Nowhere does the order say that
data was relevant only if Facebook admitted it had been shared with or made accessible to third
parties. Facebook’s 2020–2021 position on what data was or was not discoverable thus
conflicted with the plain language of Discovery Order No. 9.
If there was any genuine doubt about what Discovery Order No. 9 had held, that doubt
should have been dispelled by subsequent orders. See Mot. at 32–33. First, Discovery Order No.
11, issued less than two months after Discovery Order No. 9, rejected the contention that
“because Facebook does not share inferred user data,” that data is not relevant. ECF No. 588 at
1. Rather, the use of that data—including whether it was shared—was an “open question.” Id. In
other words, whether data was shared was itself a contested issue of fact on which Plaintiffs were
entitled to discovery. Id. Facebook’s denial that certain data was shared did not render that data
irrelevant.
Second, Discovery Order No. 12, issued about a month later, addressed an upcoming
30(b)(6) deposition. In doing so, it stated that “whether particular user data is not shared . . . is
not a valid reason to object to a particular deposition question.” ECF No. 602 at 1–2. Once again,
Judge Corley clarified that discoverability of data did not depend on whether Facebook conceded
the data was shared or made accessible. It flouted Judge Corley’s orders to refuse to search for
data on the express ground that it had supposedly not been shared. See ECF No. 807 (Judge
Corley’s January 2022 ruling regarding the Named Plaintiffs’ data); Mot. at 33–34. Plaintiffs
stress this point because Facebook, as evidenced by the latest case management statement, still
seems to believe that it has no obligation to produce user data that it contends was not shared.
See ECF No. 882 at 6.
2. Facebook’s main defense of its disobedience is that Discovery Orders Nos. 9, 11 and
12 did not require Facebook to produce any specific documents or information. E.g., Opp’n at
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27, 29, 32, 34. Facebook is avoiding the point yet again. Plaintiffs do not claim that Facebook
violated the orders merely because it failed to produce certain materials (although Facebook’s
failure to produce responsive materials over a year ago has caused delay). Facebook violated the
orders because (1) the orders ruled that the relevance of user data under Rule 26(b)(1) did not
depend on whether Facebook admitted that data had been shared or made accessible; and (2)
after the orders, Facebook consistently refused to search for, much less produce, user data on the
explicit ground that it claimed it had not been shared or made accessible. This is enough to
justify sanctions under Rule 37(b). See Fjelstad v. Am. Honda Motor Co., 762 F.2d 1334, 1339
(9th Cir. 1985) (an order directing a party to answer interrogatories fully and completely, without
mentioning any specific interrogatories or pointing to specific answers that were inadequate,
could be disobeyed, thus warranting sanctions under Rule 37(b)). And even if Facebook’s
disobedience were not sanctionable under Rule 37(b), sanctions would still be appropriate under
28 U.S.C. § 1927. Judge Corley’s orders were clear. Facebook’s counsel was undeniably aware
of those orders and recklessly violated their clear holdings on what was and was not relevant. See
BKB, 276 F.3d at 1106–07.
Remarkably, however, Facebook still refuses to concede that Judge Corley’s orders,
including Discovery Order No. 9, determined what user data was relevant. That order, Facebook
insists, “identified the scope of ‘discoverable user data,’ not whether it was relevant and
proportional to the case so as to require production of that data.” Opp’n at 26 (emphasis added).
Wrong: Discovery Order No. 9 expressly uses the word “relevant.” See ECF No. 557 at 1
(rejecting “Facebook’s restrictive view of relevant discovery”). But even if it hadn’t used that
word, Discovery Order No. 9 did deem certain user data “discoverable.” Id. at 2. Facebook does
not explain how materials can be “discoverable” without being relevant. Facebook’s refusal,
even now, to acknowledge the plain language of Discovery Order No. 9 is frivolous and shows
that sanctions are needed as a deterrent. 5
5

Facebook also cites Discovery Order No. 9 to maintain that Judge Corley rebuffed Plaintiffs’
request for discovery on stayed claims. Opp’n at 12:5. The truth is that while Facebook argued
that Plaintiffs were seeking discovery on stayed claims, ECF No. 515, at 7–8, 10–15, Plaintiffs
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Facebook’s next line of defense appears to concede, if only for the sake of argument, that
Judge Corley’s discovery orders ruled that user data was relevant regardless of whether
Facebook admitted it had been shared. Even so, Facebook maintains, it did not disobey those
orders by not producing further data, because relevant data need not be produced if it is not
proportional to the needs of the case. Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1); see Opp’n at 32–33. But
proportionality or undue burden was not the ground on which Facebook resisted further
discovery about the Named Plaintiffs’ data. Rather, Facebook’s argument was that data that had
not been shared was categorically irrelevant. See Ex. 61. Facebook raised an argument about
undue burden only when it moved to reconsider the Special Master’s initial ruling on the Named
Plaintiffs’ data—and even then it led with the argument that data it claimed had not been shared
was categorically irrelevant. See ECF No. 780 at 0010–15. And before Judge Corley, Facebook
made it clear that it was appealing only “the holding that data that is not shared is relevant and
discoverable in the case.” See Ex. 77 at 34. Thus, to resist searching for or producing any more
data, Facebook relied on a ground that violated Judge Corley’s discovery orders. That is how
Facebook disobeyed those orders. Facebook’s repeated resurrection of overruled arguments,
which has extensively delayed discovery in this case, is sanctionable.
B. The remaining points that Facebook raises are irrelevant.
Facebook’s discussion of the dispute over the Named Plaintiffs’ data interjects a great
many extraneous details. Plaintiffs will address two of them and ignore the “gorilla dust.”
First, Facebook makes much of the fact that the parties, with Special Master Garrie’s
supervision, are still in the process of determining what further data related to the Named
Plaintiffs should be produced. Opp’n at 24, 25, 33. This process is indeed continuing, but this
does not help Facebook. The misconduct that justifies sanctions largely preceded that process,
which began in earnest only in January 2022. See Mot. 35; see also id. at 37. And the fact that
denied it, pointing out that Facebook did not actually identify the stayed claims on which
Plaintiffs were supposedly seeking discovery, ECF No. 548 at 3. Judge Corley simply “rule[d]
that discovery is stayed as to the stayed claims.” ECF No. 557 at 2. She did not say that
Plaintiffs were seeking such discovery. Facebook’s incessant distortions of Plaintiffs’ positions
in this case compounded the delays and fed Facebook’s false narrative.
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the process is still ongoing, rather than completed, just demonstrates the delay that Facebook has
caused. The process, moreover, is the highly unusual result of Facebook’s stonewalling. Special
Master Garrie, through extraordinary efforts and diligence, has forced Facebook to identify
information that Facebook should have produced long ago, had it engaged in the normal
operations of discovery. It is no defense that Facebook’s intransigence has required the
imposition of a Special-Master-run discovery program.
Second, Facebook highlights a compliment that the Special Master bestowed on it last
month. Id. at 33:22–25. But again, the sanctionable conduct here preceded that date, and
Plaintiffs have acknowledged that the Court’s comments at the February case management
conference have improved the discovery dynamic, with new Facebook counsel engaging in far
more constructive communications with Plaintiffs’ counsel. 6 Ex. 79 at 4:8–15.
IV. SANCTIONS FOR MISCONDUCT CONNECTED WITH DEPOSITIONS
Two core propositions support sanctioning Facebook and its attorneys for their
deposition-related discovery misconduct. First, the justifications they gave for their last-minute
cancellation of all scheduled depositions of the Named Plaintiffs were obviously insubstantial.
Second, the fact that Facebook and its attorneys gave such justifications provides compelling
evidence of bad faith both in scheduling the depositions of current Named Plaintiffs and in
seeking to depose the former Named Plaintiffs. These reasons are not rebutted by Facebook’s
opposition.
A. Facebook used obviously insubstantial excuses to justify cancelling depositions at the
last minute.
1. On January 18 of this year, one of Facebook’s attorneys sent Plaintiffs an email
6

Facebook leans heavily on another comment from Special Master Garrie: his statement in an
order that “there do not appear to be deficiencies in Facebook’s production to date.” ECF No.
746, ¶ 10 (cited by Opp’n at 3, 9). He made this comment while ruling that Facebook did not
need to use technology-assisted review to review and produce documents. In making the
comment, the Special Master was saying that Facebook’s review of the documents for which it
had agreed to search was not deficient. See ECF No. 742, ¶ 4 (the Special Master’s
investigation of Facebook’s review process). He was not suggesting that Facebook had already
agreed to produce all relevant documents—nor could he have, in light of his later orders on
ADI and the Named Plaintiffs’ Data.
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informing them that the depositions of three Named Plaintiffs would have to be rescheduled.
Postponement was necessary, the email said, because “basic discovery from Plaintiffs” was still
lacking. Ex. 53. This included “discovery regarding the bases of Plaintiffs’ claims, alleged
injuries, and alleged damages.” Id. The email continued: “[W]e will be filing two motions to
compel this information later this week, and we expect to file a motion to compel regarding Rule
26 disclosures in short order, given that Plaintiffs did not disclose their alleged damages theories
and model as required in their amended disclosures last week.” Id.
So, to justify cancelling the depositions, Facebook relied on allegedly insufficient
“discovery regarding the bases of Plaintiffs’ claims, alleged injuries, and alleged damages”—i.e.,
insufficient 26(a) disclosures. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(1)(A)(iii). It repeated this justification in
a filing that again claimed a lack of “basic information regarding [Plaintiffs’] claims,” including
“what information they believe Facebook shared without consent,” “how they believe they were
harmed,” or “a damages model, which they were required to provide years ago in their Rule 26
disclosures.” ECF No. 840 at 4.
This justification was so obviously insubstantial as to raise the inference that it was a
mere pretext. This is shown by three considerations.
First, Facebook had already taken two depositions in December 2021, before Plaintiffs
had provided the expanded Rule 26(a) disclosures that Facebook claimed were insufficient.
Given this fact, it made no sense for Facebook to suddenly claim that further depositions
required fuller Rule 26(a) disclosures. Nor is it convincing or exculpating to claim, as Facebook
now does, that these two December depositions—one on December 10 and another on December
20—convinced Facebook that further depositions required fuller Rule 26(a) disclosures from
Plaintiffs. Opp’n at 37:2–23, 38:21–23. If that were really the case, there would be no excuse for
waiting nearly a month, until January 18, to cancel the remaining depositions—a delay that by
itself would warrant sanctions.
Second, and perhaps more importantly, it has now been more than three months since
Facebook cancelled the depositions on January 18. Since then, Facebook has not moved to
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compel fuller 26(a) disclosures, or asked the mediators to declare an impasse on the issue. See
Exs. 84, 85. Given this inaction, it is hard to believe that Facebook really thinks that fuller Rule
26(a) disclosures are crucial to depositions of the Named Plaintiffs.
Third, it is difficult to believe that Facebook’s highly competent attorneys truly think the
claimed insufficiencies of Plaintiffs’ Rule 26(a) disclosures supplied a good reason to cancel
depositions at the last minute. As the Court has pointed out, it is “preposterous” to claim that
depositions could not be taken until Plaintiffs identified, among other things, the information
they claimed was shared without their consent. Ex. 78 at 7:8–15. What information was shared is
precisely what Plaintiffs are still trying to find out through discovery. It is similarly outlandish to
claim that a “damages model,” ECF No. 840 at 4, was needed to take the depositions of the
Named Plaintiffs, who are laypeople and not experts. More generally, it verges on the frivolous
to argue that Plaintiffs had provided insufficient Rule 26(a) disclosures, particularly about their
injuries and damages. Ex. 53. Facebook has thus far failed to provide the financial information
upon which damages calculations would be based, 7 so Plaintiffs need not supply such
calculations, see Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(1)(E).
2. In arguing that its reasons for cancelling the depositions were not pretextual, Facebook
does not mention Plaintiffs’ Rule 26(a) disclosures. Compare Opp’n at 37–38, with Ex. 53, and
ECF No. 840 at 4. Instead, it focuses on two motions to compel, arguing that those motions
provided a reasonable basis to cancel the depositions. Before its opposition to the sanctions
motion, however, Facebook’s principal justification for cancellation had been Plaintiffs’ Rule
26(a) disclosures, not the two motions to compel. See Ex. 53; ECF No. 840 at 4.
In any event, it is deeply implausible that Facebook’s attorneys really believed that the
7

After more than two years of conferring over financial discovery, Facebook stated in January
2022 that the financial documents Plaintiffs had been seeking did not exist. Ex. 86. This claim
was consistent with earlier representations. See Ex. 30 at 9:6–9; see also Mot. at 9–10.
Recently, however, Facebook confirmed for the first time that the financial documents
Plaintiffs are seeking do exist, and that Facebook is producing them on a rolling basis. Ex. 87.
Facebook’s prior representations were therefore objectively false. Facebook has also continued
to give contradictory answers to the Special Maser’s inquiries about the Named Plaintiffs’ data.
See Decl. ¶¶ 16–24.
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materials sought by those motions to compel were necessary for the depositions of the Named
Plaintiffs. This is clear once we consider what materials those motions to compel asked for—a
subject that Facebook keeps rather vague in its response.
One of the motions to compel sought information about certain kinds of photographs and
posts that the Named Plaintiffs had made on other, non-Facebook social media platforms, even
though the Named Plaintiffs had already disclosed their profile names or user handles on other
social media. See Ex. 80. The other motion to compel asked the Named Plaintiffs to state if they
knew whether their Facebook friends used certain devices, apps, or services of certain of
Facebook’s whitelisted partners or business partners. See Ex. 81. Note that in this second motion
to compel, Facebook was not asking whether the Named Plaintiffs’ friends used certain devices,
apps, or services, but whether the Named Plaintiffs knew whether their friends used them. See
Ex. 82 at 1–3. Even if—as Special Master Garrie later ruled—the information sought by these
motions was discoverable, it was hardly so valuable and probative as plausibly to justify the
wholesale cancellation of depositions.
Thus, Plaintiffs’ conclusion remains on solid ground: the reasons that Facebook gave for
cancelling the Named Plaintiffs’ depositions were obviously insubstantial—so insubstantial, in
fact, that it is reasonable to infer that those reasons were a mere pretext.
B. The obviously insubstantial reasons Facebook gave for cancelling the depositions
provide compelling evidence of bad faith in scheduling depositions of the current, and
seeking depositions from the former, Named Plaintiffs.
Although the reasons Facebook gave for cancelling depositions seem pretextual, they
were, in any event, obviously insubstantial. And this fact, in turn, leads to unpleasant conclusions
about Facebook’s prior actions.
1. Scheduling the current Named Plaintiffs’ depositions. If Facebook was willing to
cancel the Named Plaintiffs’ depositions on such flimsy grounds, they must not have been an
urgent priority. Yet in the months before the cancellation, Facebook had pushed urgently and
contentiously to schedule the Named Plaintiffs’ depositions—a process that occupied a great deal
of time. See Mot. at 39. By pushing in this way for depositions for which it felt no great need,
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Facebook acted in sanctionable bad faith.
2. Seeking the former Named Plaintiffs’ depositions. The grounds that Facebook gave
for cancelling the current Named Plaintiffs’ depositions also reflects harshly on Facebook’s push
to take the depositions of the former Named Plaintiffs—and to take those depositions first.
Whether or not the grounds for cancellation were pretextual, they were certainly
insubstantial, thus showing that Facebook saw no urgent need to take the current Named
Plaintiffs’ depositions. Given that fact, there could have been no urgent need to take the former
Named Plaintiffs’ depositions either; realistically, the former Named Plaintiffs offered nothing
that the current named Plaintiffs lacked. Facebook’s attempt to take depositions from the former
Named Plaintiffs first thus looks like an attempt to harass former Named Plaintiffs, not a good faith discovery motion.
Facebook argues, however, that the former Named Plaintiffs did offer something special.
In trying to depose the former Named Plaintiffs, Facebook asserts, it was trying to elicit
information relevant to predominance under Rule 23(b)(3) or to standing. This argument cannot
be taken seriously. As the Special Master pointed out, the former Named Plaintiffs whose
depositions Facebook wanted to take represented about “0.0000017% of the total class, assuming
a class size of approximately 300,000,000.” ECF No. 782 at 006. So small a proportion of the
class could not show anything helpful about predominance or standing that depositions of the
current Named Plaintiffs could not. And none of this can justify Facebook’s attempt to take
depositions from the former Named Plaintiffs first.
Worse, if Facebook really wanted to take depositions from the former Named Plaintiffs to
show lack of standing, the reasons it gave for cancelling the current Named Plaintiffs’
depositions would apply with only more force to the former Named Plaintiffs. Suppose for the
moment that Facebook genuinely believed that depositions of the current Named Plaintiffs would
not be useful without fuller 26(a) disclosures about their injuries. If so, that line of thought would
apply equally, if not more, to the former Named Plaintiffs, whom Facebook says it wanted to
probe about their injuries-in-fact. See Opp’n at 39. In short, if Facebook really believed the
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grounds it gave for cancelling the current Named Plaintiffs’ depositions, then it also would have
avoided deposing the former Named Plaintiffs—who, of course, were under no obligation to
supplement their initial disclosures.
In sum, Facebook’s cancellation of the current Named Plaintiffs’ depositions strongly
suggests that its attempt to depose the former Named Plaintiffs was in bad faith.
V.

SANCTIONS FOR A BAD-FAITH LITIGATION STRATEGY SUPPORTED BY
MISREPRESENTATIONS

A. Facebook’s litigation strategy was in bad faith.
For nearly two years, Facebook had a practice of delaying the resolution of discovery
disputes. Once the deadline for substantial completion of document discovery began to approach,
however, they began to argue that it was too late for Plaintiffs to be raising the disputes that
Facebook itself had delayed. This bad-faith litigation strategy is sanctionable.
1. Delaying resolution of disputes. There is ample evidence that Facebook deliberately
delayed, or tried to deliberately delay, the resolution of discovery disputes. Plaintiffs have
already discussed its attorneys’ sanctionable attempts to delay resolution of the ADI dispute in
late 2021, see supra pp. 3–4, but those attempts were just one part of a larger pattern. Facebook’s
counsel repeatedly delayed the resolution of discovery disputes by flatly refusing to state their
position, see ECF No. 471 at 2–3, or by maintaining that a dispute was not ripe for resolution,
ECF No. 558 at 9–10; ECF No. 583 at 10; ECF No. 598 at 4, 8; Ex. 59 at 4–6. And again and
again, Facebook’s counsel insisted that Plaintiffs were bringing up too many discovery issues at
once or were seeking rulings on unripe issues. See, e.g., Ex. 13 at 61–62 (too many issues at
once); ECF No. 598 at 7 (unripe issues).
Facebook denies that it tried to delay resolution of disputes, but it says little about the
evidence to which Plaintiffs have pointed. Compare Mot. at 45, with Opp’n at 43. Instead, it
speaks to only part of the picture. Specifically, it maintains that when it insisted in June 2020 that
all discovery disputes had to be mediated before they could be resolved, ECF No. 689 at 2–3, its
position was accepted by the Special Master, Opp’n at 43:4–6. This claim is deeply misleading
because it conflates two different periods in this litigation: before and after appointment of the
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Special Master. In June 2020, there was no Special Master. At that time, when Plaintiffs opposed
Facebook’s position that all discovery disputes should be mediated, they did so precisely because
there was no Special Master that could issue a binding order and actually resolve a dispute. See
Ex. 8 at 6:13–7:9; ECF No. 688. That is why, before the Special Master was appointed, it halted
progress when Facebook insisted that all discovery disputes had to be mediated.
2. Arguing it was too late for disputes to be resolved. During the January 19, 2022
hearing, Attorney Snyder argued at length that it was too late for existing discovery disputes to
be adjudicated. See Ex. 3 at 13:2–15, 30:16–21. Facebook cannot deny this, so instead it
discusses other things that attorney Snyder said at the January 19 hearing. See Opp’n at 43:14–
20. Attorney Snyder did say a great many things at the hearing. One of those things, however,
was an argument that existing discovery disputes should not be resolved. Ex. 3 at 30:3–13,
30:16–21. The statements to which Facebook points did not negate that argument.
B. Facebook’s counsel used misrepresentations to aid its bad-faith litigation strategy.
For nearly two years, Facebook’s counsel maintained that Plaintiffs—not Facebook—
were delaying discovery by seeking irrelevant information or raising meritless issues. Mot. at
43–44. Facebook now characterizes these statements as zealous advocacy or mere statements of
opinion. Opp’n at 41–42.
To some degree, the false accusations that Facebook made against Plaintiffs are a side
issue. Sanctions are warranted because Facebook first delayed resolution of discovery disputes,
and then argued it was too late to resolve them. The false accusations played a role in that
strategy by shifting the blame for discovery delays, but the strategy would be sanctionable
whether or not Facebook leveled its false accusations.
Facebook is also wrong to dismiss its accusations as mere advocacy or statements of
opinion. Facebook did not use vague epithets. It said that Plaintiffs were delaying the litigation
by raising scores of meritless issues. See Mot. at 43–44. Whether a party is raising scores of
meritless issues is a matter of fact that can be objectively true or false. Here, the accusation was
objectively false. See id. at 44; see also supra at p. 20 n.7. And these false accusations also
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placed a burden on the Court—first Judge Corley, then the discovery mediators, and finally the
Special Master—to disentangle the frivolous arguments from the serious ones.
VI. THE TIMELINESS OF PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION
Facebook suggests that Plaintiffs’ motion is untimely. Opp’n at 13. The Ninth Circuit
case it cites, however, does not establish any bright-line rule for timeliness. See In re Yagman,
796 F.2d 1165, 1184 (9th Cir. 1986) (timeliness of a sanctions motion depends on the
circumstances and “may vary widely”). Instead, the court reversed a post-trial imposition of
sanctions, reasoning that waiting to impose sanctions “until the end of the case” does not further
“the policy of deterrence.” Id.8
Here, by contrast, discovery is ongoing. Sanctions would thus further the policy of
deterring further discovery misconduct. The misconduct that Plaintiffs’ motion targets is either
ongoing (ADI, Named Plaintiffs’ data) or only improved recently (misconduct related to
depositions, bad-faith litigation strategy). Plaintiffs’ motion is not untimely.
In arguing that it is too late to impose sanctions, Facebook also contradicts its argument
that the Court should hold Plaintiffs’ motion in abeyance. The Court should hold the motion in
abeyance, Facebook maintains, so that the Court can evaluate the entirety of its discovery
conduct. See Opp’n at 47 (asking for “the opportunity to demonstrate . . . that any concerns the
Court might have had are being addressed”). It does not explain how this would promote “the
policy of deterrence.” Yagman, 796 F.2d at 1184. But this contradiction does not prevent
Facebook from arguing, yet again, that it is both too early and too late.
VII. SUBSTANTIATION OF FEES AND COSTS
According to Facebook, Plaintiffs have failed to adequately substantiate their request for
attorneys’ fees and costs. Opp’n at 45. Facebook appears to take the position that individual
billing records, or their equivalent, are required. Id. That is not a blanket rule in this District.

8

See also Brandt v. Vulcan, Inc., 30 F.3d 752, 756–57 (7th Cir. 1994) (cited by Opp’n at 13)
(motion seeking sanctions for discovery abuse was untimely when not filed until the jury
instruction conference); Mercy v. Suffolk Cty., 748 F.2d 52, 55–56 (2d Cir. 1984) (cited by
Opp’n at 13) (right to seek sanctions is normally deemed forfeited if not made before trial).
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Courts have accepted declarations considerably less detailed than Plaintiffs’. See Optrics Inc. v.
Barracuda Networks Inc., No. 17-cv-04977-RS (TSH), 2021 WL 411349, at *8–9 (N.D. Cal.
Feb. 4, 2021). In any event, Plaintiffs are willing to submit their billing records to the Court if so
requested. It is common practice to grant a motion for sanctions and then invite the moving party
to submit substantiation.9
VIII. CONCLUSION
The history of this case reveals a pattern of discovery misconduct that flowed not from
isolated lapses of judgment but from a strategy of delay, disobedience, and even, at times,
prevarication. For the reasons given here and in their initial motion, Plaintiffs respectfully ask the
Court to impose monetary sanctions as requested in their motion.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Before the February 10 hearing in which the Court raised the possibility of sanctions,
Facebook and its counsel had failed to produce much of the most relevant evidence in its
possession. See ECF No. 878 at 1 (number of documents produced as of early February 2022);
ECF No. at 922 at 10–12 (timeline of ADI production). The discovery misconduct had a general
pattern. Facebook would go silent for weeks at a time, or refuse to articulate a position, or claim
that the dispute was not ripe. See ECF No. 878 at 13–15, 45; ECF No. 922 at 12, 23-24; ECF No.
923, ¶¶ 3–4. If Judge Corley issued an order on the dispute, Facebook and its counsel would defy
it for as long as they could. See ECF No. 878 at 18–22 (ADI order); ECF No. 922 at 3–9 (same);
ECF No. 878 at 31–32 (orders regarding Named Plaintiffs’ data); ECF No. 922 at 14–17 (same).
In fact, Facebook took advantage of the fact that its conduct had forced the appointment of a
Special Master to try to convince him to reconsider and undercut Judge Corley’s orders.. ECF
No. 878 at 20–22, 32; ECF No. 922 at 4–7, 17-18. Finally, Facebook appealed to Judge Corley
herself, who rejected Facebook’s tortured reading of her orders. ECF Nos. 806, 807. Meanwhile,
after years of delay that Facebook had caused, its counsel argued that it was now too late for
Plaintiffs to seek further discovery and blamed Plaintiffs’ counsel for its own actions. ECF No.
878 at 45–47; ECF No. 922 at 24-25.
Since February, the need for sanctions has only become more urgent. Numerous
additional misrepresentations have been revealed. It is now clear, for example, that Facebook’s
counsel made reckless or knowing misstatements, or knowingly concealed facts, about the status
of the ADI production, as well as the Named Plaintiffs’ data and the financial information the
company possessed. Deponents designated under Rule 30(b)(6) have often been unprepared to
testify about matters well within the designated topics. And at one deposition, the misconduct
was egregious enough that Facebook voluntarily paid monetary sanctions and agreed to other
relief Plaintiffs sought.
Facebook’s delays have prejudiced Plaintiffs’ ability to conduct discovery. The factdiscovery deadline—already moved from January 31 to September 16—is imminent. Plaintiffs
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no longer have time to pursue the myriad significant leads opened up by late-produced and
wrongly withheld documents—ADI documents, Named Plaintiff data that Facebook has been
sitting on for years, more than 60,000 documents wrongfully withheld as privileged for years and
only recently produced, and documents indicating the existence of probative but unproduced
documents generated by “Quip,” a collaborative productivity software.
Also favoring sanctions is the public import of this case. It affects hundreds of millions of
Facebook users. The factual allegations underlying the claims are a source of international
scandal that has been covered by innumerable media organizations, and proceedings in this case
have been widely reported. For more than four years, Named Plaintiffs have been asking for
Facebook to identify the information Facebook has collected about them and to whom it
provided access. Facebook has blocked transparency at every turn, even while claiming it
already disclosed and received consent for its practices.
The pervasive nature of Facebook’s misconduct justifies not only the monetary sanctions
that Plaintiffs request, but also the nonmonetary sanctions they now seek. Each sanction is tied
closely to the category of misconduct it seeks to remedy. As Plaintiffs will discuss in more detail
below, these sanctions are intended to true the balance that Facebook’s misconduct has skewed.
II.
A.

LEGAL STANDARDS

Non-monetary sanctions are available under Rule 37 and the inherent power.
“Modern instruments of discovery” are designed to make litigation “a fair contest with

the basic issues and facts disclosed to the fullest possible extent.” United States v. Procter &
Gamble Co., 356 U.S. 677, 682 (1958). Full disclosure is especially crucial where, as here, there
is an extreme asymmetry of information between the parties. It is hard to think of another matter
where more information is in the exclusive possession of one party. Plaintiffs do not have
personal knowledge of the scope of the data Facebook collected, how Facebook used it, or with
whom Facebook shared or made it accessible. Nor do Plaintiffs have personal knowledge of just
how many third parties received their data against their wishes, or what they did with it.
When parties do not live up to their discovery obligations, the district court “may, within
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reason, use as many and as varied sanctions as are necessary to hold the scales of justice even.”
8B Federal Practice and Procedure § 2284 (3d ed. 2022 update). The discovery process here has
malfunctioned seriously enough to justify sanctions beyond the purely monetary ones that
Plaintiffs requested in earlier briefing.1 See generally ECF No. 878. Three sources of sanctioning
power are most relevant to this Brief.
First, when a party violates a discovery order, Rule 37(b)(2)(A) authorizes a variety of
sanctions. For the most serious cases of disobedience, district courts may dismiss claims or an
action, or render a default judgment. Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(b)(2)(A)(v)–(vi). In other cases, they
may strike pleadings, direct that certain matters or facts be deemed “established for purposes of
the action,” or preclude a disobedient party from making certain arguments or introducing certain
evidence. Id. R. 37(b)(2)(A)(i)–(iii).
Second, these sanctions are also available when a party fails to timely supplement a
discovery response as required by Rule 26 (e). Id. R. 37(c)(1)(C). A court may also “inform the
jury of the party’s failure.” Id. R. 37(c)(1)(B).
Third, for “discovery abuses that may not be a technical violation of the discovery rules,”
sanctions under the Court’s inherent power are available. Halaco Eng’g Co. v. Costle, 843 F.2d
376, 380 (9th Cir. 1988). That power embraces all the sanctions available under Rule 37. As the
case law notes, sanctions under the inherent power are “subject to much the same
considerations” as those under Rule 37. Id.; see also Adriana Int’l Corp. v. Thoeren, 913 F.2d
1406, 1412 n.4 (9th Cir. 1990) (making use of cases involving Rule 37 and the inherent power
“interchangeably”); United States ex rel. Wiltec Guam, Inc. v. Kahaluu Constr. Co., 857 F.2d
600, 603 n.5 (9th Cir. 1988) (same).
B.

Several principles governing the imposition of sanctions are especially pertinent
here.
Because certain considerations are relevant to each nonmonetary sanction Plaintiffs

request, they discuss those considerations upfront.

1

Plaintiffs also request additional monetary sanctions in this Brief.
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1. Plaintiffs neither ask that judgment be entered on any claim nor seek any other
sanction that is tantamount to a judgment in their favor. For that reason, the legal standards
applicable to a terminating sanction do not apply here. See Yeti by Molly, Ltd. v. Deckers
Outdoor Corp., 259 F.3d 1101, 1106 (9th Cir. 2001) (“[T]his case is distinguishable from cases
in which we have required a district court to identify ‘willfulness, fault, or bad faith’ before
dismissing a cause of action outright as a discovery sanction. These cases do not apply because
this sanction, although onerous, was less than a dismissal.” (citation omitted)).
Nevertheless, two factors that do favor a terminating sanction are present here. First,
Facebook is guilty of “willfulness, fault, or bad faith” in its discovery misconduct simply
because its “disobedient conduct” was not “outside [its] control.” Henry v. Gill Indus., Inc., 983
F.2d 943, 948 (9th Cir. 1993) (quotation marks and citation omitted); see ECF No. 878 at 18–20,
32–37; ECF No. 922 at 3–4, 11–12, 14–17; infra §§ III.A, IV.A–B, V, VI.A–B , VIII.A–B.
Second, discovery has revealed a pervasive pattern of deception, including reckless or knowing
misrepresentations. See ECF No. 878 at 24, 43–47; ECF No. 922 at 24–25; infra §§ IV.A–B,
VII.A. “[C]ontinued deceptive misconduct” can justify case-dispositive sanctions. AnheuserBusch, Inc. v. Nat’l Beverage Distributors, 69 F.3d 337, 352 (9th Cir. 1995). The presence of
these factors indicate that the more lenient sanctions Plaintiffs seek are fully justified.
2. The Court may take general deterrence into account in imposing sanctions. That is
because one of the objectives of discovery sanctions is “generally deterring flagrant disobedience
and callous disregard of court discovery orders.” United States v. Sumitomo Marine & Fire Ins.
Co., 617 F.2d 1365, 1370 (9th Cir. 1980) (citing Nat’l Hockey League v. Metropolitan Hockey
Club, Inc., 427 U.S. 639, 643 (1976) (per curiam)). This objective includes deterring any notion
that resources or prestige exempt litigants or their attorneys from generally applicable rules.
3. In imposing sanctions, this Court “may properly consider all of a party’s discovery
misconduct” in weighing what sanction to impose. Payne v. Exxon Corp., 121 F.3d 503, 508 (9th
Cir. 1997) (affirming dismissal). This includes “conduct which has been the subject of earlier
sanctions.” Id. Under this principle, the more pervasive the discovery misconduct, the more
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onerous a sanction may be. Here, the misconduct has been pervasive indeed.
III.
A.

SANCTIONS SHOULD BE IMPOSED FOR MISCONDUCT CONNECTED
WITH ADI DOCUMENTS
January 2022–present: An inadequate search, tardy disclosure of that search, and
continued delays in production.
On February 10, the court directed Facebook to produce all ADI-related documents

within 21 days. Hr’g Tr. at 13 (Feb. 10, 2022). On March 10, Facebook told Plaintiffs it had
completed the ADI production. Ex. 71.2
During meet and confers in late March and early April, Facebook reversed course,
informing Plaintiffs of previously undisclosed limitations on its ADI production. Facebook had
not searched all custodians. It had used obviously deficient search terms not previously
disclosed—for example, it had not used “ADI” and “App Developer Investigation” as search
terms, even in conjunction with limiters. And it had searched for documents from a truncated
time period. See ECF No. 923, ¶¶ 5–10.
Plaintiffs were surprised to learn of these failings. Most surprising was Facebook’s
failure to search “all” custodians, since the Special Master’s January 2022 order required
production of “all documents relating to ADI from all custodians that the parties have identified
and collected.” ECF No. 828 at 5, ¶ 20 (emphasis added). Instead, without informing Plaintiffs or
the Court, Facebook limited its search to 26 custodians. Those 26 custodians had been identified
in 2020 for the limited purpose of creating “a sample set of materials” from the ADI, which
formed the basis for the parties’ initial presentation of ADI privilege issues to Judge Corley.3
2

Where not otherwise specified, citations to numbered exhibits of the form “Ex. __” are citations
to the continuously numbered exhibits to the Declaration of Derek W. Loeser and Lesley E.
Weaver in Support of Motion for Sanctions, ECF No. 873-6, the Declaration of Lesley E.
Weaver and Derek W. Loeser in Support of Plaintiffs’ Reply in Support of Motion for
Sanctions, ECF No. 923, or to the Declaration of Lesley E. Weaver in Support of Plaintiffs’
Supplemental Brief in Support of Sanctions (submitted herewith).
3
In that context, Plaintiffs identified a small number of “exemplar apps” that had been
investigated in the ADI, for which Facebook would then collect and log associated documents.
See generally ECF No. 513 & Ex. A. Later, the log was submitted to Judge Corley in the hope
that she could rule on whether this subset of ADI documents was privileged, thereby providing
the parties legal guidance for the remaining documents. Ex. 13 at 36; see also ECF No. 878 at
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ECF No. 513, ¶ 1; see id., Ex. A. However, by order of Judge Corley, 81 custodians’ files were
to be searched and produced for the case. ECF No. 436. Later, the Special Master ordered
Facebook to add Mark Zuckerberg and Sheryl Sandberg as custodians, bringing the total to 83.
ECF No. 753.
Facebook’s choice to search files of only the 26 custodians used in the limited sampling
exercise from a year and a half earlier, and to do so without informing Plaintiffs or the Court,
was at least reckless, particularly in light of the Special Master’s directive to search “all”
custodians. And it was deceptive for Facebook to limit its search this way and then affirm that it
had completed production. Indeed, Facebook continued to refuse to search “all” custodians for
ADI documents until April. See ECF No. 923, ¶¶ 6, 11. Thus Facebook’s deception further
delayed the case.
Meanwhile, the Court again directed Facebook to produce all ADI-related documents,
this time by April 27. See Hr’g Tr. at 7 (Mar. 30, 2020). Facebook did not meet that deadline
either. Rather, by April 27, Facebook only completed production of ADI documents from the
limited subset of 26 custodians. See ECF No. 939 at 8 (Facebook conceding on June 3rd that it
had collected from only 26 “ADI custodians” and stating it would not complete production from
“MDL custodians”—i.e., all 83 custodians—by June 15). Despite admitting that it had not
completed production of ADI-related documents from all custodians, Facebook falsely told the
Court that it had “completed production of documents under the Special Master’s ADI orders as
modified by the Court.” Id. (emphasis added).
On June 9, based on Facebook’s representation that ADI production would be completed
by June 15, the Court set the 15th as the new date by which Facebook was to complete ADI
production. Hr’g Tr. at 13:11–19, 14:15–16. And in its most recent case management statement,
Facebook still asserted that it had met its obligations: “On March 3, 2022, Facebook completed
its production of ADI documents under the ADI Orders.” ECF No. 964 at 7. But saying does not
14–16. Ultimately, this process was unsuccessful. See ECF No. 806 at 2 (mentioning an
unsuccessful “attempt[] to narrow the issues to determine if the parties could agree on what
ADI materials to produce”); see also ECF No. 878 at 21.
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make it so. Facebook informed Plaintiffs on July 17 that Facebook would be producing more
than 1,200 ADI documents previously withheld as privileged. Decl. of Lesley E. Weaver in
Supp. of Pls.’ Supplemental Br. in Supp. of Sanctions (“Decl.”) ¶ 12.
On at least three occasions, then, Facebook has informed the Court that it had complied
with its orders to complete ADI productions by dates certain. ECF No. 882 at 5; ECF No. 939 at
8; ECF No. 964 at 7. These statements have consistently proven false, and it remains unclear
whether Facebook has yet complied with the orders.
B.

Sanctions should be imposed.
Without first telling Plaintiffs or the Special Master, Facebook limited its production of

ADI documents. These limitations not only violated the Special Master’s January 2022 order, but
are unreasonable enough to raise the inference that Facebook’s counsel recklessly disregarded an
order of which they were aware, thereby justifying sanctions under 28 U.S.C. § 1927. See BKB v.
Maui Police Dep’t, 276 F.3d 1091, 1106–07 (9th Cir. 2002) (sanctions under § 1927 are
warranted by the reckless violation of a law or rule of which counsel is consciously aware).
Facebook also failed to comply with multiple Court deadlines for production of ADI
documents. This by itself would warrant sanctions under Rule 37(b). Facebook’s noncompliance
has substantially delayed the case management schedule, including Plaintiffs’ ability to conduct
discovery. Depositions have had to be rescheduled due to Facebook’s failure to produce
documents from witnesses involved in the ADI, and because Plaintiffs have been forced to
expend considerable time and resources, at the expense of their ability to conduct other activities,
pursuing documents Facebook was obligated to produce. Decl. ¶ 3. Finally, Facebook repeatedly
and falsely told Plaintiffs and the Court that it had complied with the Court’s orders.
1. Monetary sanctions
These actions, in combination with the rest of Facebook’s misconduct, amply justify a
finding of bad-faith litigation conduct. See Lahiri v. Universal Music & Video Distrib. Corp.,
606 F.3d 1216, 1222 (9th Cir. 2010) (affirming a bad-faith finding based on the “cumulative
effect” of litigation conduct). Plaintiffs respectfully ask, therefore, that the Court impose the
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monetary sanctions that Plaintiffs have sought for Facebook’s ADI-related misconduct. ECF No.
878 at 26. If the Court grants Plaintiffs’ request for monetary sanctions, Plaintiffs will submit
additional records reflecting the time and expenses incurred related to ADI discovery since
submission of their opening brief on the motion for sanctions submitted in March.
2. Nonmonetary sanctions
In addition, Plaintiffs respectfully ask the Court to impose sanctions under Rule
37(b)(2)(A)(i), the provision of Rule 37 that allows district courts to “direct[] that matters
embraced in the order or other designated facts be taken as established for purposes of the
action.” Under this provision, sanctions for failure to obey a discovery order are warranted “as
long as the established issue bears a reasonable relationship to the subject of discovery that was
frustrated by sanctionable conduct.” Navellier v. Sletten, 262 F.3d 923, 947 (9th Cir. 2001).
Here, the issues that Plaintiff ask the Court to deem established are narrowly related to the ADI
documents. Indeed, as Plaintiffs will show, the ADI documents themselves suggest that the
issues that Plaintiffs ask the Court to deem established are in fact true.
a. Contractual breach. Plaintiffs ask the Court to find that Facebook breached the
following contractual clause, which was in the Data Use Policy from at least September 7, 2011
through January 29, 2015: “If an application asks permission from someone else to access your
information, the application will be allowed to use that information only in connection with the
person that gave the permission and no one else.” Ex. 89. In the alternative, Plaintiffs ask the
Court to order that Plaintiffs have established a presumption that Facebook breached that
contractual provision as to all Facebook users.
This sanction is justified by what ADI-related documents demonstrate: Facebook did not
limit applications’ use of friend data accessed through the users of the apps. Instead, Facebook
permitted apps to access friend information without any “use case”—i.e., without a realistic use
of “that information only in connection with” the app user. In some cases, the app developers
were suspected of selling user information collected via friend permissions, which obviously is
not a use of data “only in connection with the person that gave the permission and no one else.”
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Moreover, the documents demonstrate that the violations of the contractual term were so
pervasive that it is near certain they affected every single Facebook user. Here are four examples:
x

One ADI memo addresses 20 apps created by AppBank, a developer that created a
number of quiz apps, virtual-gifting apps, and social gaming apps. One such app
was “FriendHug,” which operated on Facebook from 2007 to 2013 and “had access
to a large number of permissions that likely fall outside the use case of the app,
such as friends permissions”—each of which “was granted by approximately 13
million users.” Ex. 90 at FB-CA-MDL-02014221-4222. Another was “Send
Flowers,” which operated from 2008 to 2015 and to which about 2 million users
gave permission to access friends’ “education history, notes, tagged photos and
videos, relationship details, status, photo and video posts, managed groups, . . . and
religious politics” with “no apparent use case for these permissions.” Id. at FB-CAMDL-02014238-4239. Still another app was “Send Kisses,” which operated from
2008 to 2015, and had the ability to view data from approximately 2 million users’
friends, including their “education history, notes, tagged photos and videos,
relationship details, status, photo and video posts, work history, managed groups, .
. . and religious politics,” but had “no apparent purpose” to have such access. Id. at
FB-CA-MDL-02014240–4241.

x

An ADI investigation into “Sync.Me,” an app that operated from before 2010
through at least 2018, notes that the app had access to more than 9 million users’
friends’ locations, photos, websites, and work histories, as well as more than 8
million users’ read_stream information, which “allow[s] the App to access the
user’s entire newsfeed” (including friends’ posts) regardless of the privacy setting
applicable to different newsfeed entries. Ex. 91 at FB-CA-MDL-02221188–1189.
The Investigation states: “These permissions grant the App access to sensitive
information about users and their friends and appear to be out of scope for the use
case of the App.” Id. at FB-CA-MDL-002221189. In 2013, Facebook’s
enforcement team had removed the app’s access to certain permissions, but that
access was quickly restored because, at the time, Facebook “‘no longer disable[d]
apps like these for violating’” its policy. Id. at FB-CA-MDL-02221196.

x

An ADI investigation into “Social Video Downloader,” an app that operated from
around 2011 through at least 2018, revealed that the app could access more than 8
million users’ “friends’ likes, photos, videos, and profile information.” Ex. 92 at
FB-CA-MDL-02709851. The investigation suggested the collection of this data
“may speak to an ulterior motive by the developer.” Id.

x

One ADI document reveals that the top 500 apps developed by Zynga—which had
developed at least 44,000 apps on Facebook—could have accessed the “photos,
videos, about me, activities, education history, events, groups, interests, likes,
notes, relationship details, religion/politics, status, work history, and all content
from user-administered groups” for the friends of 200 million users. Ex. 93 at FBCA-MDL-02851185 and n.2. A separate ADI memorandum discloses that “Zynga
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shares social network ID and other personal information with third parties,
including advertisers.” Ex. 94 at FB-CA-MDL-02560057.
Recall that the Cambridge Analytica scandal was based on information it acquired from
one app, This Is Your Digital Life, with 270,000 users. Through so-called “friends permissions,”
the app collected information from 87 million users. See Issie Lapowsky, “Facebook Exposed 87
Million Users to Cambidge Analytic,” Wired (Apr. 4, 2018),
https://www.wired.com/story/facebook-exposed-87-million-users-to-cambridge-analytica/ (citing
Facebook communications). On average, therefore, each user of This Is Your Digital Life
provided access to information of 322 friends. The apps and developers in the examples above
had far more users than This Is Your Digital Life through which they could access friends data.
Using 322 friends per user as a measure, these four developers/apps gained access to the user
data of 74 billion people.
App/Developer

This Is Your Digital Life
AppBank (only FriendHug,
Send Flowers, Send Kisses)
Sync.Me
Social Video Downloader
Zynga

Users through which it could Number of friends data
access friends data
made accessible (based on
322 friends/user)
270,000
87 million
17,000,000
5.47 billion
9,000,000
8,000,000
200,000,000

2.89 billion
2.57 billion
64.4 billion

Needless to say, this table cannot be the actual number of friends whose data was
misused by Facebook. There are only about 8 billion people living on earth, and only 2.3 billion
monthly active users on Facebook. If an app’s user base is large enough, the number of unique
friends per user necessarily decreases, since the users will have many friends in common. The
point of this exercise is not to pinpoint the exact number of friends whose data was made
accessible through these apps, but simply to show that that number is huge. And because it is
huge, it is highly likely that most everyone who used Facebook at the same time as just these few
apps had their information exposed without a use case. Moreover, the ADI came to similar
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conclusions about hundreds of other apps and developers. The record therefore amply supports
the conclusion that, where “an application ask[ed] permission from someone else to access your
information, the application” was not limited to “us[ing] that information only in connection with
the person that gave the permission and no one else.”
b. Violation of duty. Plaintiffs also ask the Court to establish that, if the Court later
concludes that Facebook had a duty to ensure that Third Parties were not improperly collecting,
storing, obtaining, or selling users’ content and information, Facebook violated that duty as to all
Facebook users through April 30, 2015 (the date on which friend permissions were deprecated).
In the alternative, if the Court concludes that Facebook had a duty to ensure that Third Parties
were not improperly collecting, storing, obtaining, or selling users’ content and information, then
Plaintiffs ask for a presumption that Facebook violated that duty as to all Facebook users through
April 30, 2015.
This sanction is justified by what ADI-related documents demonstrate. As the examples
above show, Facebook routinely permitted apps that had no use case, and with suspected ulterior
motives, to access the data of users’ friends.
*

*

*

The issue sanctions that Plaintiffs request for Facebook’s ADI-related misconduct are
appropriate under Rule 37(b). They are not claim-dispositive, much less case-dispositive. And
they are amply supported by the ADI documents and Facebook’s record of willful disobedience
of discovery orders. While Facebook will likely assert that it has now complied with all ADI
orders, “[b]elated compliance with discovery orders does not preclude the imposition of
sanctions.” N. Am. Watch Corp. v. Princess Ermine Jewels, 786 F.2d 1447, 1451 (9th Cir. 1986)
(affirming dismissal of counterclaim as discovery sanction); see also Sumitomo Marine, 617 F.2d
at 1370 (“The government’s belated compliance with the orders requiring the government to
answer interrogatories, and its efforts to provide some, though not all of the requested damage
figures, are entitled to little weight in analyzing whether the sanctions imposed were proper.”);
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G-K Properties v. Redevelopment Agency of City of San Jose, 577 F.2d 645, 647 (9th Cir. 1978)
(“Litigants who are willful in halting the discovery process act in opposition to the authority of
the court and cause impermissible prejudice to their opponents. It is even more important to note,
in this era of crowded dockets, that they also deprive other litigants of an opportunity to use the
courts as a serious dispute-settlement mechanism.”).
IV.

SANCTIONS SHOULD BE IMPOSED FOR MISCONDUCT CONNECTED
WITH THE NAMED PLAINTIFFS’ DATA
Plaintiffs’ Sanctions Motion and Reply explain Facebook’s misconduct related to its

obligation to search for and produce Named Plaintiffs’ data. ECF No. 879 at 26-38; ECF No. 922
at 14–17. On June 2, 2022, more than a month after briefing on Plaintiffs’ sanctions motion was
fully submitted, Plaintiffs conducted a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition on preservation of ESI that
revealed additional aspects of Facebook’s misconduct.
A.

June 2, 2022: Facebook discloses that it preserved data from 137 Hive tables due to
their relevance to this litigation.
Hive is Facebook’s data warehousing framework, where it maintains and facilitates the

querying of data about users, apps, advertisers, and near-countless other types of information, in
tables and partitions. See Ex. 135. During the June 2 deposition, Facebook’s designee disclosed,
for the first time, that data from 137 Hive tables were preserved under a litigation hold for this
case. June 2 30(b)(6) Tr. at 69:8-21; see also Ex. 96 at ADVANCE-META-00003259 (a
document produced for the first time in conjunction with the June 2 deposition). Further, in
response to the Special Master’s order requiring supplemental briefing regarding these Hive
tables, Facebook implicitly conceded that at least some of the 137 tables contain Named
Plaintiffs data. “Tables in Hive were preserved in this litigation and related litigation for a
number of reasons,” Facebook wrote, “many of which have nothing to do with Named Plaintiff
data.” Facebook’s June 16, 2022 Submission to JAMS at 3. If “many” have “nothing to do with
Named Plaintiff data,” it follows that some do. On July 25, Facebook sent an email to Plaintiffs
and the Special Master attaching a spreadsheet indicating that 66 of the 137 tables that it had
preserved contained what it called “user identifiers,” and are therefore likely sources of Named
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Plaintiff data. 4 Ex. 129.
Facebook did not disclose to Plaintiffs, the Special Master, or the Court that it had
preserved data from 137 Hive tables for this litigation, let alone that 66 of the tables contained
user identifiers and were therefore obvious sources for data related to Named Plaintiffs, until the
June 2 deposition. For two years before that deposition, Facebook stonewalled all efforts to
discuss the existence of Named Plaintiffs’ data beyond the information disclosed in the
Download Your Information tool, insisting that to even search for Named Plaintiffs’ data would
be impossibly burdensome. For example:
x

On August 13, 2020, Facebook told the Court that “[e]ven a large team of
engineers working full time for several years likely could not identify all of the
information Plaintiffs seek.” ECF No. 495 at 6-7.

x

On October 8, 2020, Facebook told the Court that Plaintiffs’ requests for Named
Plaintiffs’ data would require it to search “millions of disaggregated data sets”
and that there was no way “to run a centralized search for” data that could be
associated with Named Plaintiffs “across millions of data sets.” ECF No. 537 at 6,
9.

x

In its December 2021 motion for reconsideration of one of the Special Master’s
Named Plaintiffs’ data orders, Facebook stated that “compiling the remaining
information would take more than one year of work and would require
coordination across dozens of Facebook teams and hundreds of Facebook
employees.” ECF No. 779-3 at 5.

Each of these filings were opportunities for Facebook to disclose what it had preserved so
that the parties could conduct discovery in a way that balanced the burdens of production with
the importance of the information to the case. And Facebook had plenty of other opportunities to

4

Facebook did not identify what it meant by “user identifiers,” nor has it indicated whether any
of the other 137 preserved tables contain data that can be associated with the Named Plaintiffs.
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disclose what it had preserved. The parties met and conferred about Named Plaintiff data and
discussed the issue with the Discovery Mediators scores of times, and numerous other filings
have addressed the issue. It was not until Plaintiffs were able to take the long-delayed sworn
testimony of a corporate designee that the truth came out. In the meantime, the parties and the
Special Master spent months inquiring how Hive could be searched, including conducting three
half-day hearings, when Facebook knew it had at least some Hive data tables that contained
Plaintiffs’ data. June 2 30(b)(6) Tr. at 69:8-21; June 16, 2022 Submission to JAMS at 3. Even
now, Facebook has not explained how it identified these tables in particular and its designee was
unable to testify on the issue.5
Whether Facebook will be required to produce the data it preserved from 137 Hive tables
is presently being discussed. Over the last two days, the parties each identified 250 Hive tables to
be searched for data that can be associated with the Named Plaintiffs. The issue of what specific
data from those (or other) tables will be produced remains unresolved.
B.

June 2, 2022: Facebook discloses that it has 52 Switchboard snapshots for the
Named Plaintiffs.
For years, Facebook has insisted that the DYI files it produced contain the “most

complete compilation of data associated with the Named Plaintiffs’ accounts.” See, e.g., Ex. 136
at 2 (Facebook statement: “Facebook subsequently repeatedly informed Plaintiffs and the Court
that it had produced the most complete compilation of data associated with the Named Plaintiffs’
accounts, including on July 30, 2020 (Dkt. 484), August 13, 2020 (Dkt. 495), and September 18,
2020 (Dkt. 515).”); id. at 2–3 (Facebook statement: “Facebook’s DYI tool reflects, in humanreadable and producible form, the most complete compilation of data Facebook maintains
relating to any user.”); ECF No. 779-3 at 45-46 (Facebook declaration: “The DYI file for each
5

In fact, Facebook consistently took the position that Hive did not contain any relevant material
because third parties are not given access to it. As recently as last Friday, Facebook’s corporate
deponent repeatedly testified that Hive contain logs that show every ad a user has seen. Leone
30(b)(6) Rough Tr. 128:9-18. Facebook has still not produced that data.
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individual user represents the most complete and best compilation of data Facebook maintains
associated with that user, and the best available compilation of the data about that user in the
Social Graph, in a human-readable and producible form.”); id. at 386 (Facebook statement: “[A]
user’s DYI file contains a human-readable download of the most complete set of data about that
user in the Social Graph (and more).”).
Facebook failed to disclose, until the designee’s July 2 testimony, that it had taken 52
“snapshots” using a tool called Switchboard that contained Named Plaintiffs’ data not captured
by the DYI tool: according to the designee, “Switchboard has some additional information that
DYI doesn’t.” June 2 30(b)(6) Tr. at 40:4–5. The designee described several types of information
included in the Switchboard snapshots, but not in DYI, including:
x

Information about the Named Plaintiffs’ involvement in Pages, Groups, and
advertising accounts. June 2 30(b)(6) Tr. at 55:2–5.

x

Information about privacy settings. Id. at 56:12.

x

Information about the relationships between users. Id. at 64:22–65:4.

Further, the designee testified that Facebook regularly produces Switchboard snapshots,
not DYI files, in response to law enforcement subpoenas for information about specific
Facebook users. Id. at 41:6–42:2. It does so because the Switchboard snapshots are produced “in
a more useable way than DYI has available to it as a download.” Id. at 41:20–22. The
Switchboard files are a PDF record, id. at 42:2, rather than the thousands of atomized DYI files
Facebook produced for each of the Named Plaintiffs, including documents consisting wholly of
the Facebook like graphic (a thumbs-up). Not only do the Named Plaintiff Switchboard
snapshots contain information not available in their DYI files, but they’re also easier to use.
During and after the deposition, Plaintiffs requested that Facebook produce Switchboard
snapshots for the Named Plaintiffs. On August 1, 2022, following an Order by the Special
Master, Facebook finally produced 106 Switchboard snapshots for the Named Plaintiffs,
consisting of over 170,000 pages of information about the Named Plaintiffs. This production
confirms the testimony of Facebook’s designee about, and prove that Facebook’s representations
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about the DYI files were at best misleading. These records include new information about the
Named Plaintiffs’ interactions with Pages, Groups, and advertising accounts. They also include
information about the accounts the user has blocked and been blocked by. In addition, the
records include more granular detail about the Named Plaintiffs. For instance, the Switchboard
snapshots contain the full alphanumeric identifier for each cookie associated with the Named
Plaintiffs’ devices, as well as the accounts associated with that cookie, the number of times that
cookie was seen, and the date and time it was seen. See, e.g., FB-CA-MDL-04137713 at FB-CAMDL-04137724. In contrast, the DYI files includes a list of datr cookies associated with the
Named Plaintiffs, which consists only of a list of hashed alphanumeric identifiers and dates and
times. Id. at FB-CA-MDL-00031925.
In addition, the August 1 production of Switchboard records include updated privacy
settings of the Named Plaintiffs’ accounts that are not included in DYI. Facebook now admits
that when it produced Named Plaintiffs’ privacy settings in 2020, it took these settings from
Switchboard. Ex. 97 at 3. Thus, Facebook decided in 2020 to produce a portion of the
Switchboard snapshots but neither informed Plaintiffs of their provenance nor that it was
withholding the rest.
Plaintiffs have long asked Facebook for more useable versions of the information it was
producing about Named Plaintiffs. For example, in September 2020, Plaintiffs submitted a brief
stating not only that the Named Plaintiffs’ DYI files did not include all the information Facebook
maintained about each, but also that the format of production “obscures” information about their
privacy settings. ECF No. 526 at 7. All the while, Facebook was sitting on data about each of the
Named Plaintiffs that it kept “in a more useable way than DYI.” June 2 30(b)(6) Tr. at 41:20–
42:2.
C.

Sanctions should be imposed.
1. Additional monetary sanctions.
Plaintiffs opening brief sought monetary sanctions under Rule 37(b) for the time period

November 28, 2020—30 days after Judge Corley’s Discovery Order No. 9—through January 31,
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2022. ECF No. 879 at 37. With this supplemental motion, Plaintiffs suggest extending the period
of sanctions to encompass all costs associated with the Special Master’s involvement since
January 31, 2022 to identify the scope of Facebook’s obligation to produce Named Plaintiffs’
data. Plaintiffs are prepared to submit a declaration substantiating the additional fees and costs
they incurred as a result of Facebook’s misconduct related to Named Plaintiffs’ data in addition
to the $385,085 sought in their opening brief.
2. Nonmonetary sanctions.
Plaintiffs seek nonmonetary sanctions under Rule 37(b)(2)(A), Rule 37(c)(1), or the
Court’s inherent power. Facebook disobeyed Judge Corley’s Discovery Order No. 9, as well the
Special Master’s orders reaffirming Discovery Order No. 9. See ECF No. 879 at 32–34. And
now, Facebook’s corporate designee has disclosed the existence of preserved Named Plaintiffs’
data from Hive tables and in Switchboard snapshots, neither of which was disclosed to Plaintiffs,
the Special Master, or the Court during two years of litigating this issue. Facebook violated its
duty to timely supplement its discovery responses. Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(e).
Thus, Plaintiffs ask the Court to instruct the jury that Facebook deliberately failed to
disclose Named Plaintiffs’ user data, including evidence about what Facebook collected about
them and what Facebook did with it. Another court in this district recently chose this sanction
under Rule 37(b)(2) where the defendant, Google, had been grossly negligent in failing to turn
over relevant sources of data. Ex. 99. Such a sanction is also expressly authorized under Rule
37(c)(1), a provision under which this Court has “particularly wide” discretion. Yeti by Molly,
259 F.3d at 1106. Here, the testimony of Facebook’s demonstrates that Facebook acted in bad
faith—or at least was grossly negligent in failing to disclose information regarding the
longstanding existence of preserved Named Plaintiff data from Hive tables and Switchboard
snapshots. Once again, to the extent Facebook claims that it has now complied with discovery
orders, such “[b]elated compliance . . . does not preclude the imposition of sanctions,” N. Am.
Watch, 786 F.2d at 1451, especially given the cumulative record of discovery misconduct in this
action, see Payne, 121 F.3d at 508 (court “may properly consider all of a party’s discovery
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misconduct”).
V.

AT AN APPROPRIATE TIME, SANCTIONS MAY NEED TO BE IMPOSED
FOR UNPREPARED RULE 30(B)(6) DEPONENTS.
In December of last year, Plaintiffs served a draft 30(b)(6) notice on Facebook and

sought to meet and confer about it. Decl. ¶ 6. Despite Plaintiffs’ repeated attempts to confer, e.g.,
Ex. 100, Facebook did not respond until after Plaintiffs had served the operative (and
substantively identical) 30(b)(6) notice on March 1 of this year. Decl. ¶ 6.
Facebook served its objections on March 29, the day before a case management
conference. Upon receiving the objections, Plaintiffs immediately met with Facebook’s counsel,
who stated that the objections were “boilerplate,” “really nothing,” and would not limit the scope
of the topics. Ko Decl. ¶ 7; see also Ex. 101. The next day, based on these reassurances,
Plaintiffs told the Court that they expected the 30(b)(6) depositions to go ahead in April and that
witnesses would be prepared to testify about the topics enumerated in the notice. Hr’g Tr. at
11:15–21, 11:25–12:1 (Mar. 30, 2022). On April 25, however, Facebook told Plaintiffs that the
objections were not boilerplate. Ex. 138.
The 30(b)(6) depositions began on May 5. From the very first deposition, Plaintiffs’
attempt to procure testimony was impeded by counsel and unprepared witnesses.
During the May 5 deposition, Facebook’s counsel and its designee, Allison Hendrix,
substantially impeded Plaintiffs’ ability to procure testimony. See generally ECF No. 935.
Counsel improperly instructed the witness not to answer at least 22 times based not on an
assertion of privilege, but rather on his unilateral view that the questions were beyond the scope
of the noticed topics. Id. at 4. The instruction and Ms. Hendrix’s decision to follow it would have
violated the Rules even if counsel had been correct that questions were outside the scope. See id.
at 5–6 (citing cases). Nevertheless, counsel was not correct. Among the questions he instructed
Ms. Hendrix not to answer were questions about how Facebook enforced its policies against
third parties—questions that fell well within the noticed topics, which concerned how Facebook
ensured third parties’ use of user data was limited to their use case and how Facebook monitored
and enforced contractual terms with third parties about their use of user data. Id. at 7. Counsel
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also improperly instructed Ms. Hendrix not to answer questions that called for Facebook’s
opinion. Id. at 6. But 30(b)(6) designees “‘can be examined as to the corporation’s opinions and
beliefs.’” Joyce C. Wang et al., “Speak for Yourself: The 30(b)(6) Deposition,” The Brief (Sept.
19, 2019), https://www.americanbar.org/groups/tort_trial_insurance_practice/publications/
the_brief/2018-19/summer/speak-yourself-30b6-deposition (citing cases). Ms. Hendrix herself,
even without counsel’s objection, refused to answer questions that she believed beyond the
scope. ECF No. 935 at 6–7. Just as there is no basis for counsel to assert such objections, there is
no basis for the designee to refuse to answer questions on this ground.
At this same deposition, counsel also made extensive speaking objections, even in the
face of the Special Master’s repeated admonitions.6 Id. at 7. That behavior violates Rule 30(c)(2).
One of the speaking objections was more than 17 minutes long. ECF No. 935 at 4.
The day after this deposition, Plaintiffs filed a motion for sanctions and expedited relief.
Facebook did not oppose Plaintiffs’ motion. Instead, it eventually stipulated to the relief
Plaintiffs sought. ECF No. 936. Separately, Facebook also agreed to provide more time for
30(b)(6) testimony. While the parties had previously agreed to 21 hours for nine topics, it now
agreed to permit Plaintiffs to depose Facebook’s designees on those nine topics for 100 hours,
and also agreed not to include Ms. Hendrix’s time towards that total.
Despite the stipulation, some of the same problems recurred. During a May 18, 2022
deposition of Mike Clark, Facebook’s designee on Topic 4—pseudonymization, deidentification, re-identification, association, and deletion of user data—Facebook’s lack of
preparation and counsel’s improper interruptions continued the pattern of misconduct established
during the earlier 30(b)(6) deposition of Ms. Hendrix. Mr. Clark was not prepared to testify
about the datr cookie, which Plaintiffs had identified to Facebook in advance of the deposition as
a topic on which they would seek testimony. See Ex. 102 (May 8 email to Facebook stating
Plaintiffs’ intent to understand cookies including datr, fbp, xs/c, user xs/c, fbc, and fr); Ex. 104 at

6

The Special Master has attended each of the 30(b)(6) depositions and nearly all 30(b)(1)
depositions in this case.
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129:14–136:3 (designee unprepared to testify on Facebook’s behalf, or at all, about the datr, fpb,
xs/c, user xs/c, fbc, or fr cookies).
Thereafter, counsel for Facebook instigated on an 11-minute on-the-record argument
about the extent to which Mr. Clark was prepared to address the previously identified cookies.
May 18, 2022 Clark 30(b)(6) Dep. Tr. at 145:2–157:8. The deposition closed with Facebook’s
counsel repeatedly objecting to questions about, and Mr. Clark being unable to answer, how
Facebook defined “personal information,” a concept that underpins this case and is fundamental
to how data is pseudonymized, de-identified, re-identified, associated, and deleted. Id. at 217:19–
226:8. Counsel then commenced an on-the-record argument about whether it was improper for
Plaintiffs to seek the definition of “personal information.” Id. at 239:23–246:4. During the
exchange, Counsel repeatedly interrupted the Special Master. Id. at 241:13–7, 242:11–15,
244:11–13.
Plaintiffs were left without testimony about topics they had identified in advance and
with the Special Master recommending that Facebook find a witness that can state how it defines
personal information. Id. at 244:13–245:24. The deposition wasted Plaintiffs’ and the Special
Master’s time, required Plaintiffs to seek and take another full-day deposition on Topic 4, and
reflected Facebook’s continued failure to fulfill its obligation to adequately educate its designees
so they were prepared to fully answer questions within the topics for which they were
designated. Bowoto v. ChevronTexaco Corp., 2006 WL 294799, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 7, 2006);
see also Ex. 104 (detailing more examples).
As recently as last Friday, August 5, Facebook continued this obstructionist tactic. When
Ms. Leone was asked “[w]hat is Facebook's understanding of what it means when they promise
that they will not provide personal identifiable information to advertisers,” Facebook objected
that the question was “out of scope,” even though a document that Facebook had identified prior
to the deposition used that express language. Ex. 98 at 287:25-288 (the questions); id. at 290:2325 (“And she was asked to define a term personally identifiable information and I objected to it
as being out of scope”). This compounded Facebook’s refusal to allow Mr. Clark to provide a
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definition of “personal information.” Plaintiffs will now be forced to seek this definition through
another deposition.
Moreover, although Plaintiffs are required to disclose the documents they will use in
30(b)(6) depositions three days before each deposition, ECF No. 789, ¶ 24, some of the
designees have been unprepared to discuss even these documents. Indeed, in the first three days
of Simon Cross’s testimony on Topics 6 and 7 (friend sharing and whitelisting), Amy Lee’s
testimony on Topic 10 (monetization), and Mr. Clark’s testimony on Topic 4, the designees
stated 109 times that they were unfamiliar with information contained in an exhibit or had not
made an effort to learn more about it (for example, by asking other Facebook employees). See
Ex. 109.
Unprepared 30(b)(6) designees also compounded the obstructive behavior of other
Facebook witnesses. Simon Cross, who was designated to testify about whitelisting, was asked
about a framework that Facebook employee Jackie Chang had developed to determine which
partners should continue to receive sensitive user information after Facebook supposedly
deprecated access to friends data. His testimony, ultimately, was that Plaintiffs would have to ask
Chang about that framework. Ex. 105 at 261–273, 278–283, 285–286. But when Plaintiffs took
Chang’s deposition, she claimed to have no memory of these matters,7 even though documents
showed her extensive involvement in whitelisting. Ex. 106 at 101:20–23, 104:24–105:5 & dep.
ex. 7; see also id. at 168:18–20, 169:23–170:1 & dep. ex. 13.
Because Plaintiffs have recently filed a motion with the Special Master seeking additional
time for 30(b)(6) depositions, the imposition of sanctions in connection with the 30(b)(6)

7

See Ex. 106 at 69:13–22; 92:15–18, 94:12–16, 118:7–119:4, 161:15–21, 163–165, 182:13–16,
216:9–18, 219:2–13, 223:24–226:10, 240:2–7. Chang impeded her deposition in other ways as
well. She claimed she didn’t understand the phrase “general understanding,” see id. at 76:11–
15, and at one point claimed she didn’t understand what “indirectly” meant, even though she
had just used its antonym, “directly,” id. at 90:19–22. She obstructed or evaded the simplest of
questions, such as whether her past emails contained information that she believed was correct
when she sent them, id. at 130:9–132:2, 250:10–15, and she refused to agree that an email
“would be a good guide of what you were thinking about the topics discussed in the email”—
while also managing to profess ignorance about the definition of “good,” id. at 134:13–135:15.
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depositions should await the conclusion of the depositions. Only then can the amount of
prejudice created by Facebook be gauged. However, the sanctions should include all costs and
fees Plaintiffs incurred in preparing for and taking the depositions, including but not limited to
all costs for the Special Master’s attendance at the 30(b)(6) depositions and adjudicating related
motions, and all fees for Plaintiffs’ preparation for and taking of each 30(b)(6) deposition and
preparation of briefs and other filings related to Facebook’s Rule 30(b)(6) misconduct. They may
also include the imposition of non-monetary sanctions.
VI.
A.

SANCTIONS SHOULD BE IMPOSED FOR FACEBOOK’S RECKLESS
OVERDESIGNATION OF DOCUMENTS AS PRIVILEGED.

Facebook designates tens of thousands of documents as privileged, only to retreat
from those designations when challenged.
Before January 2022, Facebook had logged fewer than 10,000 documents as privileged

(excluding the documents Facebook logged as part of the initial presentation of ADI privilege
issues to Judge Corley, see supra n.1). Decl. ¶ 10. On January 28, 2022, Facebook produced an
amended “categorical” log that included documents over which it claimed attorney-client
privilege.8 Id. There were now a total of 14,132 documents on Facebook’s categorical privilege
log. Ex. 107 at 2.
Facebook’s next iteration of its categorical privilege log, produced on March 17, 2022,
added 233,544 documents, or 182,112 documents not counting “lesser included” ones, in 19
categories.9 Id. This was a substantial escalation. Plaintiffs reached out to Facebook in April to
discuss how to resolve disputes arising from this new privilege log in light of its volume, and
after discussions, provided a written proposal on April 12. Ex. 108. The parties agreed that
Plaintiffs would identify up to nine categories of documents at a time to challenge. Facebook
would review a statistically significant sample of documents in each category, and report back to
8

The parties agreed to the use of “categorical designations” on privilege logs where
“appropriate.” ECF No. 462, ¶ C.3. When such designations are “appropriate,” Facebook may
claim privilege over documents “by categorizing [them] by type and/or topic and placing them
into various categories that fit the nature of the documents.” Id.
9
A common example of a “lesser included” document would be an incomplete email string that
is produced in addition to the complete email string.
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Plaintiffs. See Stipulation ¶¶ 3–5.
In late April, Plaintiffs identified the first nine categories of documents from the
categorical privilege log for challenge. Ex. 109 at 2–5. In early May, after reviewing a sample of
3,062 unique documents, see Ex. 110, Facebook withdrew any privilege claim over 1,938, or
63%, of the documents; produced 331 previously withheld documents with redactions; and
withdrew work-product designation for 17 documents. Ex. 111. Facebook thus altered the
designations of nearly 75% of the sampled documents.
In light of this result, Facebook agreed to re-review all 182,112 withheld documents from
the categorical privilege log. (That number excludes the lesser included documents.) This
process appears to have resulted in the withdrawal of all privilege claims over tens of thousands
of documents and the alteration of privilege designations for thousands more.10 These documents
were produced on a rolling basis beginning on June 9, 2022 Hr’g Tr. at 19:17-20:15. The Court
ordered that Facebook produce an amended privilege log and complete its production of dedesignated documents by June 24, 2022. It did not do so. On July 1, July 18, and August 1,
Facebook informed Plaintiffs that it had identified several hundred additional documents that it
had not yet produced due to “due to error.”
B.

Many of Facebook’s designations were frivolous.
As implied by Facebook’s decision to reverse previous assertions of privilege for more

than 64,000 documents, Facebook’s privilege logs contained assertions of privilege that lacked
any arguable merit. For example, the logs included documents over which Facebook asserted
attorney-client privilege that had been disclosed to third parties, as well as over documents that
10

For a number of reasons, including technical issues with Facebook’s privilege logs, Plaintiffs
cannot pinpoint the exact number of documents that have been de-designated in whole or in
part. What Plaintiffs can say, however, is that on Facebook’s April 2022 privilege log, there
were 191,308 entries designated as some form of “Withheld/Withhold.” The amended privilege
log produced on July 21 has 130,658 entries designated as some form of “Withheld/Withhold.”
That is 60,650 fewer entries. The 60,650 entries consist of 53,168 entries that were dropped
completely and presumably produced in full, plus 7,482 entries that were changed from some
form of “Withheld/Withhold” to some form of “Redacted.” Decl. ¶ 11. Note that these numbers
do not account for the entries previously designated as “Redacted” that were dropped from the
log and presumably produced in full.
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were distributed to over 100 recipients. Ex. 109 at 2–3. Plaintiffs do not have the space in this
brief to catalog the full range, or even a statistically significant sample, of Facebook’s baseless
assertions of privilege. But the three examples below are illustrative both of the lack of any merit
of many of the designations and the probative value of many of the documents previously
withheld:

C.

x

Ex. 140: Facebook claimed attorney-client privilege over a message thread between
non-attorneys discussing a number of business-related topics, including “what to
do about friend data” and “do apps get to store the user data?” One suggestion on
the latter topic is “apps can store any data they get.”

x

Ex. 141: Facebook claimed attorney-client privilege over an email, which is from
non-attorney Richard Allan to other non-attorneys, discussing data portability and
a framework for vetting third parties from a competition standpoint. The document
uses Cambridge Analytica as an example of data portability issues.

x

Ex. 142: Facebook claimed attorney-client privilege over a 2018 email from nonattorney Yul Kwon to non-attorney Deborah Liu sharing materials that Kwon had
originally presented to Mark Zuckerberg in mid-2015 on “the need to build stronger
and more centralized privacy & data use org.” Kwon states, “I wonder how much
of a better place we’d be in today if the proposal had been implemented three years
ago.”

There is some evidence that Facebook employees tried to claim attorney-client
privilege over nonprivileged communications.
Separately, there is some evidence that Facebook employees improperly tried to shield

nonprivileged communications with the attorney-client privilege. One email among nonlawyers
reads:

Ex. 112 at FB-CA-MDL-01537997. There is no indication that these employees were discussing
a legal matter.
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Similarly, a string of messages among Facebook employees ties attorney-client privilege
not to the content of the communication but merely to how “sensitive” a topic was:11
William Moca Fusz (3/20/2018 16:43:39 PDT):
>Just ensure that if it’s very sensitive you ask a lawyer for guidance in the Quip
and privilege it
Emma Jacquemart-Simonen (3/20/2018 16:44:53 PDT):
>How does one ‘privilege it’?
David Doyle (3/20/2018 16:45:22 PDT):
>With the presence and approval of an attorney
Ex. 113 at FB-CA-MDL-00303171 (emphasis added). Mr. Doyle then went on to link to two
internal Facebook documents about attorney-client privilege.
These documents raise suspicions. While they are not conclusive, they can be read to
suggest that Facebook employees were trying to shield nonprivileged communications about
sensitive topics by invoking the attorney-client privilege in bad faith. This raises serious
concerns about the credibility of Facebook’s privilege assertions. Such a practice would also help
to explain the overdesignation problem.
D.

Facebook’s defense of its conduct is meritless.
Facebook has defended its conduct in two ways. First, it has insisted that its March 2022

privilege log claimed privilege over not 233,544 documents, but only 89,637 once “duplicates
and ‘near-dupes’” are eliminated. ECF No. 939 at 10. To the extent this is any defense at all, it
ignores the work that Plaintiffs were required to do to challenge Facebook’s privilege
designations. For while the parties’ protocol for privilege logs allows categorical logging, it did
not obviate the requirement to provide particularized challenges to privilege. Thus, even the
categorical privilege logs must provide (and have provided) document-specific metadata, with

11

“The fact that a person is a lawyer does not make all communications with that person
privileged.” United States v. Martin, 278 F.3d 988, 999 (9th Cir. 2002) (citing United States v.
Chen, 99 F.3d 1495, 1501 (9th Cir. 1996)).
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each document listed separately for that purpose. Plaintiffs then had to use that information,
along with the categorical claim of privilege, to determine whether to challenge the assertion of
privilege on a document-by-document basis. And because Facebook withheld so many
documents in full, Plaintiffs could not be sure which documents were lesser-included documents,
or near dupes, merely by looking at the document metadata. Plaintiffs still had to treat each
document individually, a massive undertaking. Decl. ¶ 7.
Second, Facebook has defended itself by emphasizing that after a “significant
percentage” of the sampled documents were de-designated, it “immediately began a full rereview of the log.” ECF No. 939 at 10. This misses the point. Facebook should never have
designated the documents as privileged in the first place. Moreover, Facebook did not decide on
its own to re-review the logged documents. It re-reviewed them only after it had served Plaintiffs
with a privilege log with tens of thousands of new privilege designations and Plaintiffs had
negotiated a new protocol for resolving privilege disputes over so vast a number of documents,
carefully reviewed the log, and identified nine categories of documents to prioritize for
challenge. It was Plaintiffs, not Facebook, whose hard work forced the re-review to happen.
E.

Sanctions should be imposed.
Even without more, the withdrawal of privilege claims over so high a proportion of

logged documents indicates that Facebook’s claims of privilege were recklessly made. This
recklessness, in combination with the delay in logging documents and the frivolousness of so
many of the claims of privilege, justifies sanctions under 28 U.S.C. § 1927 or the inherent power.
See Fink v. Gomez, 239 F.3d 989, 993–94 (9th Cir. 2001). As a monetary sanction, Plaintiffs
seek the additional fees and costs they incurred in dealing with the privilege log that Facebook
issued in March of this year. Plaintiffs are prepared to submit a declaration substantiating those
additional fees and costs.
As nonmonetary sanction under the Court’s inherent power, Plaintiffs ask that Facebook
be precluded from making affirmative use of any de-designated document from the privilege log
issued in March of this year, whether to defeat class certification, to obtain a dispositive order, or
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at trial. In addition, Plaintiffs ask that they be permitted, at their discretion, to conduct
depositions, after the fact-discovery cutoff but no later than 30 days before trial, of individuals
who are active contributors in the de-designated documents. This includes the ability to take
additional testimony from a previously deposed witness if the de-designated documents, in
which the witness was an active contributor, were not produced at least 7 days before their
depositions. Such sanctions are closely linked to the discovery misconduct at issue. Cf. Navellier,
262 F.3d at 947 (where issue is deemed established as a sanction, the issue must “bear[] a
reasonable relationship to the subject of discovery that was frustrated by sanctionable conduct”).
The sanctions are also justified by the degree of fault shown in Facebook’s overdesignation, by
its overall record of discovery misconduct, and by the need to generally deter reckless claims of
privilege, which strike at the heart of litigation’s truth-seeking function. See supra § II.B.
VII.
A.

SANCTIONS SHOULD BE IMPOSED FOR MISSTATEMENTS ABOUT, AND
DELAY IN PRODUCING, FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS.
2019 to April 2022: Facebook continually denies that responsive financial
information exists, only to change its tune abruptly in spring 2022.
Since the inception of discovery in 2019, Plaintiffs have sought information about the

revenue that Facebook receives as a result of allowing third parties to access users’ data. Ex. 10
at RFP No. 17; see also id. RFP Nos. 14–16. The information is relevant to the calculation of
damages for claims, such as breach of contract, under which Plaintiffs seek disgorgement of
profits earned from the sharing of information beyond users’ consent.
Facebook has repeatedly asserted that no documents responsive to these requests exist.
Ex. 10 at Responses Nos. 14–17 (“Facebook states it does not have any documents in its
possession, custody, or control responsive to this Request.”). Well into 2020, Facebook also
asserted that the information that Plaintiffs sought was not relevant. Exs. 56, 57. It took the
position that Plaintiffs were asking for “highly sensitive financial information bearing no
conceivable relevance to the issues remaining in dispute, as identified in Judge Chhabria’s
Motion to Dismiss Order.” Ex. 114 at n.3.
Plaintiffs consistently pressed the point, informing Facebook time and again why the
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information was relevant and expressing disbelief that it did not maintain responsive
information. Decl. ¶ 8. Finally, in December 2020, Facebook told Judge Corley that it had
“investigated this extensively” and “to the best of our knowledge there wouldn’t be responsive
materials.” Hr’g Tr. at 9:6–9 (Dec. 9, 2020). In light of this assertion, Judge Corley in early 2021
ordered a limited 30(b)(6) deposition, directing Facebook to “provide a 30(b)(6) witness on how
it monetizes—directly or indirectly—and thus values user data.” ECF No. 588 at 1–2. The
purpose of the deposition was “investigatory” and “to assist Plaintiffs with identifying relevant
discovery.” Id. at 2.
The 30(b)(6) deposition occurred in February 2021. On the eve of the deposition,
Facebook produced a high-level, three-page summary of various channels through which
Facebook generated revenue during the 2012–2017 time period. Ex. 137. This was the very first
document Facebook produced in response to Plaintiffs’ request for financial information, more
than 14 months after Plaintiffs first asked for these materials. Nevertheless, it was not
sufficiently detailed or meaningful to provide the information Plaintiffs sought.
For the 30(b)(6) deposition itself, Facebook chose as its designee an advertising project
manager who did not work for or with Facebook’s finance or growth teams. Despite her lack of
direct involvement in Facebook’s finances, the designee confirmed that “average revenue per
user” (ARPU), daily average users, and month average users were key financial metrics for
Facebook. Ex. 116 at 64. She confirmed that Facebook’s growth team tracked user activity in
order to calculate these metrics, and testified that ARPU figures were tracked and analyzed by
the finance team. Id. at 71, 73. She also acknowledged that the finance team tracked more
granular components of how Facebook generated revenue, including through advertising, see id.
at 79, and that Facebook takes “user value” into account in connection with advertising. Id. at 56.
After the deposition, Plaintiffs reiterated their request for financial information. Ex. 117.
Unfortunately, Facebook continued to stonewall. By this time, the parties had engaged the
services of Judge Andler and Special Master Garrie to assist with discovery disputes. Each time
Plaintiffs tried to raise the issue, Facebook and its counsel claimed that the issue was not yet ripe.
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See, e.g., Ex. 118. Facebook also repeatedly told Plaintiffs that it would be prioritizing other
discovery issues before addressing the requests for financial information. Ex. 119.
Ultimately, the issue of financial information was mediated before Judge Andler and
Special Master Garrie on February 14, 2022. At that mediation, Plaintiffs identified seven
categories of financial information that they had been seeking. Ex. 62. In early March, Facebook
agreed to search for these categories of information. Ex. 120.
Production of responsive documents finally began on April 15, 2022. Decl. ¶ 9. In early
June, the Court ordered Facebook to complete the production by July 1. ECF No. 941. Facebook
later sought, and was granted, an extension of that deadline until July 22. ECF No. 959. To date,
Facebook has thousands of financial documents that it previously told Plaintiffs and the Court
did not exist.
B.

Sanctions should be imposed.
Facebook denied for years that responsive financial information existed. In March

2022—only after the Court had raised the possibility of sanctions—Facebook agreed to search
for responsive financial information. The next month, it began to produce responsive documents.
Given this turnaround time, it strains credulity to believe that Facebook’s earlier denials
were based on a reasonable search for responsive documents. The only reasonable inference—
and the inference that is consistent with the rest of Facebook’s discovery misconduct—is that the
denials were made in bad faith, i.e., with the knowledge that they did not rest on a reasonable
search for responsive information. See Primus Automotive Fin. Servs. v. Batarse, 115 F.3d 644,
649 (9th Cir. 1997) (“A finding of bad faith is warranted where an attorney knowingly or
recklessly raises a frivolous argument . . . .”); see also, e.g., A. Farber & Partners, Inc. v.
Garber, 234 F.R.D. 186, 189 (C.D. Cal. 2006) (“[A] party has an obligation to conduct a
reasonable inquiry into the factual basis of his responses to discovery . . . .”).
Facebook’s misconduct violated Rule 26(g), which requires that a written discovery
response be made “to the best of the [signer’s] knowledge, information, and belief formed after
reasonable inquiry.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(g)(1). Indeed, it went further. Facebook repeatedly issued
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written and oral denials—directed both to Plaintiffs and to neutrals—that responsive financial
information existed. Because these denials were in bad faith, greatly delayed the discovery of
highly relevant financial information, and have affected Plaintiffs’ ability to timely conduct
discovery, sanctions under Rule 37(c)(1), 26(g)(3), or the inherent power are appropriate.
Monetary sanctions should be imposed. Plaintiffs are prepared to submit a declaration
substantiating the additional fees and costs they incurred as a result of Facebook’s misconduct
connected with financial documents.
Nonmonetary sanctions are also appropriate. Facebook should be precluded from
affirmatively arguing at any stage of the case that the information in the financial documents is
incomplete, untrue, or inaccurate, or cannot provide a basis for the calculation of restitution,
should the Court determine that restitution is an available remedy for any claim. Such a sanction
is tied closely to the discovery misconduct at issue, and is justified by Facebook’s bad faith and
its pervasive discovery misconduct more generally. See supra § II.B.
VIII. SANCTIONS SHOULD BE IMPOSED FOR MISCONDUCT CONNECTED
WITH COLLECTING AND PRODUCING QUIPS.
Facebook made extensive internal use of a collaborative document editing program called
Quip, which enables multiple people to collaborate on documents and spreadsheets. Since 2019,
Plaintiffs have identified Quip as a source of responsive documents that Facebook was obligated
to search in a manner proportionate to their importance to the case. However, Facebook’s
production is replete with probative documents containing internal links to Quips that are not
accessible to Plaintiffs.
In March, Plaintiffs learned that Facebook’s collection of Quips was inconsistent and
incomplete. Plaintiffs have separately moved to compel Facebook to conduct a proportionate
collection and review of Quips (and other relevant documents not adequately collected: Tasks
and internal Facebook Group messages). That motion was presented to the Special Master. Here,
Plaintiffs seek sanctions for Facebook’s delayed and deficient production of these documents.
A.

The importance of Quips to this case.
Facebook uses Quip as a collaborative software tool, similar to Google Docs. By using
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Quip, Facebook employees collaboratively create and edit documents and spreadsheets.
Facebook has produced more than 38,000 documents that mention or link to at least one Quip
but has only produced approximately 3,500 Quips. Even that limited production, however,
demonstrates their relevance. For example:
x

Exhibit 121 is a November 2018 Quip titled “Interfaces One-Pager Roadmap:
Platform Foundations (CA Remediation/Legacy Login Issues).” Among other
things, the document provides examples of “API related issues we have seen this
year,” including “[w]e don’t understand our system and lack sufficient oversight
into creation and access to APIs” and that the “FTC is frustrated FB cannot easily
answer questions about which APIs share PII with 3rd parties.” Id. at CA-MDLMETA-0000139629. The first three-and-a-half pages reflect the most recent, clean
version of the document, and the remaining two-and-a-half pages identify the
document users and edits.

x

Exhibit 122 is a June 2018 Quip that appears to be a performance review of a
Facebook employee involved in the ADI. The document lauds her for “Enforc[ing]
on over 30 apps developed under the MyPersonality project at CPC,” the
Cambridge University Psychometric Centre, where Alexander Kogan also
developed This Is Your Digital Life. “Total installs for” MyPersonality project apps
“totaled more than 6 million users (20x the # of installs that the main CA”—
Cambridge Analytica—“app had), of which, nearly 3 million had authorized
permission to a friend’s data, with the total number of friends’ affected totaling over
500 million.” Id. at FB-CA-MDL-02539176.

Facebook employees frequently link to Quips in produced documents. Despite their
obvious relevance to this case, however, the overwhelming majority of Quips identified in the
documents do not appear to have been produced. Three examples are illustrative.
First, Exhibit 139 is a June 2018 email thread about certain third parties that maintained
access to “Friends Data (ie friends birthday, religion, education[,] history, etc.)” because they
still had “access to v1 of the API” or because they had “been added in relevant capabilities.” Id.
at FB-CA-MDL-03657078-03657079. It links to two Quips—one that identifies “3rd party
integrations that have been whitelisted for V1 that have also been active in the last 90 days” and
a “Masterlist” that identifies, among other information, “App IDs that are still on V1.”Id. at FBCA-MDL-03657079.
Second, Exhibit 123 is an April 2018 Quip titled “Policy H1 2018 Quip of Quips.” The
document is itself a Quip that provides links to 23 other Quips. While Plaintiffs have been able to
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locate several, others do not appear to have been produced, including “CA [Cambridge
Analytica] Updates,” “Cambridge Analytica General,” “Cambridge Analytica Numbers [April
4],” “CubeYou, YouAreWhatYouLike, Cambridge University [April 7],” and “Privacy
Improvements Over Time.” Id. at CA-MDL-META-0000163270.
Third, Exhibit 124 is a December 2016 email thread about Facebook’s Data Protection
Handbook that references “case studies on this quip.” Id. at FB-CA-MDL-03760654. The
relevance of this Quip is highlighted by the discussion elsewhere in the email chain. Facebook’s
Deputy Chief Privacy Officer Rob Sherman expresses concern about “adding language that
disclosing even anonymized data can still expose people to harm,” which is relevant to Plaintiffs’
allegations about how third parties can interpret user data that Facebook makes available to
them. He also expresses concern about the focus “on the idea that the data itself is valuable (i.e.,
that it is monetizable or that we collect metadata about people’s interactions that we can
leverage)[,]” which he admits is “obviously true” and which is relevant to an assessment of
damages under an unjust enrichment theory. And he expresses concern about “places where the
draft says that it is basically impossible for people to understand complex data flows and
therefore consent is ultimately impossible” since “Facebook’s data processing is complex and we
rely on consent to justify it,” which is relevant to Plaintiffs’ breach of the implied covenant of
good faith and fair dealing claim. Id. at FB-CA-MDL-03760652–0653.
B.

A brief history of Plaintiffs’ efforts to understand how Facebook is collecting and
reviewing Quips for production.
On November 16, 2019, shortly after the Court issued its order resolving Facebook’s

motion to dismiss the complaint, Plaintiffs asked Facebook to describe custodial and noncustodial sources and confirm that Quips are being preserved. Ex. 125. On November 4, 2020,
Plaintiffs proposed a production protocol that incorporated a provision applicable to Quips. See
ECF No. 563-1 at 3 (asking Facebook to propose a method for collecting and producing
responsive information from Quip and other ESI sources).
However, Facebook delayed discussions about producing Quips and other non-custodial
ESI, insisting that the parties prioritize custodial search terms over additional targeted
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collections. ECF No. 563 at 6. The process of negotiating custodians and search strings took
more than a year, and Facebook did not first purport to complete that production until
January 31, 2022, the former deadline for substantial completion of document production. ECF
No. 706.
Plaintiffs tried, without success, to engage with Facebook about the production of Quips
throughout that time period. Once discovery mediation commenced, Plaintiffs continued to press
the issue. E.g., Ex. 126 (listing issues Plaintiffs sought to mediate, including #2: production of
Quips and other sources of responsive ESI). Yet Facebook limited the focus of mediation and
discovery briefing to Named Plaintiffs’ data, ADI, deposition scheduling, and one-off issues
such as the production of the “Secret Sauce” report and Mark Zuckerberg’s notebooks. Those
issues took approximately nine months to resolve.
When the Discovery Mediators asked the parties to submit a tracker of discovery disputes
in February 2022, Plaintiffs identified that they sought additional production of Quips. Ex. 130.
That issues has remained on the mediation tracker, now submitted on a weekly basis, ever since.
On March 15, 2022, at the Discovery Mediators’ suggestion, Plaintiffs sent Facebook
exemplars of produced documents containing references to relevant Quip files that had not
themselves been produced. Ex. 127. Plaintiffs were clear that these were only exemplars:
“Plaintiffs have identified approximately 50 exemplars of references to relevant Quip files that
have not been produced by Facebook. It is not a comprehensive list of Quip production gaps.” Id.
To date, however, Facebook has produced more than 38,000 documents referencing Quips and
still only produced about 3,500 Quips.
As the parties continued to meet and confer about Quips, Facebook’s explanation of how
it had collected them shifted. During an April 8 meet and confer, Facebook proposed writing a
letter documenting its process for collecting and reviewing Quips. Laufenberg and Melamed
Decl. ¶ 4. Though Plaintiffs agreed, and asked about the letter during many of the parties’ twiceweekly standing meet-and-confers, Facebook kept pushing the deadline out.
During the parties’ May 3, 2022 meet and confer, Facebook disclosed that, while all
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Quips associated with certain custodians had been collected and searched for responsive
documents, that was not the process for other custodians. For the second group of custodians,
Facebook informed Plaintiffs that technical limitations at the time of collection prevented it from
collecting all Quips associated with those custodians. Those custodians’ Quips were identified
and collected based on custodial interviews. Ex. 131. Thus, Facebook’s collection for the second
group of custodians was twice constrained: first by the custodians’ memories of Quips, and
second counsel’s determination during the custodial interview of what information was relevant
to the case.
Plaintiffs continued to ask, during the parties’ twice weekly standing meet-and-confers,
when Facebook would provide the written explanation of how it had collected and searched
Quips that it promised in May. When Plaintiffs raised the issue on July 14, 2022, counsel for
Facebook expressed frustration that Plaintiffs continued to press the point. Even though the
attorney had been present during the meet and confer when Facebook agreed to provide the letter
on April 8, she now stated her belief that Plaintiffs were not entitled to the information they
sought. Since Facebook had promised the letter, she said Facebook would provide it. But she
stated that it was her lowest priority. Laufenberg and Melamed Decl. ¶¶ 4–6.
On July 22, 2022, Facebook sent its letter describing its process for collection of Quips
and other document sets. It was far less than Facebook had promised. The full statement about
Facebook’s collection of Quips was: “Quips were collected from the Quip system based on a
reasonable and diligent investigation conducted by counsel which included the collection of Quip
accounts for document custodians who identified Quips as a potentially relevant data source, as
well as targeted searches of the Quip system based on interviews with knowledgeable persons.”
Ex. 128.
The single sentence explanation fails to provide the information Plaintiffs sought. It does
not identify the custodians whose Quips were not fully collected. It does not state whether
Facebook has gone back to collect those custodians’ Quip files in full, like it had for other
custodians. It does not explain what Facebook is doing to ensure it had produced Quips
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referenced in the documents it had produced—documents it had already determined were
responsive, or which it had been ordered to produce. Facebook has still not provided this
information.
On August 5, Plaintiffs filed a motion with the Special Master asking for the following
additional production. First, Facebook should be required to produce all non-privileged Quips
referenced in any other document Facebook has produced. Second, Facebook should collect all
Quips associated with custodians whose Quips were previously identified by custodial interview,
run the parties’ previously identified search strings for each custodian against their collected
Quips, and produce all non-privileged Quips responsive to that search. But in this motion,
Plaintiffs ask the Court to issue sanctions based on the excessive delay and continued resistance
to full production of Quips.
C.

Sanctions should be imposed.
1. Bad faith in continued failure to search for or produce responsive Quips.
For nearly two years, Plaintiffs have sought production of responsive Quips. Facebook’s

custodial email collection confirms that Quips were tools regularly used by Facebook employees
to collaborate on the creation of documents concerning issues core to this action. While
Facebook has produced some Quips, it has failed to conduct a reasonable search for those that
are responsive to Plaintiffs’ document requests. Indeed, it has not come close to producing even
those Quips referenced in documents it has produced. This is similar to producing responsive
emails while omitting attachments. Facebook’s bad faith is most evident in its promise to provide
a written explanation of the collection; repeatedly missing the date it provided for providing the
letter; and ultimately providing a letter two weeks ago with a single, boilerplate sentence
regarding its collection. Facebook has stonewalled, refused to provide necessary information,
and avoided its obligation to undertake an effort to collect, review, and produce Quips
proportionate to their relevance to the case.
2. Issue sanctions.
Plaintiffs seek permission to conduct additional depositions at their discretion, after the
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close of fact discovery but no later than thirty days before trial, of any active contributors in
Quips that have not been produced as of July 22, 2022, the date Facebook sent its insufficient
letter regarding how it had collected Quips. This includes the ability to take additional testimony
from previously deposed witnesses regarding Quips that were not produced at least seven days
before their deposition.
3. Monetary sanctions.
Plaintiffs are prepared to submit a declaration substantiating the additional fees and costs
they incurred as a result of Facebook’s misconduct connected with Quips.
IX.

CONCLUSION

Facebook’s discovery misconduct has been long-running and pervasive. It has threatened
the fair resolution of this litigation. The Court should impose the nonmonetary sanctions
proposed above in addition to the monetary sanctions that Plaintiffs have requested here and in
previous briefing.

Dated: August 8, 2022
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ATTESTATION PURSUANT TO CIVIL LOCAL RULE 5-1(h)(3)
I, Lesley E. Weaver, attest that concurrence in the filing of this document has been
obtained from the other signatory. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct.
Executed this 24th day of August, 2022, at Oakland, California.
/s/ Lesley E. Weaver
Lesley E. Weaver
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